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PREFACE

Over the past two decades the usefulness of the computer in science
and education has been demonstrated by the rapid growth of applications.
Striking advances have been made in data analysis and research through its
use; however, in the direct application of computers to the instructional
process, obstacles still exist between promise and

This study seeks to identify those obstacles which have hindered the
development and acceptance of computer use in instruction, and to
suggest means for overcoming them. The Delphi Technique was used to
obtain and analyze the judgment of educational practitioners, theoreti-
cians, hardware and software specialists, and evaluatos on (a) major
impediments to wider use of computers in instruction, and (b) actions that
might increase acceptance and use of computer-based instructional
materials.

The results of the project are suggestive rather than definitive. They
do not represent a conclusion by the panel as to what should be done to
further acceptance; they do indicate likely sources of difficulty and
promising steps for resolving them which the project participants believed
should be considered in planning for the future growth of computer use in
instruction.

The report is organized so that a summary overview of major points can
be found in Chapter III and a general interpretation of the findings in
Chapter V, following the main body of results.
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Chapter I

Statement of Problem

Considerable manpower and extensive fiscal resources have been ex-
pended in recent years to investigate the value and cost of computer use
at all levels of the educational process. The National Science Foundation.
through its Office of Computing Activities, has supported several of these
investigatiuns, most notably in the areas of computer applications, user
services, and training. The specific areas of computer applications that
received substantial attention were (a) use of computers in problem-solving
situations, (b) model development and simulation, and (c) computer-aided
and computer- managed instruction. Studies of user services compared and
evaluated local versus remote processing, batch versus interactive pro-
cessing, and cost benefits gained from economy of scale versus cost of the
new generation of mini-computers. Studies in the training area examined
the impediments to, and costs of, training faculty in computer use, and
looked at the problems and costs of developing and distributing computer-
oriented and computer-based curricular material.

Certain aspects of these investigations are of particular concern because
they have been especially troublesome to evaluate. Probably the major
difficulty has been that, despite evidence of the computer's value for
instructional uses, the educational community is still reluctant to accept it.
A reflection of this reluctance is that few educators are developing quality
course materials to support instructional applications of the computer. In
addition to this lag in authorship, these are the problems of unexpectedly
high costs for developing materials and the total absence of mechanisms
for distributing materials that have been developed.

Many explanations have been offered to account for these conditions.
For example, sonic observers suggest that inadequate incentives for au-
thors are a major reason so little faculty effort has been spent on develop-
ing computer-based materials. Others see the relatively primitive and
cumbersome "author languages" as contributing to the discouragingly high
costs of development. Still. others view low volume, limited experience in
packaging and marketing, and the fear of nonrecoverable costs as factors
that account for the missing distribution mechanisms.

Numerous additional difficulties have been cited as root causes for the
lack of widespread use of computers in instruction. The present study was
undertaken to identify the most plausible explanations of this multi-
faceted problem and to outline strategies for overcoming the difficulties.



Chapter II

Research Plan

The study was designed to be conducted in two phases. The first phase
was a questionnaire survey that, through the Delphi Technique, gathered
(a) opinions about the major obstacles to acceptance of computers in
instruction, and (b) suggestions of actions or plans for overcoming the
obstacles. The second phase was a conference whose purpose was to bring
the participants together to discuss aspects of the action plans, such as
cost, need, and social and technical feasibility, and to express opinions as
to which plans were most worthwhile to pursue.

Definition of CAI
Throughout the study, computer-assisted instruction (CAI) was used as

a generic tenn, comprising all aspects of computer use in an instructional
context. Included within the scope of the term was what some have pre-
ferred to call computer-based education, and also problem-solving, gaming,
simulation, etc. This point was noted on the cover page of each question-
naire.

The Participants
Because computer use in education cuts across a number of disciplines,

the project participants were selected from several areas of specialization,
including curriculum development, educational research, educational
administration, law, computer and systems science, computer hardware
and software, publishing, and communications regulations. Invitations to
participate were extended to 42 authorities in these areas, 34 of whom
accepted. Of this group, 30 completed the questionnaire phase, and 20
attended the conference that closed the data-gathering sequence.

The distribution of the 30 participants among the several areas of
specialization was as follows:
Curriculum Development: two directors of commercial instructional

materials companies, a director of a research center specializing in the
design of instructional materials, and a university researcher concerned
with the development of authoring techniques and programming lan-
guages.

Educational Research: a director of research for an educational research
institute, three directors of university CAI labs, and two researchers
specializing in educational evaluation.

3
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Educational Administration: a superintendent of a large metropolitan
school system, an ex-superintendent now president of an educational
research firm, a foundation president, an administrator of a national
educational association, and a university administrator.

Law: a professor of -law :necializing in copyright infringement and related
legal issues arising from applications of new technology.

Computer and Systems Science: a psychologist and a social scientist ivho
have served as advisers to the government on the integration of tech-
nology into education, and three computer scientists specializing in
computer applications in education.

Computer Hardware and Software: two representatives or large hardware
manufacturing firms, and two university professors representing major
computer centers.

Communianions Regulations: a former commissioner of a communi-
cations agency.

In the first questionnaire, 12 categories of CAI-related activities were
presented and respondents were asked to check those areas in which they
had had experience. To give an idea or the range of participants' back-
grounds in terms of CAI, the number of respondents checking each cate-
gory is listed in Table I.

Table 1

Respondent Experience

Category Number Who Checked

1. Administration of CAI lab 7

2. Administration of computer center 6
3. Designing of software 17
4. Software development 18
5.' Designing of hardware 9
6. Hardware development 11

7. Recordkeeping function of computer 10
8. Design of computer-based curriculum 12
9. Structuring of curriculum content 14

10. Evaluating computer-based curricula 12
11. Training educators in use of computer-

based materials 13
12. Teaching with computer-based materials 14

Delphi Technique
The Delphi Technique is a method for the systematic collection of

expert or informed opinions. The purpose of the procedure is to obtain a
consensus without bringing the experts together in a face-to-face meeting;

10
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this is achieved by having them complete a series of questionnaires inter-
spersed with controlled opinion feedback. Not only can the process mean
a saving in money, but also, and more importantly for this study, the
mode of controlled interaction encourages independent thought and the
gradual formation of thoroughly considered opinion. It has, moreover, the
advantage of providing anonymity to participants. These characteristics
give the Delphi Technique a distinct advantage over the traditional faculty
or committee meeting, where direct confrontation in too many instances
prompts the formulation of hasty and preconceived notions, an inclination
to close one's mind to novel ideas, or a tendency to be influenced by the
loudest or most persuasive speakers, regardless of the substance of their
argument.

Questions appropriate for consideration through the Delphi Technique
are those on which mature and informed judgment must be exercised
rather than those that lend themselves to analytic solutions. For instance,
the technique is useful in complex situations such as prediction-making
where conclusions are necessarily based on intuitive judgment or insight.
Greatest success with the technique is generally obtained when the con-
tributed opinions are based on thorough knowledge and pertinent experi-
ence, and when participants are given the opportunity to make their own
logical structures and to synthesize what they both know and feel into an
appropriate form.

In summary, the advantages of the Delphi Technique for this study
were these:

(I) The technique assured each participant substantial opportunity to
contribute his opinions.

(2) The procedure could take advantage of multiple types of relevant
information, since it could sample the knowledge and values of
experts in diverse fields and disciplines.

(3) The technique allowed a select body of authorities to deal with
values as well as with facts, with impunity.

(4) The technique allowed participants to address, systematically, the
key issues regarding the use of computers in instruction.

(5) Through the use of successive questionnaires, it was possible to
arrive at a careful identification, definition, and evaluation of
basic problems of demonstration, cost, development, and distri-
bution of computer-based curricular materials.

The Delphi Technique is generally applied as follows: (a) the parti-
cipants are asked to list their opinions on a specific topic, such as scientific
predictions or recommended activities; (b) the participants are then asked
to evaluate the total list by a criterion, such as importance, chance of
success, etc.; (c) each participant receives the list and a summary of re-
sponses to the items if in the minority he is asked to revise his opinions
or indicate his reasons for remaining in the minority; (d) each participant
again receives the list, an updated summary, and the minority opinions in a
final opportunity to revise his opinions.

5
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Questionnaire Sequence
The initial phase of the study was conducted, with three general aims in

mind. The first was to have the participants briefly outline their views of
general educational goals and of the use and value of the computer in
implementing these goals. The second was to identify factors that have
inhibited widespread use of computers in instruction. The third was to
produce plans for future action.

A sequence of three questionnaires was used to achieve these aims.
Each of the questionnaires focused on the same three major questions:

(I) In what ways do you believe the use of computers in instruction
would improve the educational process?

(2) Why have computers not been more widely used in the instruc-
tional process?

(3) What needs to be done to tap more fully the potential contri-
bution of the computer to the instructional process?

The Delphi Technique proved effective in producing convergence on
the major issues involved in these questions. A more detailed description
of the substance and logic of the questionnaire sequence is given in Chapter
IV. Copies of the questiomiaires are shown in Appendix I.

Conference
To conclude the process of gathering and refining data, a conference

was held. Its purpose was to focus on orientations for action that could
overcome the obstacles to CAI acceptance delineated in the questionnaire
sequence. To this end a series of "mini-Delphi" exercises were devised
which were to continue the Delphi format of information feedback and
opinion refinement. Theoretically these were to combine the advantages of
the Delphi Technique, described above, while providing opportunity also
for structured "face -to -face" discussions.

The data on which the conferees were to work were 83 "action state-
ments." These were derived from the questionnaire responses and were
reduced to a single sentence for easy manipulability. Both the original action
suggestions and the action statements are included in Appendices 4 and
5. The end product of the conference was to be a rough ranking of the
items in terms of "worthiness for additional consideration," with the top
half or so of the items receiving further detailed evaluation of cost effec-
tiveness and feasibility in workshops. There were to be several iterations of
ratings of the top items, culminating in the allocation of a hypothetical
five-year budget directed toward advancing the growth in value and accep-
tance of CAI.

The sequence was to be as follows:

First Session: The group rates the 83 statements on a 0-3 scale.

Second Session: The bottom two-thirds of the ranked list arc considered;
items not voted in are dropped; new suggestions voted in are added.

Third Session: Workshop A - rates .items on general feasibility; discusses
future technological developments and breakthroughs that might affect

1.2.
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cost and prepares statements on these. Workshop B rates items on cast
effectiveness and discusses those where there are divergent ratings; splits
into subgroups which cast parameters of each item.

Fourth Session: Workshop A discusses, rates, and prepares statements on
any especially negative features of items in relation to special-purpose
or "stakeholder" groups in education (e.g.. handicapped students.
teachers. vocational trainees).
Workship B - estimates cost of items using the prepared cost parameters
as guidelines; discusses and rates any especially positive values of items
in relation to educational "stakeholder" groups.

Fifth Session: The material summarized from the workshops is distributed
and discussed: the conferees individually allocate a limited budget
among the items, in separate "Research and Development" and "Action
and Implemethation" programs.
This series of exercises, however, did not work out as planned. In fact,

the course of the meetings bore little resemblance to the intended progres-
sion of inputs and evaluations. From the very beginning of the conference.
the structure was questioned and even adamantly opposed by some of the
conferees. This was due in part to misunderstanding. in part to the rigidity
of the planned procedure, and in part to a. fundamental problem which
was symptomatic of organizational difficulties encountered throughout
the study.

The misunderstanding ensued from a feeling that the planners had made
some arbitrary assumptions and that the organization was not appropriate.
Rather than serving as a minimally constraining framework for the con-
ferees to interact within, as was intended, the format appeared to a
number of conferees to be an interpretation with which they had to agree
or disagree at the outset. Some participants felt their viewpointscould not
emerge in such a framework, or be given enough weight. This was true in
the sense that the planning of the conference was oriented much more
toward gaining a consensus than inward exploring areas of divergence.

The rigidity of the procedure lay in the fact that it tended to channel
the conferees all highly articulate, experienced specialists with very
definite opinions into limited, structured interactions. The conferees
were more inclined to a format of free discussion. and, in the end, unstruc-
tured interaction formed the major portion of the conference proceedings.

The third contributing factor to the conference difficulties pertains to
the whole study, and is discussed below.

Organizational Difficulties
The fundamental problem underlying the conference organization is

evidenced throughout the report. The area of CAI acceptance cuts across a
broad range of technical, economic, and educational issues. This of course
is what makes the area so difficult to analyze and evaluate. In order to gain
the general view that was the object of the study, the participants were
drawn from a number of fields representing this range. This inevitably
resulted in a fragmentation of expertise which made it difficult throughout
the study to approach problems with a common orientation. For instance,
school administrators thought of CAI in terms ofelementary-level drill and

.7 13



practice. university professors thought of college-level applications, pub-
lishers thought in terms of marketable forms, etc. It was clear from the
responses to the first questionnaire that occasionally some groups of partici-
pants were reacting on totally different planes than other groups. III the
conference discussion, emphasis was continually shifting back to the prob-
lem of gaining a unified perspective that would be satisfactory for the
majority of conferees.

The following characteristics of the study stem from this fact:

a) The Delphi Technique had to be slightly altered. Since interpreta-
tion of a particular questionnaire item varied widely depending on the
expert's field. it did not seem reasonable to place emphasis on obtaining
convergence of item ratings. Instead, the orientation was shifted toward
gaining information on the overall viewpoints of the respondents. partic-
ularly in the third questionnaire. Of course, the essential feature of the
Delphi Technique, in feeding back information and receiving reevaluated
responses, was useful in getting an overall delineation of Where the strong
divergences in viewpoint were.

b) In terms of the conference, this fragmentation meant that all the
participants were not looking at the conference design in the same con-
text. They disagreed with each other as well as with the planners, and, in
the process of articulating their positions, became much more interested in
the nature of their disagreements than in reaching any consensus of views.
Interesting discussions emerged, of course, but not in clean -cut, readily
sununarizable form. As a result, as sonic of the conferees themselves sug-
gested, the authors have opted to work the conference discussion into the
report in the loose, subjectively stated way described below.

c) The dominant opinion in a particular area e.g.. in education
may have conic from a subgroup of respondents involved in that area,
because it is only this group which has commented substantively on the
topic (or, at the conference, discussed it). The other participants, less
familiar with the area, remained silent and, in effect, tacitly endorsed the
view. In other words, sonic of the opinions that are presented as repre-
sentative of the group were discussed by relatively few of the participants,
namely, those who had something to say about them.

d) The overall picture that the report draws is dependent on the distri-
bution of participants among fields. That is, it is possible that if more
computer science experts had been included, the report's section on
"Technical Research and Development" would have been expanded.

Organization of the Report
The bulk of the results are drawn from the comments made by ques-

tionnaire respondents and from the transcripts of the conference discus-
sion. Quantitative data from the questionnaires are described in a few
instances, as well as summarized in the appendices. However, for the
reasons already described little emphasis was placed on the specific rating
values attached to the questionnaire items. Instead, the authors have tried
to present a picture of impressions that reflects as accurately as possible

14 8



the agreements, considerations, disputes and inconsistencies that emerged
from the suit data, and that give the "best fit" to the hard data.

It was, of course, obvious that particular points of view were endorsed
much more strongly by the group than others, which is useful information
even though it derives from subjective evaluation. Consequently, a rough
index is used in Chapter IV to indicate the degree of agreement surround-
ing the issues discussed, as follows:

*** - high degree of consensus; essentially all participants agreed on this
point

** - moderate consensus; most participants agreed. without a signifi-
cant dissenting view emerging

* - limited consensus: some but not most participants agreed, with-
out a significant dissenting view emerging

Except where points of disagreement or pertinent questionnaire data are
described, the report consists of what we judge to be the dominant view-
points, written as though by a hypothetical participant whose opinions
consistently aligned with the general opinion of the group.

9
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Chapter III

A Summary of Results

For the convenience of readers who do not wish to explore the details
of the questionnaire rounds and the conference. this chapter briefly sum-
marizes the principal findings. Comprehensive findings then follow in
Chapter IV, and in Chapter V the authors have added their own analyses
and a brief discussion of the suggested plans of action.

The complex factors inhibiting widespread use of computers in instruc-
tion have three principal diMensions educational, economic, and tech-
nical. These three dimensions are reflected in the six categories into which
opinions were grouped: (a) production and distribution of instructional
materials, (b) demonstration of the effectiveness of CAI, (c) theory of
instruction (need for additional psychological and educational research),
(d) educational system and the teacher, (c) cost, and (f) technical research
and development.

Out of the cumulative Delphi process of questionnaires and the final
conference of participants, the educational dimension i.e., the problems
related to the availability of adequate materials and the lack of evidence of
CAI effectiveness was judged to be the most critical. Almost as critical
the economic dimension, although the solution to the problej of CAI's
high costs was, thought to probably depend on already eximing- market
pressures which are bringing costs down. The technicaldimension. which is
mainly concerned with creating adequate CAI delivery systems. was judged
not to be of critica)..?I'nportaucc. -"

In category a;- productioa and distribution of instructional materials
tile rppoildefk: singled out obstacles related io lack of faculty interest in.---
olItusipa.of responsibility for..and lack of incentives for the development
and distributiim of computer-based materials. The lack of good, readily
available computer-based educational materials was the most highly rated
item in the study. The scarcitypf troitcrials results from a lack of established
production nyv.Iyoti, and pri:Oduit;s, rack of professional and economic
incentives, alit.t0'e vaguen5ssl'uf- mart.et prospects. Opinion converged
toward the fao(ving..M$4ity view: A market should be established
with federal...backing .i,;r incentitles,'Und this market could be expected
to become self-supporting, especially if new uses -- simulation, gaming,
problem-solving were developed. Guidelines for standardization,
flexible royalty and copyright policies, :Ind appropriate production models
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(particularly team - oriented approaches). are also needed to encourage the
growth of a strong market for materials.

In category h (demonstration), the fact that there are few examples of
effective CAl use was judged to be a major problem. Two opposing view-
points.became evident. One held that large-scale demonstrations of educa-
tional effectiveness are needed, but not in the context of status-quo
education. CAI must improve education, without undue concern for
economic feasibility educational revision should be a national goal. The
opposing opinion was that CAI should be developed just like any other
instructional medium; i.e., it only needs commercial incentives to improve
it, though federal support will be necessary initially. Participants agreed
that the teaching of basic skills, e.g., English and math, would be a good
initial target in demonstrating successful applications of CAI. Specific uses
reconimended were: remedial programs for the disadvantaged;curriculum
development within a discipline; courses for community colleges and lower-
level undergraduates; education for the handicappped; and vocational,
industrial and military training.

In category c (theory of instruction), it was agreed that there is a need
to gain deeper understanding of CAI's unique instructional capabilities.
The computer's information-processing potential is far from being fully
utilized in present CAI systems. Aspects of CAI that should be explgted in
this regard are: the need for new production techniques iniegrafingtli's
programming. display and documentation requirements; the grealkangai of
roles from .information resource to tutor that CAI can assume; inktruc-
tional applications of simulation, gaming and process teaching; the
potential for individualizing learning sequences; and the use of CAl in a
research mode. In addition, our knowledge of the instructional process in
general has to be extended and applied to CAI design. This may not
involve further direct efforts in learning theory research, but rather may
come from new experimental techniques arising from the research use of
CAl itself.

Broad use of CAI will require changing the traditional role of the
teacher (category d). This may be a major source of educational resistance
and must be resolved by effective teacher training and by careful planning
of CAI systems to support a new role for teachers. Unless this new role is
attractive to teachers, it will not be accepted by them. Additional resis-
tance may stem from seeing CAI as a job threat, as an attempt to automate
education, and as another in a series of technological aids that have failed
to fulfill initial expectations. However, the majority felt that if CAI can be
shown to meet concrete needs, teachers will more readily adopt it. To this
end, demonstrations must be combined with careful, honest and critical
evaluations that convincingly indicate, the effectiveness of CAI applica-
tions. These evaluations should entail more rigorous cost effectiveness
analyses, specification of goals, and measurement of instructional effec-
tiveness. Such evaluations will help provide a basis for systematic improve-
ment of educational methods.

The participants agreed that the problem of high costs (category e) is an
important one. However, it was felt that normal commercial pressures in
already existing markets will do much more to bring down costs than any
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'extra effort made for educational applications. It is more important at
present to concentrate on difficulties that are specifically educational:
specifying course objectives so that cost effectiveness can be measured.
and developing appropriate accounting methods, The cost problem will
probably be worked out first in colleges, which have fewer restrictions in
allocating funds and reordering priorities, and which are most likely to
have access to computer installations.

Problems of technical research and development (category .11 were
judged to be less important than educational and economic problems in
inhibiting widespread use of the computer in education. The most signifi-
cant problems were considered to be the need to improve the reliability of
hardware and the design of student terminals. There was sharp disagree-
ment about the necessity of improving the computer's ability to accept
free-form responses from the student. For those who saw CAl as ultimate-
ly assuming a "Socratic" or tutorial role, this was considered critical: for
those who did not see this role for CM, it was unimportant. Programming
languages were judged not to be a significant problem.

During the conference .that completed the research process, the pat-
ticipants evaluated a number of action statements that had been suggested
for encouraging more widespread use of computers. The 15 on which there
was the most agreement are presented below.

A. Research and Development

Learner control /learning styles, Develop systems that allow more
learner control of the material and of the style of teaching.

Educational terminal (graphics/audio). Organize a team of industrial
designers, engineers, teachers, and students to develop one or several
educationally oriented computer terminals.

learning theories. Develop a foundation of theories of learning and
experimental data which would enable the computer to be maximally
flexible and effective in teaching, as opposed to being a page-turning
and response-recording device.

Software format. Establish a format for the production of software that
will make it usable in a variety of hardware systems.

Cooperative /competitive. Develop programs in which the student ques-
tions the computer rather than the reverse (cooperative rather than
competitive use of the computer in a learning situation).

Model tome. Set up a large-scale model demonstration of CAl-in-the-
home in a new town (200 new towns are now in some stage of planning
or construction in the U.S.).

Learning styles. Develop the capability to identify and match student
learning styles in different content areas with appropriate pedagogical
techniques.

13 18
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B. Action and Implementation

Simulation and gaming. Concentrate curriculum development efforts on
utilization of the computer's unique capabilities, e.g.. in problem-
solving exercises, simulation, and gaming.

Support teachers in CAI development. !den* teachers who are good
writers and who have classroom experience in computer applications
and support them in the writing. publishing, and distribution of quality
curricular materials.

Summer workshops. Institute summer workshops to provide teachers
with hands-on experience with available CM systems.

Model schools. Set up one or more CA1-based model schools (elemen-
tary schools, high schools, or college campuses).

Cooperative project. Implement a cooperative project involving a com-
munity college system and a major commercial producer of educational
materials to develop, test, and demonstrate a remedial course, such as
remedial English.

Large-scale demo. Mount a large-scale experiment to demonstrate the
economic feasibility of CM.

Finance teaching of CAI techniques. Finance teacher training. institu-
tions to include practical training in the use of hardware and software,
and in the techniques of integrating CAI with the traditional edncation
process.

Professional incentives. Establish professional incentives for university
faculty through a grant program that requires from the recipient univer-
sity' assurance that work on CAI development would be judged equiva-
lent to research, in terms of promotion, salary, etc.

The list comes from what was intended to be the final budget allocation
exercise culminating the workshop evaluations of feasibility, cost-effective-
ness, and special benefits. However, the conferees objected that such an
allocation could be misconstrued as being far more conclusive and signifi-
cant than was actually the case, especially since the action statements did
not include any details of implementation. Consequently, it was agreed
that the allocation figures would not be published. Instead, the list of 15
action statements simply consists of those statements which received the
greatest number of allocations, irrespective of the size of the allocation.
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Chapter IV

Comprehensive Discussion of Results

This section contains a description of the questionnaire sequence, and
extended discussion of the substantive results that emerged from the
study.

Question One
The first major question required participants to estimate the desir-

ability of, and the computer's potential contribution to, a number of
presumed educational benefits that might result from the use of coinputers
in the instructional process. This section was planned simply to derivu a
working frame of reference as to what the group anticipated would be the
desirable outcomes and potential contributions of a wide-spread instruc-
tional use of computers. Consequently, after the first questionnaire had
obtained a rough degree of unanimity, attention was directed much more
heavily toward the other sections, giving responses to this first question
only a slight degree of further refinement.

The first questionnaire presented 11 items for consideration. Respon-
dents were asked to supplement these with any other educational improve-
ments they thought significant. Seventy-two additional items were re-
ceived from this round. From these were chosen three improvements that
were most frequently suggested; these were presented for rating in the
second questionnaire. The third questionnaire presented all 14 items in
rank order and asked for comments wherever a respondent disagreed with
any evaluation.

Response to the first question was clear and generally uniform. There
was substantial agreement that where adequate facilities and quality course
materials are available, subject matter can be taught more rapidly, mean-
ingfully, and thoroughly with the computer's aid. In general, the group's
opinion was that the proper use of computers in instruction would make
education more productive and effective, allow for greater individualiza-
tion, and provide for greater equality of educational opportunity.

There was also strong agreement that computers could make their
greatest contribution to the instructional process by enabling students to
interact with systems of realistic complexity; e.g., in the physical, social,
and behavioral sciences, and in business, engineering, and medicine.



Several other direct educational Ix:milts were identified. For example.
because they can provide more immediate feedback, computers in insane
tion may afford more efficient learning and perhaps help produce more
highly motivated students. Also, more widespread computer use might
provide greater flexibility in scheduling learning programs; e.g.. courses
could be made available in public libraries. dormitories, or homes. Ratings
of these and other opinions on the ways computers could be used to
improve the educational process have been summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Response to the torSt quesbon. "In what war. do mu belleye
that the use of computers in instoucloon would improve the
educational process"'
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dem containing the 'noddle 50 percent of responses (the emus
quibble range). with M niddating the median rahne.

The Items are ranked In order of mean fetuses, averaged over
A and B.
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Questions Two and Three
The second major question asked respondents to evaluate the problems

that have kept CAI from being more widely developed and accepted. In
the first round. a list of 23 possible obstacles was presented and respon-
dents were asked to rate these and suggest additional items. From the 49
additional items that were returned, 16 were added in the second question-
naire and were rated along with the old items, which were organized into
categories. In the third questionnaire the list was presented again for
rating, in category format. Within each category the following two ques-
tions were asked:

Do you feel that this is an accurate representation of the problems in
this area? (What comments would you add to make the picture more
complete?)

Do you feel that the nature of the problems in this area differs signifi-
cantly for different levels of education (e.g.. precollege and college)?
If so. how?

A few representative comments that touched on key issues were also pre-
sented in each category for the respondents to agree or disagree with.

The third major question requested suggestions for overcoming the
obstacles identified in Question Two and for facilitating the growth. in
value and acceptance. of CAI in the future. The 80 suggestions received
from the first questionnaire were edited and reduced to 38 items, or-
ganized into categories. and presented in the second questionnaire for
ratings. In the third questionnaire, the three most highly rated items in
each category were presented. and the respondents were asked "Are there
other suggestions that you believe are more important than these?" In
addition, in a final section of the third questionnaire, the respondents were
requested to outline two or more action plans, based on one of the three
suggestions in each category, or any additional idea they felt was worth
exploring. These action plans are presented in original form in Appendix 4.
They provided most of the 83 action plans considered at the conference.

The sequence used was not a strict Delphi application. It soon became
clear that CAI has too many dimensions for a simple iteration of rating
refinements to achieve the substantive overview that was the goal of the
study. The sequence did, however, stay within the spirit of the technique
in feeding back inputs for clarification and sharpening of focus.

Sonic convergence was obtained in the item-rating of obstacles (see
Appendix 3). It is interesting to note that the Questionnaire 2 ratings, in
which the Questionnaire 1 data were presented in bar-graph form and a
simple rerating was requested, did not converge significantly. That is, re-
spondents were not moved to change their ratings by seeing the group
data, With Questionnaire 3, however, respondents were asked to comment
wherever their final rating fell outside the interquartile range of group
responses for each item. Here there was substantial convergence, as would
be expected. Evidently, feeding back group data, without requiring an
explanation for disagreement with the majority, does not result in a refine-
ment of consensus.
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The responses to Questions Two and Three were numerous and diverse.
So that these could be more effectively considered. they were grouped
into categories. The objective in selecting the categories was to reduce the
effort required of the respondents by providing a degree of organization
while superimposing only a minimally artificial structure. The six cate-
gories finally settled on. after some revision during the sequence, were
these:

(a) Production and Distribution of Instructional Materials
(b) Demonstration
(c) Theory of Instruction
(d) Educational System and the Teacher
(e) Cost
( f) Technical Research and Development

In the following discussion of results, the questionnaire data. confer.
ence dialogue, and action plans are interwoven in a description of the
overall issue of CM acceptance as seen by the project participants. The
report is written in such a way as to reflect what seems to be the generally
held opinions, while making distinct the issues that provoked disagree-
ment. The attitudes expressed are not the authors'; rather they indicate
what the authors feel were the group's views. The discussion is organized
into the categories listed above, with a brief introduction to each describ-
ing general areas of agreement and disagreement.

A. Production/Distribution of Instructional Materials
Obstacles identified in this category grouped themselves as problems of

lack of interest in, diffusion of responsibility for, and lack of incentive for
the development and distribution of computer-based materials. Table 3
displays specific factors relating to the production and distribution of
instructional materials that were judged to be significant impediments to
widespread computer use.

There was substantial agreement that the inadequate supply of effective
instructional materials was the most serious short-term obstacle to wide-
spread use of computers in the instructional process. The problem which
received the highest ratings in terms of importance in the entire question-
naire was Item I: the lack of good, readily available computerbased edu-
cational materials. The consensus of the group was summarized by one
respondent: "Adequate course materials seem to be the key variable. Hard-
ware is now available, and improvements will be made continually. How-
ever, course development is slow and needs far more attention. The quality
of CA1 will be determined by the quality of the materials inserted into the
computer."

The reasons for the scarcity of good materials are complex and inter-
related. Generally, they have to do with .'te lack of established production
methods and procedures, the lack of pi,,fc.isional and economic incentives,
and the vagueness of market prospects. It was the majority view thol a

market must be established, initially with federal backing or incentives,
but eventually self-supporting, and that attractive and marketable new uses
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TABLE 3

Production/distribution of instructional materials. This cate-
gory dealt with problems 01 interest. responsibility and mewl.
tive in the development and distribution of computerbased
materials. The first item. "lack Of readily available and good
computer based educational materials", was the most highly
rated item in the study.

The bar in the rating grid indicates the range for each item con.
twining the middle 50 percent of responses (the interquarttle
range). with M indicating the median rating. The items are
ranked in order of mean ratings.

I. Lack of madly available and good compute-lased educational Materials.

M

AL
2. Lack of piolessionel and economic incentives for development of

computetbned materials.

3. Lack of incentive lot faculty members to expend any considerable tone and
effort in modifying, or meeting alternative. imtnational methods. INIEMM

M

4. Lack of incentives lot dissemination of softwoia.

1111111161111

5. The lack of personnel with appropriate Paining and talent In the choose
disciplines requited: i.e. insuuctional psychology. computer science.
enpneeting. educational administration. radimTVlem. MN=

6. Application of the "lextbook" or singleauthot model to curriculum
Production instead of the "movie production" model involving I highly skilled
differentiated team. M

7. Lack of initiative with regard to d testing whom. and providing training
end services for its users, IMOM

8. Lack of standardization of computer systems. limiting free exchange of
salivate. M=an

9. Lack of appropriate mechanism lot protecting patents, copyrights, etc.. tot
CAI matetials. M

MIN
JO. Lack of an organization to facilitate interchange of CM program materials.

M
1=1

of CAI, such as simulation, gaming, and problem-solving, should be devel-
oped. There was, however, some feeling that this was essentially a "stock-
holder" approach, with its emphasis on commercial development of CAI,
and that such a limited viewpoint does not meet the magnitude of the
educational problem, nor the urgency of the need for change.

Within this first category (Production and Distribution of Instructional
Materials), the major concerns can be grouped under the following head-
ings: new directions, the author, incentives, the market concerns of the
publisher and of hardware and software manufacturers, market develop-
ment, production models, royalty and copyright, standardization, and
national organizations. Specific concerns in regard to each of these items
are summarized as follows.
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New Directions
More imaginative. effective, and marketable forms of CM need to be

developed*** (see Section C. Theory of Instruction. for limiter commen-
tary). Overemphasis on tutorial and drill and practice applications, and
insufficient emphasis on other instructional strategies. have had a stulti-
fying Cited on CAI's growth. Consequently, computer use in education
will be strictly limited until new and striking areas of exploration are identi-
fied and developed. One promising direction for effort is the area of
simulation and gaining, an area in which the computer provides capabilities
that cannot be duplicated by any other instructional means. Compara-
tively little has been done to enhance the computer's use in this area. The
creation of effective simulation and gaming materials should be a major
goal in developing a substantial and viable CAI market, and in furthering
CAI acceptance.*** (See Tables 2. 3 and 5.)

The Author
In the third questionnaire the following question was asked of the

participants: "Who are most likely to be the primary producers of CAI
course materials?" Only brief responses were requested, but the answers
serve to indicate the general orientation of the group in approaching the
problem of author incentives. 01 those responding, seven named university
or college faculty as the most likely authors. Seven others listed the private
sector i.e., publishers, instructional-materials houses. Several in this
group added that CAI materials would be produced in the same way as
textbooks. but with experts in production techniques to backstop the
authors. Six of the remaining responses focused on various team ap-
proaches to materials development. (See Appendix 2.)

IncentiPes
A significant problem, particularly at the level of higher education, is the

absence of economic and professional incentives for designing, developing,
and distributing CAI materials.*** (See Item 2. Table 3.) Incentives are
particularly important at the university level, where there is the greatest
potential for development of materials, as noted above. At the university
level the lack of professional incentives stems from the general disinterest
in improving teaching methods (I tem 3, Table 3). Current academic incen-
tives practically ignore the development or improvement of instructional
techniques. Thus the participants generally agreed that more resources
should be directed toward recognition of technological applications in edu-
cation and toward revising the academic reward system.** Incentives com-
parable to dime provided for disciplinary research should be made available,
i.e., financial rewards, prestige, and enhancement of career. In effect, this
would mean a legitimization of work in the area.

Part of the difficulty is that the production of computer-based
materials is far from the point where the writing of CAI materials could be
equated to the writing of textbooks. Consequently, many university
faculty Will have to be willing to undertake intensive, and perhaps exten-
sive, peronal education in computers and CAI techniques. This difficulty
may be partially obviated by using a team approach in which the author is



supported by a technical team. Nevertheless, faculty members now derive
little advancement, and indeed are often penalized. for devoting more than
a fraction of their time to refining teaching methods. Progress will be
retarded in developing good college-level computer-based materials, and
new instructional methods, unless or until the prevailing counter-incentives
are removed.*

Elementary and secondary school teachers are also affected by the
absence of professional incentives for involvement in the formal develop-
ment of course materials. However, as discussed in Section D (Educational
System and the Teacher), they are less likely than university faculty to
have the time, skills, or resources required for courseware development.

The issue of economic incentives is very different from that of profes-
sional recognition. It is not a problem of arranging appropriate incentive
structures for CAI authors. Rather, it is one of determining where the
money will come from to provide the incentives.* As one spokesman for
the publishing industry observed, "The appropriate incentive structures are
already available and are simply waiting for the market to develop. All of
the techniques of payment are there. There is no lack of willingness to pay
generously for the work; there is just the question of which is more practi-
cal in a given case." In other words, once there is a market supplying
money to develop CAI course material in some sizable quantity. the
needed materials will be developed and publishers will quickly resolve the
royalty - versus - salary- versus - "something else" incentive problem. (It might,
however, be noted that this reasoning is circular, since a market probably
cannot be established unless good materials of demonstrated effectiveness
are available to begin with. There is a further discussion of this point in
Chapter V, Conclusions and Recommendations.)

Market
A market success for CAl is critically needed to catalyze public and

private investment.** Investment is clearly needed by hardware companies
as well as publishers or software producers. The kind of market that could
give rise to such success would have to present sufficient volume for mass
dissemination and should also offer low social resistance to change.* Many
of the CAI programs and applications that have been developed are in
advanced college-level topics and are so innovative that they do not have
impact on high-volume courses. Many other CAI developments are adjunc-
tive to the regular instructional system, representing an add-on cost rather
than a replacement cost. They therefore do not promise the economic
impact that can stimulate strong motivation for social changes. This issue
was raised in detail throughout the questionnaire and conference phase of
the study, with several significant viewpoints emerging from the inter-
action of the study's participants. The viewpoints of two representatives
from the commercial sector are discussed below.

a. The Publisher The critical questions directed at publishers are these:
a) why haven't they been induced to invest their own money in achieving
CAl success? and b) what are the reasons for the relatively.modest amount
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of publishers' money invested in specifically CAI materials as distinguished
from the very large investment in other program materials?

The answer, in large part, is skepticism about the success of CAI as an
alternative teaching technique and skepticism about the likelihood of
developing a viable market in the near future. Even if publishers were
confident of CAI's eventual effectiveness and profitability, they would still
be faced with many kinds of investment necessary at this stage of develop-
ment which are not the sort of investments that commercial sale of
materials can recover. For example, when a publisher is producing a con-
ventional textbook, he does not have to invest money to find out how to
write textbooks. That information is already common knowledge, and
writers know how to use it. Also, the publisher does not have to invest in a

marketing effort to try to persuade customers to invest in his type of
product. The public that is, the school system already buy.- xt-
books; the publisher need only persuade potential clients to In; ae
of book. But if the publisher is in the CAI field, he must first work toward
establishing a market for CAI products. He has to invest both in the pure
research that underlies production and also the specific research and test
ing of his particular product. Furthermore, his marketing effort has to be
addressed toward inducing the school to use CAlstechniques as well as his
materials. Clearly the market will not now support that level of invest-
ment.

Nevertheless, that does not mean proper financing cannot be raised. For
example, the publishers might be induced to make a considerable invest-
ment, on a shared-risk basis, if comparable government or foundation
support could be provided. The shared funds could be used to support the
research and development necessary to establish production techniques.
procedures for duplicating and disseminating materials economically, and
related requisite activities such as teacher-training workshops. This would
not simply be basic research on instructional technology, but rather an
effort to establish, or at least prepare the groundwork for, a sizable
market.

b. Hardware and Software Manufacturers A representative of a large
manufacturing firm said that an impressive sum had already been spent for
CAI only to confirm some very simple and, at least in hindsight, obvious
conclusions. One such conclusion was that trying to design special
hardware and software for educational purposes was a mistake. There is
too great a gap between design requirements for education and those for
business or science, and the computer market in the latter areas is already
extensive and well established. Although some work may continue on
specialized terminal development, manufacturers should not go out of
their way to support markets that arc exclusively educational.

Another t onclusion was that the course material problem is more diffi-
cult than expected. It is not, as they had hoped, simply and satisfactorily
resolved by an alliance with a publisher. The publisher's role typically is
not to develop materials, but to scout for, edit, package, and sell them.
Unfortunately, if there is no readily available source of materials. the
publisher is not necessarily prepared or motivated to create it.



A final problem was that in most tutorial and drill.and-practice applica-
tions, computer - presented subject matter did not produce any better re-
sults than traditional instructional methods, nor any savings in cost. Al-
though this might have been the fault of the material rather than the
method, it led to their conclusion that such applications of CAI are. for
the foreseeable future, a very poor business proposition.

It should be noted here that a majority of the participants did not
concur with the manufacturing spokesman in opposing development of
hardware designed especially for educational use. Rather. the lack of ap-
propriate hardware for CAI was judged by most to be a problem.** (See
Section F, Technical Research and Development.) It thus seems that when
this problem is ultimately resolved it will not be through the efforts of
large manufacturers, at least in the near future. The resolution. it was
suggested, will probably come through small and innovative hardware com-
panies, ready to take large risks for the market returns that could be
obtained front a well-received CAI hardware system.

Market Derek Innent
Federal funding will probably be necessary to resolve the stalemate over

economic incentives and to stimulate the growth of the market.** The
cost of preparing materials is so high and the investment so risky that
sources of substantial investment other than the government are unlikely.
Clearly, authors will not be easily persuaded to devote many years of hard
work developing a program that may never sell, nor will publishers be
quick to accept the risk of paying authors for their time, without the
demonstrable need that assures a market. The alternatives are a broad
program of federal funding or a liberal federal policy regarding support for
private research and development.

There were a number of suggestions as to ways in which federal financ-
ing could support the production and marketing of CAI materials. Sonic
involved subsidizing development of instructional materials within eack of
the major disciplines. For example, discipline-based groupings (like the
NSF-sponsored Commission on College Physics) might be established.
These could draw upon prominent scholars in the discipline to develop
curricula that imaginatively exploit the computer's full instructional cap-
ability. Their materials could then be offered for commercial distribution,
with royalties shared by the authors, the commission, and the government.
Other proposals were less concerned with facilitating disciplinary develop-
ment of computer materials. One suggestion, for example, emphasized the
importance of drawing in professionals of high intellectual caliber who also
have a deep understanding of both computers and education. A significant
problem has been the lack of persons with appropriate training and talents.
as indicated in Item 5, Table 3. Because professionals with such specialized
talents and broad interests are at present rare, a primary goal would be to
establish research institutes and programs to attract and train them.*

There was also emphasis on forming commercial groupings and coopera-
tive research teams to study, develop, and experiment with CAI pro-
grams.* These might be initially encouraged by government support; how-
ever, once a solid market was available, they would continue on a com-
mercial basis. One associate of an educational computer center thought
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that, instead of paying authors for developing course materials. educa-
tional computer centers might sell their services to an author-publisher
tem. That is, universities could be subsidized to provide technical support
and computer time for curriculum development purposes. Publishers then
could be encouraged to seek out authors who are talented in a particular
area and to buy, at reduced rates, the required technical support services.
In this case, the author could receive a royalty incentive from the pub-
lisher, and the publisher could purchase reasonably priced services without
having to invest in their development, himself. This procedure would be an
alternative for structuring program development that provides proper
incentives for authors and relieves publishers of a prohibitively high capital
inves t men t.

A participant involved in curriculum production recommended getting
individuals interested in CAI design and development to incorporate as an
organization. The corporation would go to the publisher for advice, for
marketing services, and possibly for initial financial backing. To in-
corporate. of course, would unquestionably involve heavy investment,
either by the deveiopment group or the publisher or both. Again, federal
subsidization would probably be needed to carry the venture until the
market was large enough.

Production Models
In the development of CAI materials the continued reliance on the

"textbook-author" model instead of the "movie-production" model has
p.oven to be another problem** (see Item 6, Table 3). The CAI medium is
technologically complex, and a thorough knowledge of its technical cap-
abilities is essential to full utilization. One might conceivably find talented
authors who have combined expertise in presentation techniques. com-
puter science. and academic disciplines; but such a combination would
have to be rare, given the demands of specialization in any one area.
Consequently, a task-force approach, deploying a highly skilled, differ-
entiated team that divides the responsibilities of authoring, formatting,
and programming. may be necessary.

To suggest such an approach is not to deny that many successful teach-
ing projects have been designed by individuals. Indeed, most major curricu-
lar reforms, particularly at the college level, have been effected through
texts produced by one or two authors, and not by large curriculum devel-
opment teams. However, there was no need in these cases for extensive
technical support, as there would be in CAI development.

Royalty and Copyright
Legal control of CAI materials was an issue which received discussion

among several conferees (see Item 9, Table 3). The author's right to con-
trol the content of a book indefinitely is traditional in royalty contracts,
but this is a tradition that the publisher cannot afford to follow when he is
dealing with CA! materials. Publishers should have the right to control the
program's ultimate content since they need to have the flexibility to Mt-
prove instructional materials as the materials go through iterations of use.
An appropriate option for the CAI author might be the prerogative to
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remove his name from any revised program. while continuing to receive
royalty, but not the right to control indefinitely what is in the program as
it goes through the recycling process. The issue is that greater economic
reward through increased royalties simply may not be sufficient incentive
to the author to improve his materials: however, the possibility of periodi-
cally improving or updating materials would be attractive to the publisher.

Copyright is an issue related to the control and content of course
materials. Although the project participants did not consider copyright
laws to be a factor which significantly inhibits acceptance of computers in
instruction, they did stress the need for a copyright structure that protects
the tax, foundation, and private money invested in developing new mater-
ials. The basic need is for a flexible policy that safeguards the public
interest by allowing widespread dissemination of materials generated by
research, but at the same time permits varying degrees of copyright protec-
tion.*

Standardization
The issue of standardization represents a substantial obstacle to

broadening the CAI market (Item 8, Table 3). It is possible that if there is
nut more quality control and standardization, the result will be a weak
market that will not compete with other instructional materials.* Edu-
cators are already somewhat bewildered by the profusion and variety of
technological aids.

The key question is whether CAI will turn out to be a relatively uni-
form technology that easily permits transfer of materials, programs etc.,
from system to system. The alternative to uniformity would be a vertically
arranged organization where whoever provides hardware would also pro-
vide the accompanying software and course materials. That is, CAI systems
would be sold in packages, with one company providing all requisite equip-
ment and services for the package. Standardization, on the other hand.
would permit separate and independent markets for course materials and
hardware, respectively. Thus the viewpoint of those who want to see a
broad-based and open market for course materials is that standardization is
a logically necessary first step.

National Organizations
The problem that was of least importance among the questionnaire

items (see Item 10, Table 3) was the lack of an organization to facilitate
interchange of CAI materials. It was felt that there are already several
publications devoted to describing the characteristics and availability of
CAI courseware, and that more will appear as the production of materials
increases. The limiting factor is the lack of awareness that these infor-
mation resources exist.

In a slightly different context, it was agreed that more national leader-
ship is needed to coordinate CAI development and its adoption into
schools. In Questionnaire 3 (Appendix 2), 22 out of 28 responses agreed
with the statement that "national centers are needed to do research, to
develop resources, to study policy questions, develop strategies. etc." The
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educational reforms that effective CAI use will necessitate are of a highly
intricate nature and will require careful analysis and planning.

One conferee suggested that accrediting agencies might serve a leader-
ship function in setting minimum standards for computing which would
draw schools toward a broader and more effective use of CAI. However,
the majority argued that this approach would encounter serious problems.
It is very difficult to frame minimum standards to bring about a desired
effect; it is much easier for agencies to write checklists based on such
simple determinations as academic degrees held by the faculty or number
of books in the library's collection. Poorly conceived criteria would hinder
rather than help the development of CAI.

B. Demonstration
A persuasive demonstration of the benefits of computer-based instruc-

tion was judged to be a critically important step in gaining acceptance for
CAI. There was strong agreement that there are presently far too few
examples of effective CAI use. A few participants expressed the belief that
the supposed resistance of the educational system and the educational
market to CAl is based solely on the lack of compelling evidence that CAI
is, in fact, more effective than other instructional media.

There were several points of disagreement with regard to the kind of
demonstration that would be appropriate. On one hand, the following
viewpoints seemed to form a logical grouping. CAI is ready now for a full
demonstration in certain applications; a demonstration should not involve
such a revolutionary application of CAI that dr..:f.r..inatitm would be
hindered; the demonstration should prove the ecorroz..,:c feasibility of the
system so that it can be adopted directly by schools. The opposing view-
points were these: CAI requires further exploration and large-scale experi-
mentation before it will be ready for demonstration; CAI should be used
to implement needed radical changes rather than be tailored to present
systems; and demonstrations should be oriented toward proving that CAl
can offer clear advantages in quality of instruction, rather than toward
emphasizing its economic feasibility.

Differences seemed to stem from conflicting views as to how CAI will
develop; these were similar to the divergent views noted in Section A. One
view seems to be that CAl is basically another instructional medium like
books or TV, particularly useful in some areas; and once a Market is
established, CAI will continue to develop from commercial incentives to
improve it. An alternate view seems to be that education must be re-
oriented on a technological base so that instruction can be improved in a
systematic way, as is needed in an increasingly technological world; CAI
provides an exceptional means for providing such a base and should be
carefully developed on a large scale with extensive long-range societal and
governmental support.

Specific factors relating to the issue of demonstration that emerged in
the questionnaire sequence are listed in Table 4. Topics receiving discus-
sion were: large-scale CAI demonstrations, quality and feasibility, educa-
tional level, and likely areas for successful demonstrations. Specific con-
cerns in regard to each of these items are as follows:
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TABLE 4

Demonstration. Responses in this category pertained to the
lack of a welldesigned. convincing demonstration of the bene
htS of computebased instruction.

1. Too few 'samples of high quality use.
M

2. Lack of compelling evidence that CAI is more ',tactile' than other methodsof
comparable cost. M

3. Lack of carefully planned broad Programs of CAI experimentation in actual
school settings.

4. Failure to design curricula and systems for highimpact. lob...resistance
-markets" webers real institutional problems can be solved. M

5. Lack of "oiliest mats" in setting up programs.

Large-scale Demonstrations
Opinion was divided on CAC's readiness for large-scale demonstration.

Of those responding, sixteen agreed that "more trial and error is needed
before CAI is ready for the risk of a large-scale demonstration"; I I dis-
agreed (see Appendix 2). While there was general agreement that a need
presently exists for setting up large-scale CAI systems. some saw the effort
as a means for demonstrating the feasibility of CAI; others, however, saw
it as only a beginning of the kind of extensive experimentation that is
needed at this stage of development.

On one side, it was felt that enough is now known about CAI fa
successful large-scale demonstrations to be mounted without further ex-
perimental exploration. Such demonstrations, it was suggested, should
focus on a few specialized and carefully developed fomis of CAI. If CAI
can be successfully demonstrated in one or two important and realistic
applications, it would probably be widely adopted for those uses. Once the
equipment and expertise begin to appear in the schools, other applications
would much more readily develop.

On the other side, a more cautious viewpoint was advanced by some
participants. They agreed on the need for continued experience with day-
in-day-out use of numerous terminals in a comprehensive, standard cur-
riculum. But projects should be undertaken with a view toward explora-
tion and development, rather than demonstration of universal feasibility.
Demonstrations can become important only after several fully effective,
validated programs have been developed in this way.

The idea of "critical mass" in the size and funding of a CAI demonstra-
tion is important.* When funds have been available in the past, they were
typically insufficient both in amount and in duration. Yet a critical mass
4;1 resources is crucial if the full range of interlocking educational problems
is to be solved. The research and development effort with a narrow focus
co technology alone is by its very nature bound to be insufficient. By
=logy, a space program with developmental projects limited solely to
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boosters or the launching pad would never have landed a man on the
moon. The full range of requirements for systems must be identified.
funded. coordinated. and projected over time with "benchmarks" to mea-
sure progress. and to insure effective management. There might be several
massive experiments. on this order. designed to crack the cost/quality
barrier.

One respondent suggested the idea of a balance between the minimum-
scale demonstration that would show an economic or educational advan-
tage and the maximum-scale demonstration that could be adopted by tradi-
tional schools without major reorganizations. To have a demonstrably
beneficial impact on a school's functioning. a CM system would have to
be used fairly extensively. At the same time, if the demonstration system
were too elaborate and required schools to completely make over their
established organization, it would hinder wide dissemination.*

Conversely, some participants judged such massive reorganization to be
exactly what is needed; indeed, they felt that the best function of CAI
might be to implement this kind of radical change.

Quality and Feasibilio,
There was a clear division of participants as to whether the primary

orientation of CAI demonstrations at this time should be toward demon-
stration of high quality instruction or demonstration of economic feasibil-
ity. Those in favor of demonstrating high quality felt that cost was irrele-
vant. They argued that one should wait for a convincit4y dramatic dem-
onstration before considering how to a:thieve the same results more
economically. On the other hand, those who favored a demonstration of
economic feasibility felt that to be more important. especially in view of
the current financial retrenchments in education. It was their belief that
high quality instruction will conic naturally as experience accumulates and
talented persons move into the field. As long as schools cannot afford CM.
the quality of programs is of secondary importance. This division of
opinion regarding cost and quality seemed to be based on some more
fundamental expectations of how CAI will develop. On one side, it was
assumed that equipment costs will drop because' of ordinary market pres-
sures, and that CAI will benefit from further exploration of its instruc-
tional potential. On the other side, the concern was voiced that CAI can-
not even begin to take root until costs become more reasonable. As
schools begin to accept the concept as well as the costs, the refinement of
programs will take place automatically.

Educational Level
There are wide differences between the type and size of demonstrations

likely to be successful for precollege and those aimed at college -level
instruction.** Three main factors were considered: (a) Computer re-
sources (hardware and personnel) are established and available at the
college level. Their prior availability seems to lead to greater acceptance of
conceptual demonstrations and willingness to build unique systems begin-
ning with the demonstrated concepts. At the elementary-secondary level,
however, a complete package must be demonstrated because of the lack of
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available computer resources. This package must include a hardware sys-
tem in addition to computer programs, teaching aids. materials. etc.
Because such a package is expensive. the demonstration must be all the
more thorough and convincing. (b) The teacher at the precollege level has
only a limited control over facilities and materials. most of which are
chosen by statewide boards or district administrators. At the higher educa-
tion level, the individual instructor has much more control, subject i-
marily to financial restrictions. The implication of this difference is that
initial demonstrations at the elementary-secondary level must be designed
to convince administrators of the virtues of CAI: while at the university
level they must convince the instructors. (c) Another important factor is
that at the precollege trzvel CAI is likely to be competitive with existing
modes of instruction, displacing persons and methods, and hence pro-
voking resistance. At the university level, however. CAI programs extend
rather than replace ongoing programs. and enhance the sponsoring profes-
sor's status: knee they require less conclusive demonstrations of value.

Areas for Successful Demonstrations
Considerable attention was devoted to identifying areas in which CAI

could be successfully demonstrated. In Questionnaire 3. the question was
asked: At what level or in what area of education would CAI be initially
most effective and most likely to induce a widespread acceptance" The
most frequent suggestion was to use CAI in teaching basic skills, such as
math and English, either at a precollege level or in remedial and introduc-
tory courses at junior or community colleges (see Appendix 2). Other
suggestions that emerged from the study (several overlap the basic-skills
suggestion) were: remedial programs for the disadvantaged; curriculum
development within a discipline; advanced college-level uses; community
colleges; education for the handicapped; and vocational, industrial, and
military training.

Remedial programs were judged a particularly appropriate sector in
which to invest CAI efforts.** Specialized use of computers in remedial
education could provide broad subject-matter coverage to numerous stu-
dents and simultaneously afford substantial justification for using educa-
tional funds for this purpose. For example. providing remedial education
for urban minority children, especially in combating the reading retar-
dation problem, could be a particularly appropriate initial use of CAL As
one respondent suggested, "major concentration should be on designing
two or three alternative CAI programs aimed at this specific problem. The
social needs are greatest there, and the resources for funding research and
development and for actually buying and applying developed materials are
greatest there. Moreover, successes in this sector would attract wide atten-
tion and lead to much fuller support for further extensions and appli-
cations of CAI." A caution was noted by one participant that if CAI were
to become associated in the minds of the educator with primarily remedial
education, it would run the risk of being relegated to that use in the
future.

Development of high-quality computer-based courses within a panic-
ulAr discipline was considered a useful way to advance CAL* Recom-
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mendations were made to support the development, in one or more
disciplines, of a complete curriculum that would make heavy use of the
computer and other instructional technologies. For instance, a program
similar to the one that resulted in the PSSC physics course might be
instituted. This program would involve a single strong thrust toward a
carefully designed course, with participation by interested, qualified
teachers from all parts of the country, and with summer institutes for
teacher training. Such an effort should entail developing high quality
materials, using the best talents. and serving a specific function: the
program should not be under pressure to serve a large number of students
immediately.

Community colleges were considered to be an important sector for
demonstration because they are newly developing and do not have
traditions and long-standing practices to overcome.* CAI applications in
the community college could be designed to satisfy unmet needs, rather
than to displace or replace other well-established materials. Also, since
community college instructors are frequently confronted with the problem
of providing a substantial amount of remedial instruction, they might
welcome any assistance in making such classes more effective.

Similarly, teachers at large universities might be receptive to procedures
that minimized their teaching time.* Their careers, their professional
prestige, and their advancement do not, in many cases, depend on their
teaching accomplishments. Consequently, they might welcome any tech-
nique that enabled students to learn at least as well as they do now, with
less investment of time and effort on the teacher's part. Applications at
the undergraduate level would be most successful if they dealt primarily
with basic factual material, in which the humanistic mystique of personal
instruction is least likely to be embedded. Other successful applications at
advanced levels could take the form of diagnostic problem-solving, simula-
tion, and gaming. One might also anticipate ready acceptance of CAI in
those professional areas, such as medical technology, that need continually
to update, i.e., to keep current with new techniques, new processes, and
new information.

Anothei good prospect for CAI demonstration is education for the
handicapped.* The payoff has been great in past attempts to develop
technological services for special education. For example, an attempt to
develop CAI materials for the visually handicapped could concentrate at-
tention upon the legibility of the display panel. This dil-:ction of research,
would provide benefits beyond satisfying the needs of the visuirily handi-
capped. To be able to present more information on the screen arid d-) it
more legibly would provide benefits for all forms of CAI. CAI research has
not been pushed far enough forward in a number of place,, ;r Wright
have been very appropriately used. If attention is focused ors Specific
ploblems, such as the handicapped, the net impact of those particular
programs will be increased and the outcome that much more impreEsive as
a demonstration. Adequate funds are available for research and develop-
ment in special education. Consequently attempts to aid socirdly needy
groups like the handicapped have good promise for sufficient support.

Several participants suggested the advantages of successful demonstra-
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Lions outside the education sector.* They noted that CAI is most frequently
discussed in the context of traditional education where its use encounters
the most difficult problems. To build up confidence in CAI, why not
promote convincing demonstrations in types of instruction that seek to
provide measurable skills in measurable amounts of time? Such appli-
cations can be found in military and industrial training, and perhapS also in
the trade school curricula. Consequently. these areas seem to offer par-
ticularly promising targets for initial CAI development.

C. Theory of Instruction
The need to acquire greater understanding of the instructional process,

and to use this knowledge in developing innovative and effective CAI
materials, were judged to be problems of long-range importance. There was
agreement that the computer's potential is far from being fully utilized in
present CAI systems in fact, in many applications the computer serves
merely as a page-turning, response-recording device. The majority view
maintained that more emphasis should be placed on developing the com-
puter's many unique capabilities, and that such development would be
prerequisite to demonstrating the true advantages of CAI over other in-
structional media.

There was disagreement as to whether such an effort to fully refine CAl
techniques should involve extensive basic research in learning processes, or
whether it should be on an applied level. Some participants stated that
learning theory research is irrelevant to CAI design; the opposing position
was that effective CAI materials cannot be created and improved in a
systematic way without solid theoretical grounding. The resolution of the
dispute seemed to lie in a qualified statement that current learning theory
is generally irrelevant to CAI design, but there are areas where data collec-
tion and theoretical analysis are enormously important for CAl develop-
ment, particularly the data deriving from CAl use itself.

The pertinent factors that were rated in the questionnaire sequence are
shown in Table 5. As with previous categories, the diverse concerns of the
participants regarding this area can be grouped in several subcategories:
learning theory, unique capabilities of CAI, research use, and learner
control.

TABLE 5

Theory of instruction. Responses in this category, dealt with
the need to adopt new and different approaches for developing
effective CAI materials.

I. Failure to recognize that material must be completely reorganized and
restructured if it is to be taught el fictively with compute, tialelni M

2. Inadequate development of a range 01 computerbased pedagogical techniques.
The range might include question answers. tutorial. drill and practice.
simulations. LomeS. problem solving modes. etc. M

3. Tendency to put too much "on the computer" rather than share the
presentation and testing of curriculum objectives with other instructional
media. M

4. Lack of experimental data and theories in learning psychology which would
facilitate the design of afflictive CAI programs appropriate to each age level. IDIOM
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Learning Theory
One issue that elicited a variety of opinions was the need for more basic

research on the psychology of learning. It was the opinion of some that a
major impediment to CAI's acceptance was the lack of theories of learning
and experimental data concerning the learning process. In their absence.
we have attempted instead to use computers as a way of mechanizing
programmed instruction procedures that have appeared to be effective. We
have not yet developed the means to use computers in different ways more
appropriate to their special characteristics and abilities. Consequently, the
computer's unique flexibility in problem solving. simulatioa, and inter-
active dialogue has not been fully utilized by existing CAI sequences.
Continuing large-scale research needs to be conducted in order to develop
and refine techniques in the areas of instructional strategy and logic of
preset' tat ion.

Several participants were flatly opposed to the statement of a need for
more basic research in learning theory. Their contention was that an at-
tempt to take current theories of learning, which involve very vague and
abstract models, into NI account in designing programs would require far
more sophisticated capabilities than are presently provided by any ('Al
system. Others agreed with the somewhat different view of a participant
who felt that there are some very valuable areas of research, such as in
idoblem-solving strategies, but that "research on contemporary learning
has been either at the level of too great generality, or in the case of
differential schedules of einforcement, at a level of too great specificity.
very useful for pigeons in drug studies, but not much use for students in
the tutorial modc."

Unique Characteristics of AI
The computer as an instructional medium is quite unlike traditional

media and needs further study in some areas.** Four differences between
the computer and other instructional media were particularly underscored:

I. The procedures for the development and structuring of CAI mater-
ials vary from those traditionally employed in other instructional
media.

1. The computer's verr:.:ility in 3.ssuming a variety of roles offers new
possibilities for improving instruction; these roles range from passive
ireoo;:oional resource to simulated instructor.

3. The responsiveness of the computer enables it to teach a process or'
dynamic system through interaction with a student.

4. The diagnostic capability of the computer enhances individualization
of instruction; enormous quantities of information can be exploited
about the past and present performance of a particular student.

Regarding the first point, several respondents remarked that there is a
need for new authoring techniques and procedures. It has of course proved
necessary with any new medium (from the book through movies to tele-
vision) to develop new production techniques and to train the necessary
personnel; large-scale course development for CAI is certainly no excep-
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tion. Some of the programming. display. and documentation techniques
require the solution of problems that have not been encountered with the
older media. This point should not be underemphasized. Many current
applications of the computer in education have either been pedestrian or
superfluous i.e., they could well have been accomplished through tradi-
tional techniques or through relatively inexpensive. well - prepared pro-
grammed texts. Users, therefore, have been unimpressed with the 4 sutcome
of such experiments and have questioned the contribution of the effort.
especially in view of the considerable expenses involved. Thus. CAI devel-
opers should be engaged in more frontier work and less in gimmickry and
should be concentrating on developing new methods for producing
materials.

With respect to the second point, it is important to explore and develop
the full range of CAI techniques*** (Item 2. Table 5). A CAI program is
qualitatively quite different from a book. film, or television, in flexibility
of adaptation to virtually any kind of instructional role. It can combine
content and process with evaluation, decision =king, and record keeping.
It is potentially test, text, teacher, remedial specialist,audiovisual special-
ist. guidance counselor, and administrator wrapped into one coherent
system. This qualitative difference raises conceptual and technological
questions not net in other technology-based educational aids. For in-
stance, it must be decided what .techniques are suited for different ages,
and what orientations are most beneficial for the student in the long run.
One minority view related to this point is that computing is becoming a
basic skill, on the order of reading and writing. Education should teach
this skill so that the student himself can access the vast store of infor-
mation available in an appropriate educational information system. and
find his own answers. "It would be a shame if we denied the student !he
competence to use the computer as an intellectual resource. We are turning -
out technologically unemployable people in the future if we deny this
really elementary kind of skill Computing is a technique that ought to be
shared with the student, as opposed to being used merely to carry out the
teaching. It should be the thing taught."

A third unique aspect of the computer, that arises from its enormous
information-handling capacity, is the potential to simulate dynamic sys-
tems. The student can interact with such a system, receiving immediate
feedback on the appropriateness of his inputs. in situations where it would
be impossible to have such free play in the real system. because of physical
and practical constraints. Examples range from running an experiment in
nuclear physics. to flying a jet, to managing an economy according to a
given model. In line with this sort of structured interaction or game, in
which the student leams the- system instead of facts about the system, the
computer has'' significant potential for teaching information processing
and the associated problem-solving skills. This is, in a sense, a kind of
content-neutral or content-independent notion of instruction, which might
be advantageously used in teaching students how to make the kinds of
decisions they actually have to make when selecting their own learning
sequence. Decision-making abilities in terms of processing information ef-
fectively are not part of the usual set of skills specifically developed by
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traditional instructional methods. The use of CAI for process teaching
through simulation and gaming was thus considered a primary con-

tribution that the computer could make to education (see Item I. Table
2). Simulation and gaining were judged to be forms of CAI that would also
elicit a substantial market and thus should be developed much more
extensively.***

The fourth point involves the fact that the ..!omputer has an almost
infinite capacity to take into simultaneous account enormous numbers of
facts about a student his knowledge. ability, preferred learning patterns.
etc. The computer can use this information, in what could be a powerfully
effective way. to select from vast numbers of alternatives the next instruc-
tional goal or testing item most appropriate to the individual student.
I lowever, our present understanding of individual differences and our pres-
ent capacity to identify them and respond with differentiated instruc-
tional sequences are many orders of magnitude less than needed to exploit
this capacity of the computer. We are not yet in a position to take real
advantage of this potential, even though the individualization of sequences
is commonly regarded as one of the attributes of CAI that can make it
exceptionally effective in instruction. Consequently. there is urgent need
for extensive research in a) testing techniques able to make tine discrimina-
tions of achievements, potentials, response patterns, learning patterns. etc.:
b) the development of theories regarding the underlying relationships
among these variables; and c) the development of pedagogical techniques
and sequences of materials responsive to the individual patterns.**

Research Use
It may be that the computer itself will provide a basis for the develop-

ment of learning theories. The computer has unique capabilities for data
collection and analysis during instructional use and for virtually instan-
taneous updating and improvement. More significance should be attached
to the fact that CAI can be used in a research mode, uniquely, to gather
information about learning.* Through this important capability, we can
acquire greater experience with student use of computer material and thus
can continually modify it. Only such experience can teach us what com-
puter techniques and material are educationally sound. In this regard,
there was strong agreement that CM both affords and necessitates a re-
search and development effort to study the comparative effect of instruc-
tional strategies, and the theoretical and measurement problems involved.
This would lead to continued refinement and eventual good achievement
rather than overnight success. It would also be useful to do studies of
CAI's potential for reducing the cost of developing materials, in addition
to increasing their quality.
Learner Control

Learner control was recognized by many to be a very important al-
though little explored dimension of CAI research. Several attitudes under-
lie this issue:

1) The computer ought to be used more as an intellectual resource
controlled by the student.

2) The concept of learner control focuses on teaching the student to
judge appropriate strategies for obtaining and using information
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a critical educational function in itself and a uniquely appro-
priate task for the computer.

3) Learner control represents the most direct approach to individual.
ization, effective to the extent that the student can judge what
works best for him.

Several participants, however, expressed doubt about the practicality of
relinquishing to students effective control of their learning sequences.* At
the most basic level, one respondent pointed out, we need more data to
show that learners can control their learning more efficiently than some-
one else. Data at present do not unequivocally support this position. It was
also suggested that learner control will be a very difficult and expensive
option to achieve in CAI systems and should therefore be tackled only at a
much later stage. A final point was that learner control studies need to be
designed with sufficient numbers of options, in order to evaluate the true
impact of learner control. That is, studies should provide options for learn-
ing which include no use of the computer along with options in subgoals,
in content, and in sequencing the materials.

D. Educational System and the Teacher
A broad use of CAI will require a change in the established patterns of

instruction and a restructuring of the traditional role of the teacher, par-
ticularly at the precollege level. It will also eventually entail more rigorous
analysis of cost effectiveness, specification of goals, and measurement of
instructional efficacy. These will follow from the inevitable application of
CAI to management and research modes as schools grow familiar with the
computer's information-processing capabilities, and these applications will
serve to provide a basis for systematic improvement of educational
methods. A number of problems have been encountered or are anticipated,
as indicated in Table 6.

There was agreement among participants that more information and
training programs arc needed, to counter the lack of knowledge and prej-
udice of teachers and administrators with regard to the computer. Diver-
gent viewpoints were expressed as to the role of teachers in aiding imple-
mentation and creating materials for CAI: some felt that teachers' interest
and potential contribution would be high, while others sharply disagreed.
Additional issues which received discussion and which arc summarized
in the remainder of this section were evaluation and, documentation,
computer-managed instruction (CML) and the need for major revision of
educat ion.

School Resistance
A number of reasons were suggested for the apparent resistance to CAI

of the precollege educational system. They included:

I) the high cost of computer systems, and the related problems of
measuring their cost-effectiveness and justifying the expenditures to
the public;

2) the fear of change, especially when it results from a technology as
complex as the computer. There is also the expectation that the
computer will be another in a series of much-touted technological
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TABLE 6

Educational system and the teacher. Responses in this cate
gory related to problems underlying the need to change estals
lisped patterns of instruction and to restructure the role of the
teacher.

1. Reluctance of school personnel to go through reorganization and training that
a broad use of CAI would entail.

M

2. Cautiousness and uncertainty on part of educators as to effectiveness of CAI
in comparison with traditional teaching methods.

M

3. Scarcity of resources available to tram teachers and others in the skills
required to use CAI successfully.

M

4. Fear of educators of being reduced to a "buttonpushing" or clerical role by
computer.

M

6. Reservations as to possible negative effects of removing instructional process
from sociel situation and replacing interpersonal feedback with mechanical.

M i

6. Extreme diversity of, and lack of coordination among, school systems
throughout the country.

M

7. A prevailing attitude that the computer will be used to 'enlace poor teachers
instead of to make good teachers more effective.

M

8. Insufficiency of evaluative techniques, criteria. and agencies with which to
satisfy educational standards.

M

9. Not enough opportunity for local school people to participate in development
of CAI programs.

tools that have for various reasons failed to live up to initial promises
(radio, TV, language labs, programmed instruction devices, etc.);

3) the ignorance of the computer's potential, limitations, and adapt-
ability factors to be resolved only by teacher training; and,

4) the clash of values, arising from the teacher's feeling that the com-
puter will deprive him of highly valued personal relationships with
students.

One participant suggested that presenting fully developed programs, that
utilize the teacher only in a minimal way, has contributed to the teacher's
doubt and antagonism.

These problems are probably more severe at the lower academic levels,
where computers may be used to augment or replace a relatively large
portion of a teacher's total activity. At the university level the instructor
will suffer little threat to his professional self-esteem; he can become in-
volved in developing programs himself', and thus is a potential advocate,
not a resister. There will also be clear rewards to the community college
teacher, since the computer does not threaten his role; rather, it offers
hope of dealing with problems the faculty would prefer to escape.

Further aggravating teacher resistance is the present oversupply of trained
teachers. For CAI to be cost-effective at this time it probably will have
to produce some reduction in teaching staffs, in favor of greater use of
paraprofessionals. That reduction might be slight, and perhaps could be
satisfied by the attrition that normally takes place in schools. But any
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substantial staff reductions needed in the interests of cost effectiveness
would be difficult or impossible to obtain at present, particularly now that
so many teachers are unionized.

One conferee asserted that the issue of staff reduction has resulted in
unfortunate kinds of pressures on school boards, the crucial element in
school systems. "The public is told that CAl can reduce costs; at the same
time it is told that, because you have to think about the teachers' union,
CAl will not replace teachers. Now, everyone knows that if you are not
replacing teachers, you are not only not reducing costs, you arc adding to
costs. Because there hasn't really been an honest dialogue on this, the
people who eventually have to make the decision whether there should be
money spent on CAI the school boards are not very receptive."

Teacher Involvement
There was a wide divergence of opinion among participants with regard

to the importance of teacher involvement in introducing CAI to educa-
tional systems. A few comments were very negative in assessing the com-
petence or interest of teachers in implementing educational improvement.
For instance, "If released to meddle more profoundly in the student's
intellectual development, they would probably do more harm than good."

The more prevalent view was that teachers, particularly at the pre-
college level, are locked into traditional teaching styles by lack of training,
free time, or rewards, and that they.would, if freed from these constraints,
be open to and actively interested in innovations that were demonstrable
improvements over traditional techniques, and would have much to contrib-
ute. It was remarked that a teacher who has been exposed to and con-
vinced of CArs value makes its most effective proponent. The conferees
described several instances of teachers becoming enthusiastic about CAI,
independently of any sales pitch or external pressure, simply because it
visibly met a cperete need. For example, "...Some years ago I had a
fellow come 'and explain how he was using a table of random numbers to
generate all the forms of a test to a group of teachers of low achievers....
These teachers are very receptive because we've tried a lot of things that
we know are not working. And so he said, 'Well, really, if I wanted to
generate more than live test items I could do it on a computer.' And the
teachers right away said, 'That's great!' Now, this was a realistic possi-
bility, to get one terminal in the building. So they started looking, and as a
matter of fact we did get a manufacturer to develop the thing and let us
use it free for a couple of years. This is where we got started.... I'd say
by this year probably half our secondary students will have written and
run a couple of BASIC programs. The teachers are very receptive, very
pwitive to this because it's coming in as something that helps them; it's
something they have a vested interest in...."

Another example was offered by a university professor: "If teachers see
materials, if you can somehow force them to look at materials, if they turn
out to be extremely relevant to their needs, they see it very quickly. We
had an experience a couple of weeks ago with a colleague of mine.... He
came in asking what sort of equipment we had around for demonstrating
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motion, and we told him about a simulation that lets you look at almost
any aspect of motion on a graphic terminal. He was very negative; he said
no, no, he didn't want any damn computers and he didn't want the
students to program the typical kind of response. Well, in the course of
showing him other things, we sort of dragged him up to the terminal. Ten
minutes later the story was exactly the opposite; now our problem is that
we only own two of these graphic terminals. And it's simply because there
was something that fitted in with his needs in the course, and he saw this
even though he was very negative."

Teacher Training
The education of teachers in CAI techniques is a prerequisite to full

acceptance of computer use hi education.** Very little progress is likely to
be made until teacher-training institutions enter CAI in depth. Their ef-
forts would have to include practical training in the use of the hardware,
the understanding of the software, and the techniques of integrating CAI
with the traditional educational process. Without this background training,
CAI applications will not be wholly successful the new techniques will
only be used to replicate traditional classroom practice.

In addition to providing useful techniques, proper training would effec-
tively counter the misunderstandings as to the purposes and limitations of
CAI which have led to prejudices and biases against it. Many teachers are
confused about its potential and object to its use as dehumanized or
mechanical. Others are apprehensive that the computer will replace them
or reduce the importance of their role. When these concerns are combined
with the prejudice in favor of the print media, the result is a significant
force for maintaining the status quo. However, if more of the professional
training of teachers is directed toward the understanding of CAI, current
biases will tend to dissipate.

Teacher Control
One way to ensure that teachers are conifoRable with CAI systems is to

design systems that are aids to, or are controlled by, the teachers. Not
everyone agreed, however, that this was a good way to gain teacher accep-
tance; the concept of "control" was especially attacked in this context.

"I think if you talk about teacher control, you're reinforcing one of the
worst kinds of stereotypes, and that's the one thing we've got to destroy:
that there's somebody who teaches people and that the teacher controls
the situation, the teacher's in charge. We should try to get that teacher to
change that role not to be up in front of the room, but rather to be
assisting, tutoring if you like, but getting out of that role of being in
control of that classroom." In short, the opposing view held that it is
precisely the teacher's traditional control that education should be getting
away from. The suggestion was that there should be a change in educa-
tional philosophy which would result in the teacher's role being one of
guidance and assistance, rather than control.

Local vs. Professional Development
Curriculum development by local teachers rather than by professionals

was judged to be an issue of moderate importance. While some participants
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felt that major program development could be centered in the schools, the
majority doubted that this was practical. One school administrator did
point to several successful programs that teachers in his system had inde-
pendently created to meet certain needs. Most participants, however, felt
that the main effort of development must be undertaken as a full-time
professional job, and that good CAI materials are so expensive to prepare
that producing them will have to be done under centralized auspices. They
added, however, that teachers should be provided an opportunity to con-
tribute to and modify program material, possibly to the extent that leaves
of absence should be arranged for selected teachers to permit their par-
ticipation in program development outside their schools. If teachers are to
prepare effective programs, they must, of course, develop the special com-
petencies required to design, write, test, and revise instructional packages.

The extent of interest in local versus professional development will vary
as a function of educational level. At the higher educational level, one
should expect intense interest in local detemiination of course content; no
professor at a major university is likely to consider himself less competent
to design curricula than any of his colleagues, nor will he ever agree entire-
ly with a curriculum prepared by somebody else. At the secondary and
elementary levels, however, less intense personal concern may be expected,
since these teachers are typically more willing to use without modification
curricula prepared by others.

Course Objectives
The lack of clear-cut course objectives was considered to be a notable

obstacle to developing truly effective CAI programs and to comparing CAI
with conventional teaching methods.** This absence of objectives was also
seen as a general educational problem. One participant pointed out that
most students and many teachers are likely to be confused about the
objectives of a given course and, about what the end product is supposed
to be. One of the most valuable side effects of the CAI approach is that it
forces educators to pay attention to careful definition of course objectives.
Thus, CAI benefits instruction by explicitly exposing ignorance of the
learning process. It forces decisions about teaching programs that are
usually not made because the need for them is not apparent.

CM/
Some mention was made of the value of computer-managed instruction

particularly in reducing costs and gaining acceptance for the computer
through demonstrating its practical utility.* One conferee offered the
opinion that CM will come into being in schools when capital costs are
covered through introducing computer information systems for manage-
ment purposes. Another view was that management use of the computer
would be an intrinsic part of moving toward a more technology-based
educational system.

Educational Revision
A few respondents were pessimistic about the adoption of CAI without

major redesign of present school systems to accommodate it: "I believe
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that CAI will not have broad educational application hi elementary and
high schools for a very long time. if ever. CAI represents a major com-
mitment to a new technology and a new threat to the status quo. School
systems do not have the necessary organizational behavior and manage-
ment skill to handle such a threat. As they are now organized, staffed, and
financed, there is no payoff for change...."

It was suggested that the effort to advance CAI should be one part of a
large-scale effort to update the educational system. with careful coordina-
tion of development and adequate funding: "The successful use of com-
puters in education is dependent upon a major substantive revision of the
conventional educational process." Such a revision is a systems design
problem. is extremely costly, and is beyond the financial capability of any
single educational entity. The design. test, and evaluation of an effective.
practical, and economically viable educational system would best be
financed by the federal government and approached with the same com-
mitment as (a favorite analogy) the project for landing a man on the
moon. Such a program will automatically require the use and acceptance
of the computer and associated systems in education.

Evaluation and Documentation
There was agreement that evaluation of CAI systems is important to the

ultimate acceptance of computers in the educational process.* There need
to he detailed evaluation studies providing school administrators with the
justification lot introducing new capital-intensive equipment and tech-
niques. Evaluation must show time effectiveness, and cost effectiveness
comparable or superior to present results. It is critical to show that the
computer can overcome sonic difficult instructionarproblems that current-
ly exist. If CAI developers can present school superintendents or school
boards with evidence from an independent auditor indicating significantly
better achievement with CAI than with other methods, the ultimate ac-
ceptance of CAI will be greatly facilitated. In this regard, several partic-
ipants emphasized that the present reluctance to invest in CAI is not due
to fear or lack of interest, but to not having sufficient evidence that CAI
represents educational improvement. There have not, they alleged, been
many persuasive reports of CAI's value in education. In addition to careful
evaluation, there should be intelligent, honest, critical reviews of the re-
sults of demonstrations, well written, interesting, and widely disseminated.

The documentation and validation of current instructional programs is
also an important need. This area shares with evaluation the problem of
devising appropriate standards against which instructional success can be
measured and of creating effective organizational structures. Documenta-
tion as well as evaluation will require sonic degree of formal organization
and financing. No agency has been established to do the job, and personnel
who could carry it out effectively are scarce.

One participant held the view that once a market is established, evalua-
tion will take care of itself. That is, the better materials will naturally be
those which are most popular and in greatest demand. However, the more
widely held attitude was that the educational market is not, nor should it
have to be, sophisticated enough to effectively judge the worth of CAI
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systems, in which public funds must be invested. An extensive and care-
fully planned experimental design is required to prove actual benefits in
relation to cost; hence evaluation must be systematic and professional.

In connection with evaluation, a participant noted that one must also
consider alternative, and less expensive, means of presenting the same
material and activities. Clearly much of the drill and practice can be n-
complished in other ways: perhaps a teletype (or talking typewriter) could
be replaced by a programmed text and a guide for a paraprofessional
working with the student at an electric typewriter; much of the exposituty
materials could be presented by slides or programmed texts, etc. It is
important to look at these options because ,a primary concern of the
evaluators will be to consider less expensive ways to achieve the same end.

E. Cost
This category grouped together problems related to the cost effective-

ness of computer-based instruction. Two central issues were identified.
First, CAI is an add-on cost that does not reduce the instructional budget

in fact, it increases the personnel budget by the addition of required
programming support. Second, even where good cost effectiveness can be
achieved over the long run, the high initial capital investment makes imple-
menting CAI prohibitive. Table 7 shows the specific items and responses
relating to problems of cost that were judged to be important.

TABLE 7

Cost. Responses in this category dealt with problems of cost
effectiveness of computerbased instruction.

1. Fact that CAI is en addon cost, not reducing instructional budget, and
requiring additional programming peg sonnel.

la11111
2. High capital investment even whet. good costwffectiveness can be achieved in

the long run.

3. Poor costwlfectiveness, to dale. of computebased instruction. I I
rvi

Nature of Cost Problems
In general, the problem of cost was considered to be an important

obstacle to computer acceptance, but not necessarily one to which great
effort should be directed at this time.*** As one respondent wrote, "In
spite of the fact that sheer cost of computing has most limited the wide-
spread use of computers in instruction, I do not recommend more empha-
sis on this area than already exists. Education is not likely to force
computing costs downward any more rapidly than other markets for
computers are now forcing costs downward. Therefore, education would
be better advised to concentrate on unique needs in computing hardware
and software and simply to wait out the cost problem." Other respondents
felt that by the time materials are organized for a computer-assisted
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medium of insttuction, and schools properly funded and administered in a
way permitting CAI to be tried, the cost problem will have been solved by
agencies outside of the schools.* Industry, business, and government
bureaus have already installed large networks of remote terminals for their
own purposes, and their coining into use for instructional ends is only a
matter of time. To the b.,:liness or industrial user, the high effectiveness of
instructional technology can be translated into terms that are easy to
evaluate, namely, economic terms. Thus it is these users' requirements that
will probably accomplish more than any additional efforts to bring down
costs on behalf of educational institutions. In short, the majority opinion
was that educators should not at this stage be especially concerned with
cost. By the time CAI is truly ready for widespread use in instruction, the
cost factors may be entirely altered.

Cost Effectiveness
A substantial problem in solving the issue of cost is the difficulty of

measuring cost effectiveness in educational systems, where goals are usual-
ly inadequately defined.** Schools traditionally have not seen it as their
responsibility to examine and specify instructional objectives. Where ob-
jectives do exist, as for example in the military and some areas of industry,
CAI seems to be very cost effective and the use of programmed instruc-
tion, by means of computers and other media. has grown steadily.

As an example of the problems to be encountered in cost effectiveness
measurement, one participant pointed out that "The largest cost factor in
instruction is the teacher's salary, but the time that many current CAI
systems would 'save' would be the 10 hours, approximately, the teacher
contributes after school (lesson plans, test preparation, grading, etc.), time
which represents a 'free' resource traditionally contributed by the teacher
to the school. Thus, the notion of effectiveness implied in the concept of
'cost effectiveness' is foreign to current school operation."

Several participants noted that one of the most beneficial effects of
CAI is .'hat it will require a clearer specification of educational objectives.
All s:Eibtols, at least implicitly, do have objectives and, in every budget, do
inaq cost effectiveness judgments about their attainment. But they do not
define the objectives clearly nor quantify them adequately. The result is
that the judgments as to cost effectiveness are usually ill-formed or unreli-
able. Consequently, schools do not have sufficient incentive to increase
effectiveness, because there is no systematic feedback indicating the
school's performance in achieving instructional goals.

Inappropriate Accounting Methods
In the view of several respondents, elementary and secondary school

staffs tend to be prejudiced against CAI, because they feel that the high
cost per student hour of CAI cannot justify its replacing traditional teach-
ing methods. Clearly, since cost effectiveness is a significant issue in the
acceptance of computers in instruction, there will have to be careful analy-
sis of existing costs, at all levels and for different subject matter, in order
to establish a baseline for comparison. However, there are obstacles to
such a comparison. The current budgeting practices of public school sys-
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tems do not take account of the increased speed at which CAI-taught
students may reach course objectives, nor do they recognize that CAI may
not simply replace traditional techniques: instead, it may provide a higher
quality of educational product than achieved in conventional instruction.
These problems in comparing instructional methods are exacerbated by
the inability of most schools and colleges to measure the cost or
effectiveness of conventional instruction. As one participant noted. "There
is a general failure to understand the systems nature of the educational
problem and therefore a failure to understand the true costs direct.
indirect, and social of education or lack thereof."

Cost Factors College and Precollege
If cost problems are to be attacked by the educational community.

they will, for a number of reasons, be more readily resolved at the college
level.** First of all, the ability to pay obviously differs widely with level in
(emu of the observed expenditures, per student hour, for education. There
are fewer restrictions on institutions of higher education in allocating
funds and reordering budget priorities than there are in elementary and
secondary schools. The elementary school budget cycle is geared to
meeting annual operating costs that cover, for the most part, teachers'
salaries, plant operations, debt retirement, etc. Any heavy capital invest-
ment, requiring amortization over a prolonged period, is hard to finance
under current funding practices. Also, it is difficult to reschedule school
expenditures to take account of capital and operating costs when savings
cannot be directly counted. Finally, computer resources, in terms of hard-
ware, personnel, and access to shared time in underutilized central com-
puters, are much more likely to be present at universities.

F. Technical Research and Development
This category comprises problems relating to the technological side of

CAI development. It was generally agreed that not enough has been done
in CAI design in terms of perfecting appropriate hardware, and that more
effort needs to be put into creating effective, specialized, flexible equip-
ment. One point of dispute was the importance of natural language pro-
cessing as a critical technical capacity that must eventually be developed in
CAI; difkrent concepts of CAI's ultimate role were reflected in this dis-
agreement.

Table 8 lists specific factors in this category that were rated in the
questionnaire sequence.

Hardware Systems
Several issues in the area of research were identified as moderately

important to CAI acceptance. One research issue is the need for improve-
ment in the available CAI hardware systems," One major criticism, which
underlies Items 1, 2, 4, and 5 in Table 8, is that current hardware is not
appropriate to educational use. At the level of the man/machine interface,
there is need for education oriented terminals. Present computer terminals
are designed for business, not education. They are often noisy and unpleas-
ant to use, and in many cases they do not supply the response options
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TABLE 8

Technical research and development. Obstacles in this cafe.
gory related primarily to the technical problems of providing
adequate delivery systems for CAI.

1. Unreliability of hardware, in terms of frequent bteakdowns due to heavy use
by students and insufficient servicing.

2. Dissatisfaction with design of presently available terminals,

3. Limitations in the kinds of student inputs interpretable by the computer.

4. Lack el readily available and appropriate hardware systems.

5. Use of systems on which heed information is funneled through computer's
core qurage and central processor instead of being maintained in highly
accessible lowcost media such as magnetic tape, audio tape, video tape, etc.

M

IBM
6. Lark of a simple author language which would enable teachers to prepare

effective programs without extensive training.
M

that are critical to selection of instructional sequences.
Terminal design was the most frequently cited problem of current hard-

ware systems. Particular terminal capabilities identified as being important
for education were these:

I) a high volume random-access audio unit for use in teaching reading
and languages;

2) a video-cassette attachment for use in presenting fixed information
under computer control; and

3) a display capability that includes the use of light pen and the abili.:.y
to produce hard-copy output.

The consensus was that in the area of technology, terminal engineering is
far behind central-processor engineering. Intensive development could pro-
duce terminals that arc inexpensive, reliable, and fast; it should also pro-
vide the capabilities described above.

A,nutlier problem rises from the experimental nature of most current
CM programs. Much CAI experimentation has been conducted on large-
scale ,:omputers developed for general-purpose time-sharing in business,
industry, and science. These large-scale configurations impose program-
ming-systems constraints that are subject to many levels of complexity and
frequently lead to problems of unreliability. It is unlikely that mass dis-
semination can come about with these systems. Therefore, further devel-
opment of systems must be engineered that provide the computer logic
and architecture appropriate to the primarily nonnumeric processing de-
mands of CM.
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Natural Language Processor
One issue, on which there was substantial division of opinion, was the

need for natural language processing capability and greater in-depth ex-
ploration of artificial intelligence techniques (Item 3. Table 8). One group
felt strongly that the ultimate success and acceptance of computers in the
instructional process would depend to a large extent on the computer's
capability for natural language processing. It was their contention that the
limitations on student input imposed by the inability of the computer 10
accept free-form responses (or questions) were a critical impediment to
widespread computer use. The point of view of the advocates of natural
language processing was well represented by one participant. who noted
that "for complete mastery of a concept, the student should be able to
explain the concept in his own words, compare it with related concepts,
correct a mistake in judgment about the concept, and so forth. These are
the kinds of responses we use to judge whether or not someone under-
stands a concept. And CAl systems will have to be able to accept and
interpret such inputs, if CAI is eventually to play a significant role in
education." On the other hand, those who did not favor continued re-
search in the area of natural language processing pointed to the success of
programmed instruction and contended that CAI can realistically teach
any subject or concept when programs are developed with ingenuity. It
was their contention that it is a waste to try to remake the computer to do
something for which it is ill-adapted or totally unadapted, when there exist
so many things that the computer can do superlatively well. An analogy
would be to criticize a book's inability to reproduce sound as making it
ill-adapted to teach music or speech, and recommending development of
an audio function for books, ignoring the fact that there are already tapes
and records at hand that carry out that function.

Programming Languages
The suggested need for new and more appropriate CAl programming

languages was considered relatively unimportant (Item 6, Table 8). A
number of respondents commented that many such languages now exist.
but do not seem to be of particular use. For the most part, CAI program-
ming languages are trivial and do not treat the full range of problems
encountered in preparation and debugging. Consequently. general-purpose
languages, for facilities designed for particular tasks, are more often appro
priate and useful. Many respondents felt that the proper production of
CAI materials would best be accomplished by an author working solely on
analysis and representation and supported by a technical team to early out
the programming. Hence, there would be no need for a simple author
language.
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Chapter V

Conclusions and Recommendations

The problems of CAI acceptance and use are numerous and complex.
As noted earlier, they have three major dimensions educational, eco-
nomic, and technical that are reflected in the six categories of problems
discussed above. The educational dimension, relating to the availability of
adequate materials and the lack of evidence of CAI effectiveness, was
judged to be the most critical. The second most critical dimension is
economic. However, while recognizing that economic factors are signifi-
cant and pervasive, the study group felt that the problem of high costs
would be alleviated by ord1:13ry market pressures to bring computing costs
down. Finally, the technical dimension, which is mainly concerned with
creating adequate CAI delivery systems, was judged not to be of critical
importance in comparison with the sizable economic and educational
problems.

In approaching the overall problem of CAI acceptance and use, it is
helpful to recognize the existing circularity of the analyses. For example,
the major educational question "How can evidence of effectiveness be
provided?" evokes the following sequence of answers: To provide evidence
of effectiveness, one must (a) conduct a convincing high-quality demon-
stration. But (b) to conduct a proper demonstration, one needs good
computer-based materials. But (c) to develop good materials, one needs
good people who know theorie3 and methods of instruction and are sensi-
tive to the role of the teacher and problems of the classroom. But (d) to
get good people, one needs professional recognition and economic incen-
tives. But (e) to get professional recognition, one needs evidence of the
value of the pursuit (see point a) and to get proper economic incentives
one needs a formal production-distribution system (as in textbook publish-
ing) and an active market. But (I) to establish a production-distribution
system and market, one needs a demonstration of effectiveness to con-
vince potential investors and buyers of CAl's value and we are back at
the beginning.

This circularity suggests that, theoretically, an infusion of funds at any
one of these steps might advance overall development by reversing the
cycle. It also indicates that a large-scale program of funding would have to
take these interdependencies into account. For example, drawing on
recommendations outlined in Tables 9 and 10 and the original action plans
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TABLE 9

Action statements suggested by the conference attendees to
be promising means for enhancing a more widespread use of
computers in instruction.

1. Simulation and gaming. Concentrate curriculum development efforts
on utilization of the computer's unique capabilities, e.g., in problem.
solving exercises, simulation, and gaming.

2. Learner controMearning styles. Develop systems that allow more
learner control of the material and of the style of teaching.

3. Educational terminal (graphics /audio). Organize a team of industrial
designers, engineers, teachers, and students to develop one o: several
educationally oriented computer terminals.

4. Learning theories. Develop a foundation of theories of learning and
experimental data which would enable the computer to be maximally
flexible and effective in teaching, as opposed to being a pageturning
and responserecording device.

5. Support teachers in CAI development. Identify trackers who are good
writers and who have classroom experience in computer applications
and support them in the writing, publishing, and distribution of
quality curricular materials.

6. Summer workshops. Institute summer workshops to provide teachers
with hands-on experience with available CAI systems.

7. Software format. Establish a format for the production of software
that will make it usable in a variety of hardware systems.

8. Cooperative/competitive. Develop programs in which the student
questions the computer rather than the reverse (cooperative rather
than competitive use of the computer in a learning situation).

9. Model town. Set up a large.scale model demonstration of CAIinthe
home in a new town (200 new towns are now in some stage of
planning or construction in the U.S.).

10. Model schools. Set up one or more CAlbased model schools (ele.
mentary schools, high schools, or college campuses).

11. Cooperative project. Implement a cooperative project involving a cons
munity college system and a major commercial producer of educa.
tional materials to develop, test, and demonstrate a remedial course,
such as remedial English.

12. Large -scale demo. Mount a large.scale experiment to demonstrate the
economic feasibility of CAI.

13. Finance teaching of CAI techniques. Finance teacher training institu
tions to include practical training in the use of hardware and software,
and in the techniques of integrating CAI with the traditional educa.
Lion process.

14. Learning styles. Develop the capability to identify and match student
learning styles in different content areas with appropriate pedagogical
techniques.

15. Professional incentives. Establish professional incentives for university
faculty through a grant program that requires from the recipient
university assurance that work on CAI development would be judged
equivalent to research, in terms of promotion, salary, etc.
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TABLE 10

The ftfteen recommended action plant as suggested three
tiom lot tweaking the status quo cycle.

Learns Conuol/Leatning Styles
Educational Terminal (Gra:shies/Audio)
Learning Theories
Commative/Competittve
Learning Styles
Simulation and Gaming
Support Teachers in CAI Development
Coupetative Project

. Prolesstonal Incentives

,................M...................LACK OF GOOD MATERIALS
AND SYSTEMS

LACK CIF
DEMCINVPATION

Model Town
Model Schools
Cooperative Project
Larne-Scale Demo

SCHOOL
RESISTANCE

Support Teachers in CAI Development
Somme, Workshops
Finance Teaching of CAI Techniques
Professional Incentives

AN\
LACK OF

MASS MARKET AND
MARKET INCENTIVES
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in Appendix 4, one might design a multi-level program of complementary
research-andaction projects directed toward the teaching of remedial
English. At the action level, the components of the program could include
(I) a cooperative project to develop, test, and demonstrate course materi-
als, and (2) within the context of the cooperative project, a provision to
train and support teachers in the writing of course materials. The coopera-
tive project could involve a community college system and a major com
mercial producer of educational materials, with professional collaboration
of retained outside experts. The project would design the course, prepare

. the program and materials, including related conventional print and audio-
visual materials, and test and reline them through two academic years.
Concurrently, a laboratory could be established to train authors and sup-
porting technical teams and to prepare faculty to use hardware and soft-
ware in techniques of integrating CAI with traditional course materials.

Research, suggested by Tables 9 and 10, that could feed into and refine
the development of the course, and also capitalize on the availability of
experimental resources, could include (I) a study to identify and match
student learning styles with appropriate pedagogical techniques, and (2) a
project to develop a more appropriate educational terminal. The study of
learning styles would test the relative effectiveness of different pedagogical
techniques (drilland-practice, tutorial, problem-solving, etc.) in relation to
the structure and complexity of the material being taught. Al the same
time, research could be undertaken to identify computer terminal features
(e.g random-access audio capability for teaching reading and language
skills, computer-controlled video capability, etc.) that might be particuarly
appropriate for educational applications.

These examples are noted to show how a multi-level program of re-
search and implementation might be directed toward overcoming the most
critical obstancles to CAI acceptance, thereby gaining enough momentum to
reverse the 'status quo cycle.' Many other examples could be drawn based
on the obstacles and probable resolutions identified by the project partic-
ipants. The data base of opinion contained in this study should prove
useful to CAI developers and funding agencies in setting research and
funding policies likely to promote greater and more effective use of com-
puters in instruction.
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Appendix I

The Questionnaires

FUMY:6,4 ,se [Mon ui the Uto. trytesuoundoes used on the
lust plies of the study.

EDUCOM
INTERUNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL. INC.
Pont Wino Uo. 364 Itused.to Hood. Roulet.. NOW J.Ser 09540 TMepaone509 9214575

QUESTIONNAIRE 1

Study of Factors that have Inhibited a More Widespread
Use of Computers in the Instructional Process

The potential of the computer in science and education has been widely
recognized and is attested to by the growth of applications in these
fields during the past two decades. In certain areas, i.e., data
analysis and research, considerable gains have been realized and many
spectacular successes recorded. However, the computer is far from
being accepted in one major area in education: use of the computer
in the instructional process itself. There have been a number of
successful experimental demonstrations of its potential value, but
the computer has yet to begin to be integrated within present
instructional systems.

The purpose of the project in which you are participating is to
identify those factors which have inhibited the widespread use of
computers in the instructional process, and to suggest possible means
for resolving these difficulties.

Questionnaire 1, attached, is the first of the sequence of three
questionnaires which will be utilized in the study. It consists of
four questions. The first, in two parts, is posed in order to derive
a working frame of reference as to what the desirable outcomes and
potential contributions are, or might be, from the introduction of computers
into the instructional process. The second and third questions are the first
step in the exploration of the difficulties encountered or anticipated in
the realization of those outcomes. The last question will serve to indicate
the extent and nature of each respondent's experltnce in computer-assisted
instruction.

It should be noted that, throughout the questionnaires, the term computer-
assisted instruction (CAI) will be used as a generic term. It will not be
limited to computer-programmed instruction but will be used to denote all
aspects of the utilization of the computer in an instructional context.
Included within the scope of the term as used in this study will be what
some have preferred to call computer-augmented instruction, computer-managed
instruction, computer-based education, and also problem-solving, gaming,
simulation, etc.
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Question I

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE USE 3F COMPUTERS 13 INSTRUCTION WOULD
IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS?

(A) First estimate the desirability of each item as an
educational improvement, using the checklist and the
following scale:

1 not desirable
2 slightly desirable
3 moderately desirable
4 very desirable
5 extremely desirable

If you rate an item as '1' (not desirable) please
make a ncte of the considerations on which you have
based your rating, on the reverse side of this sheet.

1. Would enable student to proceed at own rate, without pressure
of "locksteppiug".

1 2 3 4 5

2. Would provide instant feedback, with the result of more
efficient learning.

3. Would make possible irmediately availnble records on stu-
dent's learning history.

h. Would enable student to select his own learning sequetve.

5. Would provide more controlled learning environment; student
not ma subject to the negative influence of poor teaching.

6. Would facilitate flexibility of learning program with regard
to time and plocei e.g., courses could be made available in
public libraries for working adults, or in homes.

I 7. Would free the teacher from the more routine, "drill -and -
Ipractice" aspects of teaching.

8. Would free student to concentrate on material to be
learned without pressure of competition from peers.

9. Would help to insure bias-free educational environments for
minority groups.

In. Would encourage a more freely questioning attitude by
removing fear of making errors or asking inappropriate
questions.

ii. W..old :shirt Lhe emohnnin In student evaluation toward
144;tufieht or objective learning criteria and away from

l_
placement la n normative "curve".
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Question 1 (cont'd)

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN INSTRUCTION WOULD
IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS?

(B) An a second step, rate each item as to the

computer's potential contribution in effecting
the improvement, using the following categories:

1 = would contribute nothing
a = would contribute little
3 = would contribute moderately
4 = would contribute substantially

5 = would contribute in a critically or
extremely important why

If you rate an its:. ad '1' (would contribute
nothing), please mike n -ate of the considerations
on which you have based piur rating, on the
reverse side of this.shect.

1.
1

Would enable student to proceed at own rate, without pressure
of "locksteppIng".

1 2 3 4 5

2. Would provide instant feeioack, with the result of more
efficient learning.

3. Would make possible immediately available records on stu-
dent's learning history.

4. Would enable student to select his own learning sequence.

5. Would provide are controlled learning environment; student
not as subject to the negative influence of poor teaching.

(.

1.

Would facilitate flexibility of learning program with regard
.

to time mil Once; e.g., courses could be mode available In
public libraries for working adults, or in homes.

W6uld free the leehor from the more routine, "drill-and -
erne:Jet." nnheetn of teaching.

0. Would free student to concentrate on material to be
learned without pressure of competition from peers.

9. Would help to insure bias -free educational environments for
minority groups.

10. Would encourage a more freely questioning attitude by
removing fear of making errors or asking inappropriate
questions.

11. Would shift the emphasis in student evaluation toward
attainment of objective learning criteria and away from
Placement in a normative "curve".
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Question Ii(cont'd)

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN INSTRUCTION WOULD
IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS?

12.

Please add any additional items, or restatements of
items which you feel are unclear, in the space below,
and rate them in terms of their desirability and
the computer's potential contribution. Use addi-
tional sheets if you wish.

A
Desirability

B
Computer's Role

13.

14.
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Question II

WRY RAVE COMPUTFRS NOT BECOME MORE WIDELY USED IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS?

Delay are listed a number of suggested reasons.
Please rate each in terms of importance, using
the checklist and the following scale:

1 unimportant factor
2 slightly important factor
3 moderately important factor
4 very important factor
5 extremely or critically important

factor

If you rate an item as '1' (unimportant factor),
please make a note of the considerations on which
you have based your rating, on the reverse side of
this sheet.

Please add to the end of the list any further
possibilities, or restatements of items which you
feel are unclear or inaccurate.

1. Poor coat - effectiveness, to date, of computer-based
instruction.

l 2 3 4 5

2. High capital investment even where good cost-effectiveness
could le achieved in the long run.

I

3. Lack of readily available computer-based educational
materials.

4. Lack of carefully planned broad programs of CAI experi-
mentation in actual school settings.

. Extreme diversity of, and lack of coordination among,
school Jystema throughout the country.

t,. doervationd ad to possible negative effects of removing
inatruetionni prose:In from social situation and replacing,
interpersonal feedback with mechanical.

7. Insufficiency of evaluative techniques, criteria, and
agencies with which to satisfy educational standards.

8. Uncertainty as to who should distribute software and provide
training and services for its users.

9. Not enough opportunity for local school people to parti-
cipate in development of CAI programs.

30. Fear of educators of being reduced to a "button-pushing"
or clerical role by computer.
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Question II ieOnt.ni

WHY HATE COMPUTERS NOT BECOME WRE WIDELY USED IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS?

11. Cautiousness and uncertainty on part of educators as to
effectiveness of CAI in comparison with traditional
teaching methods.

1 2 3 4 5

12. Lock of experimental data and theories in learning
psychology which would facilitate the design of
effective CAI programs appropriate to each age level.

13. Limitations in the kind of student inputs interpretable
by the computer.

14. Lack of professional and economic incentives for
development of computer -based materials.

15. Lack of incentives for dissemination of software.

16. Lack of standardization of computer systems, limiting
free exchange of software.

17. Reluctance of school personnel to go through reorgani-
zation and training that a broad use of CAI would
entail.

18. Lack of a simple author language which would enable
teachers to prepare effective programs without exten-
sive training.

19. Lack of appropriate mechanisms for protecting patents,
copyrights, etc. for CAI materials.

20. Lack of an organization to facilitate interchange of
CAI program materials.

21. Lack of readily available hardware systems.

22. Unreliability of hardware, in terms of frequent break-
down due to heavy use by atudents and insufficient
o..rwielng.

23. Diasutiofuetion with design of presently available
terminals.
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Question II (cont'd)

WHY HAVE COMPUTtlaR NOT BECOME MORE WIDELY USED IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROMS,

Pleaae add any additional items, or restatements
of item which you feel are unclear or inaccurate.
in the space below, and rate them as you did the
preceding items. Use additional sheets if you
wish.

Ph.

25.

76.
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question III

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO TAP MORE FULLY THE POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF THE
COMPUTER TO THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS?

List three or more areas in which additional effort
would greatly facilitate the growth, in value and
acceptance, of CAI in the future. Indicate, if
possible, a time projection for the implementation
of each suggestion. E.g., given an appropriate
level of effort, would you expect implementation
in the 1970's, 1980's, 1990's, 2000's or later?

Listed on page 10 are three sample responses
which illustrate the amount of detail requested.

Use additional sheets if you wish.

1.



gwmtion III (cont'd)

WHAT urns 73 isr DONE TO TAP MORE FULLY THE POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF THE
COMPUT131 TO THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS?

3.



SAMPLE RESPONSES FOB QUESTION III.

A. The incentives for writing textbooks are obvious and well-defined, in
terms of financial rewards, prestige, and enhancement of career. The
incentives for writing CAI materials are not so clear; it would be a
helpfUl step for government or private agencies to make financial incen-
tives available, at least initially, for potential writers of CAI programs.
In line with this, provisions would have to be made for the safeguarding
of copyrights.

B. Courses in individually prescribed instruction and small-group tutoring
should be provided in every school of education. Both courses involve
akilln that will be highly appropriate to teaching in a computer-based
curriculum, while at the same time they would be of value In teaching in
a conventional school situation. Consequently, schools would not feel
they were making an irrevocable investment in CAI, while educators would
nevertheless find it much easier to adapt to computer-based systems as
a result of having a more appropriate background.

Most estimates of the cost of student usage of present CAI systems involve
figures many times greater than the corresponding cost per student it

eunventionni schools. Computer-based materials should be able to compete
..1meg:11e:illy with other learning media, i.e., books, blackboardn, ete
Tu eomhat thin problem there ought to he an extensive and coordinated
err..et to bring down the cost. or CAI equipment by applied research.
Poanibly, In onler to encourage the initial capital investments, there
ahouid be a nubsidization of the installation of CAI equipment in schools.
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Question IV

Briefly outline the areas in which you have experience in or knowledge of
the use of computers in the instructional process, or experience in the
introduction of technological innovations to school environments in
general.
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(lunation IV (cont'd)

in ndditinn, glens' check each of the following categories in which you
Wive hrul vsnerienee.

1. Administration of CAI lab

2. Administration of computer center

3. Designing of software

h. Software development

5. Designing of hardware

6. Hardware development

7. Recordkeeping function of computer

8. Design of computer-based curriculum

9. Structuring of curriculum content

10. Evaluating computer-based curricula

11. Training educators in use of computer-
based materials

12. Teaching with computer-based materials

Signature Date
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EDUCOM
INTERUNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL. INC.
Pest Mae Dos 364 Rosedale Road. Princeton. Now Jersey CO540. Telephone 609.9214575

QUESTIONNAIRE 2

Study of Factors that have Inhibited a More Widespread Use of
Computers in the Instructional Process

Thirty questionnaires were completed and returned in the first round of
the Delphi sequence being used in this study. We have tabulated, con-
solidated and edited the responses, and the data are presented for your
consideration within this questionnaires, which represents the second
round of the sequence.

Because of the number and length of the responses given in the thirty
questionnaires, ve have by necessity taken a fairly free hand in editing
and deleting. It is hoped, however, that any gross error or insensitivity
on our part will be pointed out in your responses.

This second questionnaire consists of three parts. The first part,
Question I, was originally presented in order to derive a working frame
of reference as to what the desirable outcomes and potential contributions
are, or might be, from the introduction of computers into the instructional
process. The eleven outcomes suggested were all given fairly high ratings,
in terms of both desirsbility and importance of the computer's role in
effecting the outcome. As this seems a sufficient consensus for our purpose,
ve have simply tabulated the responses and are asking for comments only
where you disagree with the consensus, and for ratings on the three new
items which were abstracted from the suggestions of a number of respondents.

The second and third parts, Questions II and III, are closely related in
that Question II asks 'what are the obstacles to the use of CAI' while
Question III asks 'what needs to be done about them'. In this round ve
would like to begin to bring together explicitly the major obstacles that
the group identifies and the action plans suggested to overcome them.

Therefore, both responses to Question II and to Question III have been
organized into seven groupings, or categories. For Question II ve are
asking for an assessment of the importance of the problems listed in each
category. For Question III, the proposals for action, subsumed under the
same seven categories, are presented for the group's evaluation and
comments.

As in Questionnaire 1, we would like to emphasize that the term computer -
assisted instruction (CAI) will be used as a generic term, comprising all
aspects of the utilization of the computer in an instructional context.
Included within the scope of the term as used in this study will be what
some have preferred to call computer-augmented instruction, computer -
managed instruction, computer-based education, and also problem-solving,
gaming, simulation, etc.
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Ire lave consolidated responses frog Question TT (sad Question ill) into the
levee categories listed below:

A. DZIONSTIIATIOX
g . =IA= AID DEMACPSIDT
e. Ineenevwcasepuerriov
D. EXCATIONAL SYSTOCI Ala TIM TIAOCCP
S . eor.vhez ASD IIAX.7rARt

P. COST
C. U-DIXECTIOX Or CAI

tech category consists of the original *teas rated to Queeticonaire 1 no
well so Ma Item suggested by respondents in the First round. As in Carillon I.
item retell in the first round are presented in rank order of importance with
her graphs of the frequency' distributions of responses. Items without frequency
distributions are the sew item.

Please rate both the old she the new _iteeo by cheekier the appropriate

cetegert, using the asp scale as in Queetionnaire 1.

I unimportant rector
2 slightly important factor

moderately *aperient rector
k my important factor

extremely or critically layettes% factor

Once again, please indicate on the revere* side of the any
OloWtterst you might have with the group

A. DIMIXSTRATIOI

1. Leek of carefully planned brood programs of CAI expert-
.tattoo in actual school settle..

1

2. Teo few temples of high quality use. at least in the eyes
of pumas expert to the ccccc Flint end in teaching that disel
pilot. Perhaps Po muff attention to technology end not esoup
to OOOOO ante.

5. Lack of empelling evidence that CAI le more effective than
our net hods of comparakle cost.

t. Lack of 'critical mos' to up Programs.

S. Failure to design curricula end systems for high.impact, low.
resistance "aarkets' where real * tonal problems ems be
solved.

II. leISLOCII MD DEVILLIMIEST

1. Lack of a slept, author lapsed, ditch would enable
teachers tx prepare effective program without eaten tee
%rainier.

.

2. Lack of esperlmeetal dates end theories in learnt,.
psychology which would facilitate the design of effective
CAI programs appropriate Pastiest+ level.

3. The lack of personsel with ppropriate training she taint
In the diverse diet Muffed: i.e.. instruetional
Pffeholoff. computer seine., eagineering, amestiosal
agnini ttttt ion. red1012-film.

h. Visited suffer of instructional subjetts in which CAI can
be effective e.g., mete, spelling. hot mot history,
writing.
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C. ISCENTIVES/D/STRISUTIOM

1. Lark of profeasional and.ecomalc incentives for developers'
of computer-beard =trefoil'.

I

2. lack of InceszE-- for disseslastioc of softvere.
1

3. Leek of standardization of computer systems. limiting

free recheage of softvere. 1

t. calm. diversity of. aol lack of coordinstios emu.
school system thromhout the country.

h 1

5. lark of appropriate mechanism for protrating patent,.
copyrights, etc.. for CAl materials.

6. Look of an organization to facilitate interchange. of CAl
program materials.

T. Lack of Os llllll we vita regard to diatrIbutteg software and
providing training end services for its men.

I. Lark of Incentive for faculty ambers to ezprod any tie.
Manual* tim and effort is oodifylag. or cresting
alteraatIve. inatnoticesal sethods.

I I

D. EDUCATIONAL 5017Th ADD Sit 'RACISM

1. Reluctance of school personnel to go th.rougb moronsscat

Mathis/ that . brood use of CAI mold entail.

2. C441104SOVOS and uncertataty os pert of educators ea to
effectiveness of CAI is vaporises vied traditimal Nothing
moods.

3. Tear or educators of being rotund to . "hi ttoopushine
Cl clerical role by computer.

A. Peeervatima ea to oesibls segmtive affects of remotes
inatnational process from social situation sad rep:mime
interprrsoosl feedback vita mechanical.

1111111111

S. I Wary of evslustive Orchniques. ailed. and
agencies vita 0.100 to satisfy educstioael stendols.

6. at emu& opportuaity for Iml school people to
portielpate to developoost of CAI promos. AL-

T. Look of physical spore for shuts:amt.

6. A prevailing attitude that the computer mill be mod to
replete poor tomaers. (Computers pia wider member*
%My are mesidered as tools that mill sake good teacher,
ore effectior.)

9. Scarcity of resources available to train teachers ad
other. in the still. requirml to o.. CAI successfully.
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I. somas AID RAMAPO

I. &lel of readily available and fool cenputer.temed
ad ccccc =al =Aerial.. P

2. Diasstlafnetico with deafen of preeestly available
terminal..

3. Usreffebilityaf hardware. In term of Crimson% break.
dens due to Wavy use by students and !midriff's%
aerwicleg.

h. Limitations Is the bind of 'talent Inuits interpretabla
by the computer.

3. lock of readily available sad appropriate hardware
oaten,.

6. Use of aysteme In which flood Information la funneled
througb computer's core storage and central prommsor
icateeil of thing maintalaed In bleply accesaible lye-
cost media auch ma magnetic tape. audio tape. video
tape. etc. 11

W.
1 2 3(4 SI

1. Nigh capital Wreathes% even where good ceet-effectisethaa
cm to nehleved In the long run.

2. Poor cost.effictivenese. to date. of amputhr.tesed Instruction.

3. Fact that CAI Is an add-on cost. not mewing Instenctlassl
budget. and repairing additional prognosis' personnel.

I I

O. tz-taRscnor OF CA/

1. Failure to rwiegnise that material met be completely
rear salad mid reatructured If It le to to taught
of with computer ayatesme.

2. Application of the 'thmtbool. or ingle.auther model to
curriculum prodoction Instead of the *movie ImeAuctime
model IsIolvini a high!, skilled differeatiated teen.

3. Teadescy to put ton moth 'on eta computer. rather them
.ham the presentation sad testing of oirramilmi objectives
with other lastructional media.

h. inadeguate development of a raw, of ethystereed
prdagesleal teChRigWOO. Vir range aim% lllll de gaieties.
meagre. tutorial. and practice. elmlationm. game.
pretties thivinaelalles. etC..
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MEAT %MG SO 01 tan TO TO IOW FULLI TIM POILMIAL o3r1asurt01 OF 111 CONIV1101 TO MC IISTAUCTIOMAL
PPOCISST

A large number and vorlety of suggestions were melved to response to t011
Mestion. As to *Nestle. II, we have orgsaleed Moo IMO the folluelog mom
categories:

A. 0001$110a1011
D. MIZAMCN AO 0C11431102T
C. IMCCITIVMMISTIIMITON
D. IMUCATIGIAL PISTDM MD TM TFACIEN
Z. 801TMAIM MD MAMMAS
F. COOT
0. 111-11INCTI01 OF CAI

As them Is too such material for every particimat to cover, we are salaam
you to do the following.

First. selves the three (or more If you oleo) eategerim to you toss the
met erpertise or la .0100 you are mat Interested. Pate each summit's la the
selected categories acing the following scale:

1 unWportmt
I eighty Important
3 moderately importast

my Important
5 extremely or Cr ally Important

Mourn miee that the suggestions differ widely to their seem. me being gulte
sPeolfix sad elissix =eh NOM mmseral. Although this say mile mot comparlsoas dif11-
cult, we are memrtheless Istereated la rough ladlcatien of often suddretices
the most ispertant to each category.

Secondly. Critically examdme the cotederles YOU .01.01 lad MIMI% 111 TrelAt.
mots. oddities*, or deletion* that you feel would sate the Item SOSO precise sad
wore meamisgfal to embalms.. Roue Wit page 10 for your emirate. If you Moagree
strongly vith am Stem. mate a sots of year returns for disagreemet.

A. COMMTNATION

1. If CA3 Co me to herb tOotrfot malts for Sleek. Puerto elm,
me Meotcan americaa_Chill this will provide ma ammo
*emotive for its me.

2. Mount see mitleal-sass -Nat merimmt that would des:musts
the emosle commtitivesess of the computer 1m lastructiom.

I. Mort Muslim gee on Maids of the eftestlem setablishamat
Om la it. Demstete to the Inner,. moveramental. or
private sector NM* clear-cut Imstructlemal pals situ) the
efficiemy of CAI sad tim lt viii seep late tits edueatIcoal
establishment.

4. Vortim CAI-based model meheels meed to he developed that oboe
tee: schools coo locersorote CA3.

S. CA3 seeds Mewl Federal matracts to support tits depelmtof
several complete mamma each Involuted the martirisation of
a university. a growl systm. and a ormiever or suollsom of
admationsi materiels. Them will to little progress bill there
is a body of actual 'Medal with which to experimmt and to
dememtrste. AM the costs of pmpsrlag Mittel materiuts Ige so
high sod the *meter:It so risky that ether sources of the sub-
stantial imestrat *evolved art ualltely. I-1--
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WHAT Mk= Tf. PC um :3 Thr MEC laf.1.1 Tie =mut communo,
Cr The CCAPVTIN 1: IMITINCTIONAL FROCWaSt

I. NISIANCP OD DV 11.--PAI0IT

1. There I.. need for trained Imtructfenal desids fersonnel
who world be nudism its the siecifications of swede. goal
perform/ice objectiv.s. with benavioral amilysts. planning of
metes architecture. floveherting. use of instructional para-
digm. use of cooruter aide to each stage of the inetructioaal
design process. with cithor Input system. Includits prea
processors ant caoro menden. .n.1 with ways o: camas
both with author, ma with moddrtion personnel.

2. The emputer rroviries Instrumentation for re. Ina of
instrortim which amens real tne mlele and wad.gms faalliar
in emersmental mycholcm. Nee mulels wt ke developed and
Moses:mitre to researchers thrOWeiout the °mitre.

1. Peveimment I: needed of settiodolmles and techniques that
allow the faculty to maime the baste entente In their
field. and eremite these into mend nodules that can be
effectively ;resented witn comuter support.

h. CAI. :edibility to tol much latitude In student responses
Alves It rigidity unsuited to may subjects. A considerable
1 cent should he made In ficial with the
objective of enabling the emputer to accept and analyse free..
fora student responses or questions.

S. Our present knoledge of lodivIdmil differences does not burgle
to put an la positios to tee. real advantage of the cormiters
poteotisl. The mist urgent need is for extecsive researeh iota
(a) testing tea:allure able to mite fine discriminations of
seniemments. mtcstiels. response patterns. lemming pattern..
etc.; and (b1 the develoment of differentiated eequences of
saterials meanie' to the individual patterns revealed.

C. INCIITM/DISMIDUTIOS

1. financial ineantime for teachers to take 1 e courses So the
use of CAI.

2. llmr Identify and production of hardware and software for
mos mutate 0111 provide weasel, etoolonte lacentives. 1111s

leaves the probles of professional Incentives however.

). Annuid nstional marls for best CAI progress.

h. federal funds should subsidize discitline.besed megykug. (Me
tee MUO-sponsored Conalssima on College Physics. Generosity. eta.)
which ought to &au ume the mot proolsent nesters of the disci-
pline to armlet in the develoment of naterials that mho full use
of tne computer'. Instructiocal capability in the diecipline.

S. The establishment of modular, tramming 1. SSSSS 'limn, demutsents
Oriented tarred tenchim rather than remoras would be najor a
tO4eed lopOrtent . step torso Memeing Um develop-
went onal innovations.

6. It would b * helpful step for government of privet, agencies to
.ghke xlsiinyarfinanti4..... available. at least iiiii ally. for
potential writer. of CAI program.
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&MOTION III (eased)

WMAT PLUS 73 De Dosi To TAP NMMI.1.1 TIC IMMIX. COSTRIDUTIOlt
Or That C001.170 Ti Ile 1=mm:tem rhec=st

D. EISICATIOSSL SISTIM MD THE TEACHER

1. Conrcrsion of our general educational system to alloe for
we of IsdIvidrnllard instruction techniques.

2. It Is seerassry to construct rullimum_Cculum wilts In which computer
Use, plmile as intrinsic part. because victoria this. umehers are
forced to tear gout curriculus. Mewl computer activities. and
reCose the curriculum - a teak for With teachers hove no time.

3. The timelier oho uses emtbodry else. textbook tan lllll take the
view that he Is giving his own course. 11th CAI so . Wits

gotten becomes more tenuous. It might be well to study how
CAI witerlals Cm be prepared .4th .Wiriest nuslice .f cottons
for the ....ortte, teacher Ms sustain the position that his course Is
essentially under his own Intellrtual control.

h. Very c progress Is likely to W. wide unless the teacher
trsIntnj,InstltutIons eater CAI In depth and 11th a degree of
profeslosal confidence. Ibis would hove to Include prwtteal
training to the actual use of the hardware. an unterstanding of
the softvare. mid the techniques of tote CAI .4th the
traditional ed.cation process.

3. Summer lllllhops In CAI ought to be provided for tewhers. similar
to those supported by msr. however. Involving hantle-ou wperience
alth wm llllll systems.

6. The viewpoint should be adopted that valor praeuasAlchelyrowat alll be
centered in the schoeds. Toachers ought to be eneoursdol U. ease
up wItL ideas old progress Wilds they cob laaellately put late
practice.

V. Coureks_Ja Sadteldualle Trelerlbed iratruetion and smalwrome
tutortn4 should be provided In every school of eduestIon. DlueStorS
could (Ind It water to adopt to computer-based systems as result
of having who appropriate bwkground. spite et the .sae time
schools vould sot feel they owe maklas an Irrevotable Investment
is CAI.

B. SOMME LTD XPADJARE

1. It Is eserntlal for the producers ofaortae:* to scree on a
forest that out makr It usable Is ) hanybeble hold..,..
This calls for considerably more sslf-seliclag of the lodeotry
than llllll st present. The alternative Is scattered effect
that .Ill We ms IsatIng 'mut on aeas-edueatloa ebb the
mass serket.

2. Analytical reecarch Is eroded to idestiry solstice Importance of
dlflhreat ewes of hardware Interface; 1.e.. keyboards. e.e.t..
sad sal. etc.

3. There aro tvohurdware Teelulstegente Stem we to 'Moms our
capability to present fined Safermatlee without passISA It.through
the central pros...seer of amputee.. These ore: 111 high volume
ranee. serest audio unit for use with computer to teaching
resole/ one IssolioSes PelsrilY. lab (2) computer ternlnal width
Wes we of ter video llllll tr principle now Wilraillill to appear
for the home Market.

h. Cowl llllllea meads to be given to soll-delltrol and versatile
student terninals. Picot current terminals are oily and unplealmit
to use, 'Icing the wrong 'Image. to e0MpUter Meer.

5. A break-thrown Is needed In the development of ...Ills.,
reamer stows" end rims...nation devices.
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GUISIICS III (eont'd)

HUT HMG TO It laIXE TO Tar WOE MI THE POT/HT:Ai COUTRIDUTIOO
OF TI 0.11(PUTLA TO THE IitTIEUCTINAL PROMS?

1. Cut the coot of 'entre, Trot llll rtIme to the nelMborbood of
POO per hour per part.

2. A rost.sharine proeran for school duty and 'catalog centrism
installing a comp lllllll a program. This alga% be dope Oa the
Oasts of. sw #2 per hour. for each hour of student use on
terminal.

I. The cominotich of large tier-sharing eosnctere and noble TV
say offer relotively low-cost CAI mplicotion. Efforts need to
be slated at developing appropriate hardware.

h. Out breakthroughs resulting from u_tittlation of 4 lllll rat

CoimuottnittetzglLimLent. for 'sample. emoverelon of elistlas
electric typeorltere Soto coosoles. ditto TVs. etc.

S. There ought to be an estenelve red coordinoted effort to bring
down the coat of CAI equipment by urgliedrsearch. Computer.
based materials should be able to compete eoccomically with other

learnilmt aegis. I.e.. %oohs. blackboards. etc.

C. mozarcricur or CAI

1. G ophasis on a wide ranee of rooruter mime% for
lemming and such Ins. focus on the tools provided by tradi-
tional CAI (tutorial. drilled practice. etc.).

2. limy of the app llllll ons of the computer to education Moe
been pedestrim or hove involved tombs that night well ham
bees occomplisima throned. rel lllll ly laesseaolse but well.
prepared programed . lie should be doing more frontier
work and less glomickry.

7. Iducotion is not likely to force empties costa downward .,
Mere rapidly tom other markem for computers ate ow foreleg
coots downward. Tiverefore, education would be better advised
to eoneentrote on unique needs Is computing bordello red vorlimiTT
sod oleply colt out the cost prOblda. Tutorial CAI ae4
red p CAI are now comt.juatified in only spacial Inatome"
"mho' remedial education. special matral.eity eituotiamm.
etc. Cooputers con be cost.juatified sue for ums la viablen
lllllll in schools, for data processing edmatlea. for simulation
and gems. mid for certain computersanagol lastruetim Mai .
tattoo".

k. Simlotion is the "Ingle area when the commuter can provide
sonething which cannot br presided by other inotructional means.
There should be a greater concentration of effort on the develom-
pest of Wm:lotion Islas. for which there is a substantial
market potemtiol.

S. I. view of the readied .00 problem especial's,
mires% in urbon mdnority lllll roe. major conceotration should
be on desiming two or three alternative CIA protease alma
sjpeetts at this soe lllll problem. The soolal seeds are greatest
there. red the resources for fUndlog research and lllll spent
are err lllll there. Moreover. ...tenses in this sector would

much fuller support fur other appl lllll ono of CAI.
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QUESTION III (cont'dJ

Note: Please use additional sheets, or the reverse aide of this sheet,
if you wish.

Restatements, additions and other comments:

Signature Date
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Wst 09...t Hu. Jot. Nosedeea Haack Prneeten. New Jersey 09.10 T9Nphaele 609.921.7575

QUESTIONNAIRE 3

Study of Factors that have Inhibited a More Widespread Use
of Computers in the Instructional Process

Attached is the third and final questionnaire in the sequence being
used in this study. It is based on the responses of the thirty par-
ticipants to the preceding two questionnaires. In it are represented,
in summarized form, the group's evaluations and judgments in the areas
that have been brought under consideration. You are requested to
react to both majority opinions and dissenting viewpoints in each area.

We wish to emphasize the importance of your comments in enabling us
to accurately interpret and represent your point of view, and encourage
you to comment freely and critically whe possible.

The questionnaire is divided into three sections. The first presents a
tabulation of responses regarding the desirability of, and the computer's
contribution to, a number of possible educational changes resulting from
a broader use of CAI. The three new items rated in Questionnaire 2
are included.

The second section deals with the obstacles to CAI acceptance. It

presents the group's evaluation of topics in eec'. of the six areas which
were examined and rated in Questionnaire 2, and asks for a re- evaluation
in light of the group judgment. Also requested are your reactions to
comments made by other participants.

The final section concerns your ideas as to what effective actions might
be taken to further the growth of CAI, in value and acceptance. You
are requested to describe, as explicitly as possible, the ways in which
your ideas minht be implemented. This section of the questionnaire
will partially provide the substance for the conference to be held in
November.

As in the preceding questionnaires, we wish to note that the term
computer-assisted instruction (CAI) will be used as a generic term, com-
prising all aspects of the utilization of the computer in an instructional
context. Included within the scope of the term as used in this study
will be what some have preferred to call computer-augmented instruction,

computer-managed instruction, computer-based education, and also problem-
solving, gaming, simulation, etc.
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nECTION II

In this section. the results of the preceding questionnaires are presented.
grouped into the following six catepries:

A. DEMONSTRATION
B. COST
C. PRODUCTION/DISTSWITON OF CAI MAMMALS
D. E1UCAT1OSAL SYSTEM AND TNT TEACVIDi
E. FFSEARCH AND DF.IALOPPLIT
F. RE- DIRECTION OF CAI

For each category, you are asked to react to the group data in the following
ways:

(1) re-rate each item, commenting where you disagree with the
majority opinion,

(2) evaluate the over-all description of problems In each category.

(3) react to suggestions and comments from other respondents.

Instructions for rating:

A slightly different rating format is used in this questionnaire. to each
item (see the example below), 'le represents the median response to the item
from Questionnaire 2. The bar indicates tit. range containing the middle 50%
of responses (the inter-quartile range).

Please rate each item again, and coven wherever sour rating falls outside
the inter-quartile ranee.

For instance, If you were to check category 1 or category 5 in rating the
following it.., you are requested to state briefly why you think the rating
should be that much lower or that much higher than the majority opigion.

eeeoe

The awe scale is used as in the previous questionnaires:

1 unimportant factor
2 clightly important factor
3 m.d.rntely Important factor
h a very Important factor
5 extremely or critically important factor
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A. LiAONSTRATIOli

WO RAM COMORO'S O MOM ICRI VIDELI hem IN In IMITIMCSIONAL
noccar

Ties re-rste the foti.tne so destribet In tie
instructims on page 1.

Al. Too fee manila of high Mool llY me..

O. allure to desim movicula and yetem for hictivincact, lax-
mist.. "morkete Mere real Inetasticaal cubing ere M
caved. 4-

Al. Lea of coquille/ evt4enve that CAI is mre of thee
other methods of amoral* mat. uIilow

Al. WA of carefully cleaned broad program of CAI syea.
=stales la actual echbol madams. so

Al. loch of 'critlea mai 10 maim up gregreas. ht

lb you feel Moat this i en occurat repreentaios of Ur problem la this areal
(Visa gammas meld you add to wk. the picture sore empletol)

foment here or re
the riven. Id of tot.
sheet if your
hot fall within the rage
ialested:

to you feel that the nature of the profiler is tag heft differs imolff moll/ for Affroroot lonloof education (e.g. pre - college and eollegeff If a, bad

Mini lies has been restawl. It ea temerly "lbo fro ample. of high MiallY boo. at lout lo the
emu of perms. expert In the d ccccc llne MI in Maass that di lllll Sm. halms too auk attention
to technology sod not Math to substence..
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A. DEMONSTRATION (enAt'd)

IAIAT E= TO BC LOSE IS Tali AREA 10 TAP JOIE MIT me FOUNT:AL OF Chit

below sir three Renames to this question yhteh were the Met highly rated in the previous
questiormaire (to tern of wan rating. of ispOrtencel.

al. CAI needs direct Federal a:Streets tooupport the develomment of 'evens: chalet&
'wear, tads ionising tow rrticlratien or enivere/ te_. arnmsl_eretem. and a
producer or oubltewer of ed tioaat ...tenets. there rill be little progress until
there le body of actual material with enc to enertment end to desentrate. clad
the coats of preparing materials are so hies end the !sweetmeat so nen that
other sources of the substantial Methuen involved are tmllkely.

a2. Nouse one erttical-nass-sthe enserierst that would Oeuesetrate the ecomonit ecopeti-
tinsels of the confuter in inetructica.

83. World., CAT -based wiel_scola need to he developed that show bow schools can
incorporate CAI.

An them other euggetioms which you believe are ore Wortest than theme?

relieving are some represent atter connote fluor resprodente. Please tollgate whether you wee
or disagree. and cerement wherever you feel it 18 aPprePrithe (the the reverse side of the sheet for
elltfoon space).

1. "ketones to implement Cal in schools before it is rally
developed might generate backlash that would scrim/41y
effect later development...

2. 'Mae trial and error is needed before CAI is roan for
the riot of a large -scale desoostratios..

3. *Den ions should reflect win variety of alters
seethe lestruetional uses for the computer."

Aim*
Meagre.

Agree

Dletalfee

Conroe if appropriate:

ltfo additional questions were reflected is townie of a muter of respondents, Flew provide
brief weer for each:

1. At what level or in what area of education vould CAI be
Initially most effective and poet to induct
winepread acceptance? (1.e., what are as (or
Impact. lovsresistanCe asst -tee £2.)

2. Wbicb is sore critical: the lack at dean ostration of Mgr.
guilty instruction. or of economic teas iiiii tyt
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n. roe 16o or this
Caret her* or OS

110% fig I u OA* roar
balIestoiltI 2 3 13 5

DI, Put that CAI II ao sat-on coot. mat reaueloy Instruct kW
bugoot, and rah iiii 41 Frog...Use pons000.1. tr

Rt. Nth capital lavvetsrat one vann boob tootottoetlirenrso
tam br ar111116 In thir loan run. la

un

63.
.----...-

Poor coat-ottrothnoroo, to elat, of aooputay.buo6
faatractlea. M

Do you tall that Ilia la on accurst* ropey ttttttt on of the 'troller Is ISIS areal
Mat toneota on316 you 044 to maim the pleture man toopIrtot)

Do you teal that the t the problem to Ufa area Uttoro aIyaltIcantly for DIttorvot Loyola
or oilweatIoo lo.o.. pro-113111v and estIopH It sot boot
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:1. 4,1:17 ( t

NUT mum TO Pt POKE III THIS AndA 70 TAP MORE MLLE THC PYEENTIAL Or CAI?

Below are three respormes to this question which received the hidhest mean rollout,. In terms
of Importance. In the previous questionnaire.

hi. There ought to be an esteneive and coordinated efrer to bring down the cost of CAI
equipment by applied research. Cannier-based materials should be able to compete
economically wtth other learning media, I.e., books. blackboard/. etc.

b2. Ere roiLhinnoLlow_tjae-shering roeputers and csale2a may offer relatively
low -cost CAI application. Efforts need to be aimed at developing appropriate
hardware.

b3. Cut the cost or central processor time to the netahborhood or 20, Per student
intact hour.

Are them other suggestions which you believe are more Important than these/

Folloulnd are some representative comments Prom respondents. Please Indicate whetPer you agree
or etesgree, and comment wherever you feel it Is appropriate (use tbe reverse side of the sheet for
additional some).

l--

1. 'Ordinary economic , "...es, combined with technological
advances, will bring 1 cost or computer and Agree
comunications equips 'me; this iv primarily the Dissgree
way tbst the coat pest e resolved.

2. "Cost-effectiveness' is not term which is relevant to ......
present education. It requires specific objectives, whtek ;;----..
ordinary schools don't hove."

8.1 83
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UP^:,4%10::,1.1TRIEUTION Or CAI NA7ENTALS

n u Nan CohlVerw r: 11,CAC RAC WIDCL) %In tg ?ft ISSITU1T11114L
rwee-

SIALAO. eh e'reIhee In the
%%%%%% Cairn. ,n ,A,.. p. ..-1...

1 7 1 k $

CI. loco tf 'entity available to root wl-tater-tared
ethicatioral . lel. V

..11.1:

Cr. tarn of trofealonal and wait inrentiwea for
devlotwont of conititiotawaa ..Lela{,.

C). :era of Iterative ?or facult, a. wren to opwaa thy
coning Seeable tiaear.1 effort In nrollfyino. or 0000t1 an
alternativw. latrictional methods, V

CI. lock Of Inceittinc. for Aieelaalloo of software. V

CS. Application of the htenthatile or ltaleauthar ...reel to
curriculum proluction i I of IM ...,ta ;,...nu.stish
model inwoleihr Hotly 111.1 diffrrestlated teas.

....1.

C. Th. lack of pr.wnel with afrrooristo aaaaa Inn and
talent In the diverse alciplio. retiwiree: I.e..
Inatructional pycatiogy. avower ttttt ee. ethilneeriall.
educational ihial ttttt ation. ,alto-TV-flis. V

Cf. tack of stnisdandi tttttt of toeputer ttttt not Haitian
free ecloinae of oflare.

...

4.-
1
I

Ca. tack of appropriate ntawinin far protecting Patents,
curyriroits , etc.. for CAI aaterl lila.

Co. Lack or initially. with novel to diatributinr !Window
ehe Pmeielrn %voltam( and aerate.. for Ito were.

CIO. tack of an 004.14.41m to facilitate 1 ttttt Mora of CM
1 rarraettateriala.

40.0
v,. feel that thin I. N fern ttttttt on Of the areal as in Mt. aree
(What rawhent atoll you all to wane the picture tun tuft. oil

Comeat here or an
tone rowers. alb. of thi
.Met if your retina flora
not fall within the rasa..
1O/1

Do yaw feel OW M. nature or to. covalent* la are differs ionificantly for differeat len!.
or edwratIon fre-rollefe and tolleoe)i If no. howl
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r, pAODUCTIOU/DI0T7tISR:103 OF CAI MATERIALS (coned)

WA? /MO TO SE LOU IN THIS IUD TO TAP WM FULLY NE Kraprt Al. Of CAlt

Below are three responses to this question which were wost himhly rated In the previousquestionnelre (In terms of Wein ....... of isportence).

el. There Is need for treinel instruclionUmtlfn ceesonnel who would be
familiar with the srerlrleation or needs. goals. perronlanre objce lllll , with
behuwineol iinkiVilki Flinininit of trsten architecture. Clovenarting, use of
instructional parallos, tote of cosquter olds to leech 'tame of the Instrue.
'tonal design fro ttttt with etith.r input ttttt Us. inettellat frebroeesscre
said macro exparders, and with whys of comminicatind both with authors and
with production personnel.

c2. It would be helpful step for ;oversewn( or feint. emenctes to ma*
financial incentives neullatle, at lent lnitlally, for potential writers
or CAI progress..

e3. federal funds should sutsidise discislice-based ayouninrs (line the SOI-
spOnsorcd Come lesions on feller. Physics, Greasy:Ay. etc.) which misfit to
draw upon the amt prominent members or the discipline to assist in the
dewelognent of suiterials that mane Mt use of the computer's instructional
capability in the discitline.

Are there other suggestions which you believe are sore importent this thee'

rallOVIR, sr. *eon r.cr,..mtatly. comments fees respondents. Pleas. Indicate whether you &IWO
or disegree, and comment wherever you feel It is approfrIste, (use the reverse side of the sheet for
additional apace).

Comment If appropriate.I. "Purely financial Incentives will draw relatively Mem.
piton' people Into the field. Attention WIWI be given
to .*mining professional standards.'

S. "The problem of effective distribution of CA: saterlels
and systems will resolve Itself once there is mullet
for such materials."

3. "local toople tee generally nut qualified to write CAI
eeterials, nor would hue. the er time.
Peewit. ...wild be hl/lily ton.. o In twilit, '

Down.

&line
Dien/rev

idendree

An addition* littion aro,. fru. comments of muter or respondents. Please provide brief answer.
I. Who err rest lilkely to b the rrIner, producers of CAI

course materials,
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P. EDUCATIOHAL :11T.1124 An THE. TEACHER

MI NAVE COIOVTLIG MOT PE .0 Mitt Yltdly uno 111 TIE indedUCTIOSAL
1,110CLUI

Please re-rata the faliceinOs al described Is the
inetructiono on pose J.

Pl. Reluctance of school personnel to to through reorgan t
rimi %volition that a broad use of CAI would osts11. ad

02. Coutiouesess and untertaloty on port or oducatore se to
effectiveness of CAI 10 cceparison vita traditional teachied
method..

Iimee

+
0.0. eearcity of resources available to train tescherO ond

others So the skills required to use CAI successfully.

Dt. re. or educators or being reduced to 'button-pumbloir
or clerical role by cooputr.

DS. he as to possible senstive effects of removing
lestructiondal process frog social si ttttt on .red replotted

lotoriorsuool feerlbsch with sethenStat.

I. Soire diversity of. she lack of coordissistioo amuses
school oystem throughout No country.

DI. 1 iiiiiiii ency or tvaltratIve techniques. Criteria. .d
agencies with which to I i mat standard..

D. A yr...glint attitude that No tompater vill be 00.4 to
',Diary ss,or trackers Instead of to seat good teethe. more
e ttttt ire..

V1. Sot enough opportunity for local school people to par-
ticipete in Cosmic/sent of CAI program. RI
Do you fool that this I. an accurate repro tttttt los of the problem In this ore I

(yhot comments would you add to make the picture more cogpletel)

Commeot bore or on
the reverse slde of this
sheet If sour rating does
sot fall within the range
isdicatedi

Do yuu Toot 100% the vesture of the rrobIeos in this area t elonSfIcantly for /Afforest tarot.
or .40141100 pre -cellette and college)! If so. hoot

'Imo 11... .., Mtn re%totcd. It vs. forgerle 'A yr...0111M $1111 de that In cooputor will Mr used to
replace pooe leather.. (C./OrYltr rata wider use Vier* they ore considered as tools that will sake peed
brusher: ovre effe t..e.l.

66
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D. EDUCATIONAL. SYSTEM AND THE TEACHER (eonk.0)

MT RIM TO At 11110 111 THIS AACA TO TAP Mint FILLT TR POMMY OF CAI?

Delve are three responses to this questiom which received the highest mesa ratio., Is terms
Of importance, in the previous questionnaire.

41. Conversion of our general educational system to allow for mater use of individualised
Instruction techniques.

42. It la necessary to construct Cull curriculunimilts In which computer usage ploys
an intrinsic part, because wItheut this, teachers are forced to tee, sport a cur-
riculum, Insert computer activities, and reconstitute the eurraeulm - task for
which teachers hareem time.

di. Imre wcrhshore in CAI ought to be provided for teachers, .lathe to those supported
by m. however, involving hands-on espe iiiiii with available system:.

Are there other sus iiiii ono which you believe see sore laportsnt than those?

Pollewind ar. some repres rrrrr lee camels Tema respondents. Plow lad iiiii whether you sere*
or dIsedree, and comment wherever you feel it la appropriate (use the reverse side of the sheet for
additional epecel.

1. Any CAI which allows studests to proceed at
their own rate will create insoluble Mai
problem for traditional schools."

P. "CAI prodren development should be centered In schools
so that teacher, eon actively prtieirate in, sod eon -
tribute their eprienee In. the detcluinvet of ideas
and pension'."

"CAI en rrrrr 1, should I. prepared with sufflelent
number of optima for the aSopting teacher to sustain
the position that MO coarse Is rrrrrr lolly under hla
own 111011 I control."

85
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Disagree_
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E. PV:FARCD AND nEVF.11/1 RENT

Will NAVY CCISPIPLIC NOT hr.va 011.111D111 MD 1. la
illOCCBS/

rt-000 In. felloolnL. 413 4
inotrootica 00 heee J.

7477 ;
4 It vs., Comment here er On

of tOts
J, 0 hoe r 0 0100 Seel

S

13. Dtslals faction otth design of presently awl. lible
tyrantIs.

kW
t2. LI. nations! la toe alai* of student input* I t.erprotale by

the coop.iter.

CI. Vnrellbillty of hardware. In terns of frtonnt !weal.
donne due to May .0 ty students an4 tasuffloleot
aerelcing.

A. 1.1N. of sssss on tn..tch 1004 Piton...Mier. 111 tunncled
throat% coaratee C4, torag and conical proccaor
Instead of being wintaned In niehly atoessitle Joe-cost
nodal such aa agnetto lain. .110 tape. video tape. ate. hi

05 WO of raga, available .iO4 arbectriae heyoocc
system.

16. Lon a 41111r10 041000 111/4.V. .1,1 0.7old enable
teachers to poop.,. effective Frcoreaa without atensInt
sssss Ina.

In. Lack of arerloenta dat and theories lo learnt.,
perhetery which could fool Mate the deoagt of eft.,
lite CM prom.", agyrogriste to 0000 040 100.1.

is, you feel that ado is an accurate reyntantatioa of the ;nobles. to this area
(ghat caritas vould you add to isae the picture yore con sssss /

not fhlt etthie, the retie
:helmet:

Do you feel that the net,* of the problem la title area differs significantly for different
of education (e.C.. rreeeollehe one 0011.101 If se. Wool
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E. REMANCH AND DEVELOPMENT (cont'd)

MAT 0!193 70 OE DONE 10 11113 AREA TO TM NOM MILT TIE FOTENTIAL OF CA21

Delow are then responses to this question which regrind the linnet wen fotiode, in tern
of inntanee, In the previous questionnaire.

el. Development Is needed of methodologies end techniques that allow the faculty to
malyte the non enreete In their fields and organise theminto useful
modules thst can hr effectively presented with computer support.

e2. ne computer provides instrugratetion for oft voycheloay of Imminence ,itch
departs from the models and paradigm familiar In enerlmental psychology. My
mdels must be developed and dIseemlsated to researchers throughout the country.

el. Coma dd Dens to be given to well-designed and benatin student ternlimn.

Are there other sing which you belle,. me nn *anon !has then?

Penman& ere some npencelallve canoeists from respondents. Please l.Alrat.e whether you agree or
disagree, and comment wherever you feel It is *ppm (use the rearm side of the sheet for
allitinal ewe).

1. 'CAI requires a great deal ur further development and
smell throne lInelplinary research and laduntelal
development before It Is re ,10.0 for wide use."

P. Sestet eonsiderstiOrs are .1,17 important in the Iong.
ram, Wirt,, but other fatten an of more immediate
(amen."

Meagre@

Amm
Olsogreo

3. .10Structicn IS Still .1, 'art% inettuctional theories
me irrelevant to anklim better materiels.'
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F. PELINECTION OF CAI

Ydf 1106 PAMIR Ill UWE CPA WIDC.T UGC IS TR 111111SUCTIOW
MOW

Reece re-rate the foliating. as described in the
leotructioas ea P5. 3. dvialthe reverse side tt this

sheet it yew rating does

Mow sere or ea

aot tall withia the reads
indleated:

R. /allure to reeedniee that oaterial oust be ewletely
reorganised wed restructured it it is to be twist
ettectively with computer system. Id

R. lableduets develeporot of Rade et coweter-babed
dodadadicel techniques. the reap sight include questiw
1104VOn. drill ad prattle*, sioulotleade. pan,
whim. .skip Wes. etc. Id

R. Rodney to put toe such 'on the cooduter" ratieer this share
Ye preeeatatiea wed testip et curriculum oject:wee with
Wet instructional media.

OD yea tool that this is an worsts reprove ttttt oa of the whims Is this greed
(Whet worsts voniti you old to We the pletUre we complete/ I

OD you tool them the ature of the problem is this area differs sighiftesatly for ttttt rest level*
of education te.d.. pre.cellege aad 111 so. but
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F. RE-DIRECrION OF CAI (cant "))

MAT 1111111 IV Pt BMA IM THIS ARIA IV TAP MRS MILLI TR! POTENTIAL Or CAD

Below ore three responses to this question which received the highest man ratings, In toms
of Importance, In the previous questionnaire.

fl. Many of the applications or the computer to educative have been pedestrian or have
Involved tasks that nicht well hire been accomplished through relatively Inexpensive
but yell-Prepared programed teem. We should be doing sore frontier work sod less
gimmickry.

f2. To vim of the er :Img_mtaariationtmem, *modally manifest in urban
miemIty children, flakier concentration should be on dominoes/ }ono or thm-eMiernatIve
CAT grogram aimed directly at this electric Problem. The medal mods are Ore
there, and the resources for funding research mnd developmelt are greatest there.
Demmer. successes in this sector would attract much faller support for other
mot ttttt one of CAI.

f3. Educative Is not likely to force computing costs downward any more rapidly than other
h aslet* for computers are rev forcing coste downverd. Therefore, education meld be
better whImed to autn on UR121.0. needs IA computing hardware and software and
S imply volt out the coat problem. Tutorial CAI and drill and practice CAT are me
owl-jmtlfled in only medal instenem such an remedial elmatioa, special central.
city sltvatione, etc. Computers me be costvjuntified new for we IA problem solving
in schools, for data processing education, for slmaletion and games, and for certain
ex.f.x.x.expaged instruction applications.

Are there other @unsettles, Mitch you be ttttt are more important than these?

relieving are some rep cements from respondents. Please Indicate Mother you ogre* or
disagree, and cement wherever you feel It is appropriate (use the reverse side of the sheet for
additional spore).

1. 'CAI is too expensive now for any ones but specialired
emm. Mare effort should be given to designing high.
quality CAI program for specific eduestinnal problemm
where CAI Mee be particularly effective, such in
remedial education, rending, out calculus.'

P. 'There should be more emphasis un learner control of
subjeel mterlal and Style of leash lag.'

S. 'There should be rose erred directed toward cemetery
based system which would provide support for all the
instructional and management functions in a school's
overran.'

h. "There is mot enough leadership to the area of
educational Chtrae. which is necessary If the potential
of CAI is to be fully developed. Motional venters are
needed to do research, to develop resources, to study
policy questions, develop rrrrrrrrrrr etc.'
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SECTION III

In this section ve are requesting your Moss as to specific actions that
sight be taken to further the growth in value and .oceptenee of CAI.
Select two for more if you wish) of the is areas considered--omes in which
you have the most expertise or are soot interested--and describe, in each
area, an action plan which you feel would be a significant step toward resovieg
obstacles to CAI's development. You may wish to use one of the three suggestions
for actions which are listed in each area in Beetles II, or you mgy choose
to develop new suggestion.

In addition to description of the action plan, include suggestions of the
source and level of funding, target population, time projections, and so on.

Your efforts to develop these plans as thoroughly as possible, which vs realise
is a time-consuming and demanding tusk, will be very such appreciated. The
plans will be used in determining the format, and providing the topics for
discussion, in the conference to be held at tte sod of the study.

Area:

Description:

Source a Level of Funding:

Target Population:

Time Projection:

All1011 PLAII I
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Appendix 2

Responses to Questionnaire 3

Following is a summary of responses to the representative comments and
questions in Ouestionnaim 3.

A. DEMONSTRATION
Total Nainitiev

of Respondents
Agreeing w Disagreeing

1. "Attempts to implement CAI in schools before it is fully
developed might generate a backlash that would seriously affect
late, deveiopment."

_ArpeeL
Disagree

2. "More trial and error as needed before CAI is ready for the risk
of a largescale demonstration."

3. "Demonstrations should iellect a wide variety of alteniative
instructional uses lot the computer."

1. At what level or in what alma of education would CAI be initially
most of fective and most likely to induce a widespread acceptance,
Ile., what are major 'high impact, low resistance' areas-see A2.1

__AgieelE
Disagree 11

Alyce 19
Disagree 7

Summary of Responses Number of Respondents
in each Categoiy

Basic skills: math, smiths!'
a) at piecollege 13
1,1 'medial in iiitiodticlir*

in community an junior colleges 131
Advanced work at college level
Vocational, technical sellouts
Remedial prop ams for tlisaalvanfiged,

special ed. children.,...., 2
Industrial, military training
Combinations of the above 1

2. Which is more critical: the lack of demonstration of highuality
instruction, or of economic feasibility?

Emphasis on economic feasibility 14
Emphasis on quality
Roth are equally important
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B. COST

1. "Ordinary economic pressures, combined with technological
advances, will bring down the cost of computer and cornmunica
Irons equipment in time this is unmanly the way that the cost

oblem will be resolved."

2. Cost.ef I ectiveness' is not a term which is relevant to present
education. It requires specific objectives. which ordinary schools
don't have."

C. PRODUCTION/DISTRIBUTION OF CAI MATERIALS

1. "Purely financial incentives will draw relatively incompetent
people into the field. Attention must be given to maintaining
professional standards."

Agree 23
Disagi;s7 5

Agree 10
Disagree 16

Agree13
Disagree 14

2. "The problem of effective distribution of CAI materials and Agree 21
systems will resolve itself once there is a market for such Disagree 7
materials."

3. "Local people are generally not qualified to write CAI materials
nor would they have the necessary time. Results would be highly
uneven in quality."

1. Who are most likely to be the primary producers of CAI course
materials,

Academic faculty 7

mate sector, publishers,
instructional materials producers, similar to textbook
production 7

Teams of specialists, or tinivcrsity.bascd labs
A variety of sources

Agree 18

Disagree



FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

D. EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND THE TEACHER

"Any CAI system which allows students to proceed at their own Agree 7
rate will create insoluble administrative problems for traditional Disagree 22

schools."

2. "CAI program development should be centered in schools so that
teachers can actively participate in, and contribute their experience
to. the development of ideas and programs."

Agree 14
Disagree 14

3. "CAI materials should be prepared with a sufficient number of _Awe 21
options for the adopting teacher to sustain the position that his Disagree 5.
course is essentially under his own intellectual control."

E. RESEARCH AND DEVELDPMENT

1. "CAI requires a great deal of further development and study
through disciplinary research and industrial development before
it is refined enough for wide use."

2. "Research considerations are very important in the longrange
view, but other factors are of more immediate concern.

3. "Instruction is still an 'art'; instructional theories are irrelevant to
making better materials."

Agree 16
Disagree 11

Agree 17
Disagree 6

Agree 5
Disagree 20

F. REDIRECTION DF CAI

1. "CAI is too expensive now for any uses but specialized ones.
More effort should be given to designing high quality CAI pro.
grams for specific educational problems where CAI might be
particularly effective, such as remedial education, reading, and
calculus."

2. "There should be more emphasis on learner control of subject
material and style of teaching."

3. "There should be more effort directed toward a computerbased
system which would provide support for all the instructional and
management functions in a school's program."

4. "There is not enough leadership in the area of educational change,
which is necessary if the potential of CAI is to be fully developed.
National centers are needed to do research, to develop resources.
to study policy questions, develop strategies, etc."
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Appendix 3

Convergence Data

The response distributions of Question II items, over the three ques-
tionnaires (Q1, Q2, and Q3), are summarized below. The items are
numbered as in Q3; which is presented in Appendix I. The bars indicate
the range for each distribution containing the middle 50% of responses
(the in terquartile range), with M indicating the median rating.

Items which have only Q2 and Q3 ratings arc those which were first
introduced in the second questionnaire.

R represents the number of responses which were more than one rating
category from the median (M).

Comparing Q2 to Q1, II out of 23 items decreased in R values (i.e.,
had fewer out-of-range responses), 5 remained the same, and 7 increased.
Comparing Q3 to Q2, 31 out of 37 items decreased in R values, 3 re-
mained the same, and 3 increased.

Al: Q1

Q2

Q3

A2: 01

02
Q3

A3: 01
Q2

Q3

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

M
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3

4
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C4: Q1

Q2

Q3

C5: Q1

Q2

Q3

C6: Q1

Q2

Q3

C7: Q1

02
Q3

1 2 3 4 5
M- --

1 2 3 4 5
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8
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C8: Q1 3

Q2 4

Q3 3

C9: 01

Q2

Q3

C10: Q1

Q2

Q3

Dl: Q1

Q2

Q3

D2: Q1

Q2

Q3

03: Q1

Q2

Q3
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1 2 3 4 5
El: 01 4

Q2
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EMI 6

Q3 1

E2: 01
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Q3

E3: 01
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Q3
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Q3

E5: 01

Q2
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E6: 01

02
03

E7: 01

02
03

Fl: 01

02
03

F2: 01

02
03

F3: 01

02
03

R

6

6

4

1 2 3 4 5
rvi

M

0
0

5

2

6

7
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Appendix 4

Original Action Plans

These are the unedited action plans suggested in response to Section III in Ques-
tionnaire 3. They represent the major source from which the action statements
(Appendix 5) were drawn.

1. (1)1. Thorough integration of CAI into a school curriculum will take (1) develop-
ment of adequate materials, (2) revised administrative arrangements, (3) special train-
ing for teachers, (4) cooperation of parents. As successful demonstrations will
necessarily be of substantial scope I would favor working with a state and one or
more cooperating school districts. Enough funds must be provided to give :Idequate
lead time, I - 3 years, and personnel. Potential benefits to be demonstrated are
possible reduction in school costs, improved achievement, and greater flexibility of
instruction.

FUNDING: Federal, State. Local combination to yield approximately
51.000,000 per cooperating unit per year.

TARGET POPULATION: Typical schools.

TIME PROJECTION: 5 -7 years.

2. (1,5) The basic technology and techniques required for effective use of CAI have
been sufficiently outlined through numerous relatively small ad hoc studies to indi-
cate the need for major coordinated programs of research and development. It is clear
that the parameters of the CAI system are as critical in determining its educational
usefulness and economic feasibility as are the items of hardware and the computer
programs. A small number of large scale projects should be undertaken which involve
coordinated research and application of complete CAI systems serving a statistically
significant clientele. The magnitude of such projects would require large commit-
ments of funds for a period of several years.

At least two projects should be developed; one designed around maximum centraliza-
tion of the information handling machinery with direct lines to each terminal, and
the other emphasizing local computational units or "nodes" of computational
machinery in an intercommunicating web. These projects should be undertaken
through a consortium of industry, universities and communities, and directed initially
toward markets of mass application and broad social need such as remedial elemen-
tary education (reading. oral and written language usage, mathematics, etc.), voca-
tional training in areas of projected need (service industries such as health care,
mechanical maintenance, computer programming, etc.), and college remedial subjects
(language facility, mathematics, etc.). These projects could be organized within five
categories of activities: (I) system design, (2) hardware development. (3) program
development, (4) operation, (5) evaluation.

tThe numbers in parentheses refer to the related action statements in Appendix 5.
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FUNDING: Federal grants plus industry It & D monies. 510 - $15 million over
a five year period for each project.

TARGET POPULATION: 1st priority Urban underprivileged children and
young adults. 2rid priority Other low income, jobless who need vocational
training. 3rd priority. General primary and secondary school population.

TIME PROJECTION: 5 years.

3. (1) Support large scale demonstration of CAI feasibility(NSF's current study
with MITRE /TEXAS and Illinois). Two different. competing systems will be imple-
mented, installed and used over a 5-year period, to evaluate the feasibility of each.
Each system involves about 500 studeiit consoles in elementary schools, junior
colleges, and universities. Additional plans are needed for using these facilities, at the
end of the demonstration, for developing new CM techniques that is, for estab-
lishing a kind of test bed in which new ideas can be tried.

FUNDING: NSF, 5 million dollars.

TARGET POPULATION: Across the board (formal education only).

TIME PROJECTION: 1972-1977.

4. (1) A third large (critical mass) demonstration is needed for instructional use of
computers in college curriculum.

U. of Illinois is developing and demonstrating the economic feasibility of a large-scale
system; Mitre Corporation and the U. of Texas are doing the same for a medium-scale
system. Both are dedicating the planned facility to CAI (special languages, special
terminal equipment. etc.) and pursuing new developments in hardware and software
to gain cost savings.

.

A third project should demonstrate the feasibility of extending general-purpose time
sharing systems for economical assistance with instruction in colleges (and pre-
college?). It may be able to succeed in some aspects where the other projects are
likely to encounter difficulties; it may produce software and curriculum which is
more immediately useable on a broad scale.

Part of the project (if it is all one project) would involve teleprocessing from a large
system to serve a geographical region; part would demonstrate smaller time sharing
systems readily reproduccable at new sites in a region; attention would be given to
network concepts, especially to promote exchange among users, not necessarily by
direct electronic communication. A group of universities and colleges would be in-
volved, providing a broad base of expertise and experience. Innovation in curriculum
development, combined with maintaining cost levels, would be emphasized. Includes
cooperation with professional societies to adapt materials for use throughout a large
region (not typical regional computer services "networks" to date).

FUNDING: $3 million; NSF.

TARGET POPULATION: To demonstrate to college administrators and other
decision makers that computing assistance can be effective and economical for
college students, and may be especially important for students not having
large-university learning resources otherwise.

TIME PROJECTION: 5 years, including some diffusion activities.

S. (2) Despite annual meetings and the beginnings of a community of users of
computing, most faculty members on the fringes don't know exactly what it is like to
bring computing into the curriculum. The project I propose would be a 'travelling
circus' that goes from school to school, carrying terminals, plotters, mini-computers,
and data acquisition equipment, and gives a thorough and realistic demonstration of
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how teachers actually use a computer in their courses. 2 or 3 days at each school, 3
or 4 faculty members, plus supporting cast in each troupe. Two months of action,
one of planning each year.

FUNDING: Federal, professional societies-5100,000 per year.

TARGET POPULATION: Curious teachers.

TIME PROJECTION: 3 years.

6. (3) Develop 'a full CM program for some subject, or educational level within a
subject, in order to demonstrate, if it can be demonstrated, the intellectual and
economic feasibility of the technique. It must be of the highest caliber and have
maximum flexibility to enable the academic to see his role as an individual with
regard to the formatted curriculum. Then demonstrate the effectiveness of the CAI
package in a real environment and with something of a fishbowl atmosphere from the
perspective of bringing observers in for evaluation purposes. The package should be
multi-media and interactive to the extent possible. The entire operation should be
completely debugged and tested before it sees the light of day and scrutiny should be
invited from the doubters. Above all, the demonstration should be significant, not
gimmicky, and use the computer only where it has a real advantage over manual
techniques.

FUNDING: I) The Federal government after all, it's only a prototype of an
educational SST.

2) Foundations.
3) A consortium of industrial grants.

TARGET POPULATION: Academic peer group, school administrators, legis-
lators.

TIME PROJECTION: 5 years.

7. (5) Set up a cooperative project involving a community college system (Dade
County, Fla., and St. Louis are good possibilities) and a major commercial producer
of educational materials, with professional collaboration of retained outside experts,
to develop, test, and demonstrate a remedial course in English. This is a bask!: and
nearly universal need. Many community colleges and other open-enrollment public
institutions are frustrated in many aspects of their educational program by the inade-
quate reading comprehension, writing, and oral skills of their students. Correcting
this is a first objective of nearly all such institutions. They are very receptive to new
approaches. Because they do not recognize remedial English as a job tho ought to
!lava to do or want to do, there is no vested interest in existing methods. Any staff
now engaged in remedial English instruction would be glad to be relieved to go on to
more advanced work. There is relatively little cake of custom to be hinken. And
community colieges ate expanding rather than contracting and usually in t position
to spend money for promising innovative systems and materials.

Moreover, this is a field in which computer-assisted instruction seems to offer untimat
promise. Hence the project combines social need, market responsiveness, teacher
acceptance, and probable operational success.

The project would design a course, prepare the programs and materials, including
related conventional print and audio-visuals for follow-up and reinforcement, and test
and refine them through two academic years. As success is achieved, in the second
and third academic years the program could bezome a demonstration center in which
the methods and materials could be studied for adoption or adaptation elsewhere and
for guides as to techniques for programs in other disciplines or at other levels.

Once the program had reached an appropriate and tested level of development, the
participating educational materials publisher would be responsible for putting it into
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final marketable form, producing it, and marketing it to community colleges, other
openenrollment institutions with comparable problems, and high schools. A part of
the project, however, would be short, intensive teacher-training institutes to prepare
faculty to use such materials.

This project would be the most effective wedge I can think of to produce a solid and
accepted success from which we could build out in a variety of directions.

FUNDING: Federal grant (to community college system) and contract (with
publisher) of approximately $750,000 to 51.000,000 plus contribution of
services and facilities by the community college system and substantial invest-
ment by the publisher.

TARGET POPULATION: Community college entrants and high school
students in need of remedial English.

TIME PROJECTION: Two years for development, one for demonstration and
production, one year or two for assistance in dissemination through funded
teacher training institutes.

8. (6) Let's assume we can cost justify one modest computer in a fair-sized high
school or college. Let's get as much payroll/inventory on it as we can; let's tie it into
vocational ed. and science ed. for demonstration purposes. Now let's design (a) a
cheap time-sharing system for it, (b) use plasma display terminals, (c) get a team to
design materials around this cost/capability constraint-set. For example, this means a
limited number of terminals, used in shifts, perhaps with night school use as well,
probably just one room with terminals, like the calculator room; probably students
could be trained to do almost all servicing (vocational ed.). The big goal would be to
increase efficiency. To do this we first need a very careful analysis of exactly what
the computer can do that a programmed text can't do as well or nearly-as-well-for-
less.

9. (7) Organize a national effort to create two or three alternative CM programs
aimed at the correction of reading deficiencies in elementary school children. Arrange
for large-scale geographically dispersed trials of the course under teachers who have
attenocd summer institutes on the course. Measure the time required by each student
to attain a specified performance level, and compare that time with conventional
course duration. Assemble complete cost-effectiveness data.

FUNDING: U.S. Office of Eduction; private foundations. 52 to 5 million.

TARGET POPULATION: Elementary school children with reading dif-
ficulties, especially in urban minorities.

TIME PROJECTION: Planning study (I year), course development and
teacher training (2 years), and trials (2 years) = total of 5 years.

10. (8) Support a special experimental demonstration program relating to the
U.S.O.E. Right to Read program, and centering on the lack of functional literacy
skills possessed by many inner-city, young adults between the ages of 16 and 25. A
new Computer-Assisted, -Based, and -Managed Adult Education Success in Reading
Program based on innovative hardware, newly-funded software development, and
proven multi-media and learning psychology would be appropriate.

FUNDING: U.S.O.E.: 55 million funding for 3-year program.

TARGET POPULATION: The remedial open-enrollment city university
group, plus Regional Opportunity Career Development Centers.

TIME PROJECTION: 1972-1974.
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I I. (9) The objective of this plan is to develop a computer-managed system for
instruction in mathematics, grades 7-12. A school system would be identified and
asked to submit behavioral objectives in mathematics for students in courses being
taken in grade levels 7-12. The objectives would be arranged in Gagne type learning
hierarchies. Sample test items keyed to these objectives would be either randomly
generated by the computer in Honeywell's Arithmetic Test Generator (ATG) program
or they would be selected from pools of test items keyed to the objectives. A diagnos-
tic and computer management system would be developed to build around these
objectives. The interface with the computer would be with optical scan card readers
located in the schools. Printed materials in quantity would be produced at a central
location and sent on to the schools by mail. As the system develops, the learning
materials being used in the schools would be adapted to the system and new materials
developed where necessary. The school system should be willing to contribute hard-
ware and software for the ongoing operation of the system with the fundinr, of the
project being utilized primarily for development purposes. Such a project would have
a high probability of success because in the field of secondary mathematics is where
the teachers have been most receptive to CAI. If a school system has an investment in
money and faculty input into the system, there is a high probability that theprogram
will continue after outside funding is discontinued.

FUNDING: NSF or OE $200,000 per year.

TARGET POPULATION: Secondary mathematics students.

TIME PROJECTION: Five years.

12. (12, 26) Special education has high needs for individualized, highly effective
instruction. Also has a deficit of teaching personnel. Program would have 2 phases:

I) Development of courseware to train teachers in how to identify and prescribe for
different conditions.

2) Targeted courseware development for teaching the deaf to read and write (com-
municate in writing or typing). Would develop basic knowledge of human info.
processing in a pathological situation in which variables are exaggerated. Product
would meet tough social problems, add basic knowledge to programming for
normals.

FUNDING: Probably O.E. S3.5 million for 4 years.

TARGET POPULATION: Special Ed. teachers and handicapped students,
grade 6 to adult.

TIME PROJECTION: 4 years.

13. (13) Begin with groups of high-school students who are oriented toward teach-
ing. Give them extensive opportunities to work with computers in their own instruc-
tion and also in the development of programs. Let them participate in production of
hardware. Follow up their interest and competence in their collegiate teacher training
experience.

FUNDING: Local and Federal, with possible industry subsidy.

TARGET POPULATION: High-school students.

TIME PROJECTION: Continuing program. Approx. 6 years for each group.

14. (14) Support a special experimental demonstration program to prepare talented
Job Corpsmen in the fundamentals of computer technology. The goal of the program
would be career preparation for jobs as machine operator, junior programmer, etc.
New, advanced concept multi-media software would be part of the development.



FUNDING: Department of Labor: S5 million funding for 3-year program.

TARGET POPULATION: Male and female, GED level Job Corpsmen and
Corpswomen.

TIME PROJECTION: 1972-1974.

15. (15) Select a para-professional subject (X-ray techniques, police management.
assistance programs for the aged) in which the objective is the acquisition of measur-
able performance in the student.

Organize a national effort to create a computer-assisted course in the selected subject.
Engage the assistance of experienced teachers, and obtain the support of professional
groups whom the students will serve after completion of their course.

Arrange for large-scale geographically dispersed trials of the course under teachers
who have attended summer institutes on the course.

Measure the time required by each student to attain a specified performance level,
and compare that time with conventional course duration. Assemble complete cost-
effectiveness data.

FUNDING: U.S. Office of Education; private foundations. S2 to 5 million.

TARGET POPULATION: Community college and open university.

TIME PROJECTION: Planning study (I year), course development and
teacher training (2 years), and trials (2 years) = total of 5 years.

16. (17) For a long time I've wondered if children would learn to read faster if they
were provided with a restricted vocabulary and a set of typewriters which could
communicate by pairwise interaction, through a central switching device. Restricted
to typing messages to friends and reading friends' replies, that is, allowed to com-
municate, but only by typing, they might learn to read very quickly (having an
incremental expansion of the allowable vocabulary). It is an experiment that could be
done relatively easily, and if it were successful, could provide a new mode of
learning to read.

FUNDING: I don't have ideas about funding.

TARGET POPULTION: 5 - 7 year olds.

TIME PROJECTION: Experiment could be carried out in a few months, once
hardware was constructed.

17. (18) Appropriate CAI, using time-shared terminals, could provide the possibility
of structured interaction between different classrooms in the same school, or even
more important, different schools. This could be done through the use of computer-
based games in which a class in one school would challenge a class in another school.
The major problem to be overcome is the danger that participation would be limited
to a few in each class. Consequently, the games would have to be especially well-
designed, requiring contributions from every member of the class in order for the
class to take its action on the terminal.

Such a possibility as this could provide a good teacher with great opportunities for
freeing the classroom from the constraints of the four walls and restricted interaction
that currently characterizes it.

18, (19) For several years, a limited use of simulation and gaming as a part of the
education process has been made. Probably the most well known simulations are the
business games used in business schools and indusidal management training courses.
In adliltion, however, simulation has been used to teach strategy to military person-
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nel and to teach civics and foreign policy to secondary school students. Other uses
undoubtedly exist of which I am unaware. Considerably more development is needed
to exploit the possibility of this approach to using computers in education. It is my
belief that simulation represents the single most powerful use of the computer in
education. It is the only area of which I am aware in which the computer can provide
a depth of understanding impossible by any normal teaching method. I suggest that a
task force be established, probably under the direction of the US Office of Educa-
tion, to establish a strategy for the development and exploitation of the use of
simulation. Results should include a list of projects which the computer industries
and educational researchers should be encouraged to undertake.

FUNDING: The only additional funding required would N: the cost incurred
by the USOE. Therefore, projects should be funded by the participants based
upon market justification or justification as a valid edmtional research pro-
ject.

TARGET POPULATION: Students at all levels with the greatest emphasis at
the secondary school level and above.

TIME PROJECTION: The strategy and planning effort should begin im-
mediately with the computing industry encouraged to market resulting prod-
ucts as soon as feasible.

19. (21) Effort is needed in the "applied" research area of testing the relative effec-
tiveness of various pedagogical techniques (drill and practice, simulation, tutorial,
etc.) that are computer-based in relation to the material to be taught. Clearly dif-
ferent techniques have differing degrees of effectiveness depending on the degree of
structure inherent in the material, the material's complexity and the like. On top of
these two factors of course there is the question of the style of the student and the
impact this has on the methods of learning that are most effective for him. The goal
of the project would be to do enough experimenting to understand the dimensions of
these three factors so we would be in a position to design the more effective CAI
systems.

FUNDING: Foundation or Government $200,000 per year for 3 years to
each of 10 universities.

TARGET POPULATION: University undergraduate or maste:s.

TIME PROJECTION: 3 -4 years.

20. (22) What is essential is not to ask how CAI can become more widespread, but
what are the central problems of education now, and how can CAI contribute to
their solution.

One central problem is the fact that elementary and secondary schools are now used
largely as custodial institutions, and this, coupled with decreasing opportunities for
responsible action outside the schools makes students far more irresponsible than
they would otherwise be. Whether CAI can contribute to the solution of this problem
(which manifests itself as "discipline problems". teacher dissatisfaction and loss of
control, and race-related disruptions in schools) is not at all clear. But an effort
should be made, because if successful, this would contribute to solution of major
school problems.

One possible direction involves the combination of individual student-paced learning
on CAI in which the completion of a specified task or unit is not merely followed by
more of the same but by a different kind of activity, which would be student-
selected. The general idea is that when a student completes a certain amount of work
(i.e. reaches a certain achievement level), he gets the possibility of using his time
much more fully at his own discretion. He still must make his choice from among a
certain set of activities that contribute either (a) to his own learning; (b) to the
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school's corporate goals; or (c) thc community's welfare. This freedom and oppor-
tunity to act responsibly should provide the incentive to proceed rapidly in the
self-paced learning.

This would imply two kinds of organization of the school. In one, the teacher's role
is reduced to that of monitor and aide, to help out when and where problems arise
with self-instruction. At the same time, Most teachers would be leading activities of
types (b) and (c) above, either those which contribute to the school's goal or those
which contribute to the community's welfare.

21. (23) There is a need for basic research into the question of how humans learn. A
project of direct operational use to those in the CAI field is the development of a
model of the learning process. If we are clear on the major variables involved in how
people learn then we have a base from which to design systems that will improve that
process. This is obviously a hard task but one that may be tractable if we view it from
the standpoint of a learning model to give us insight into the uses of CAI, rather than
a completely general purpose model.

FUNDING: Foundation or Government 5500.000 to 51,000.000 per year
for 5 years to 3 or 4 universities.

TARGET POPULATION:

TIME PROJECTION: 5 - 6 years.

22. (24) 1) To conduct research on basic problems relating to the generation of
instructional materials and tests by a computer with minimal input demands on the
author; 2) to relate these findings directly to the development of courses and areas in
which the effectiveness of the materials can be evaluated; and 3) to conduct a
cost-benefits analysis of the results.

To illustrate the approach assume that the objective to be achieved by a lesson was to
teach a vocabulary (technical or foreign). The author would be required to input his
data base the terms and definitions and a set of parameters defining thc fomt of
presentation and conditions of learning. E.g., dropout procedure, correction (limit 3),
80% criterion (no misspellings), 12 word lists. The system would operate on his
database and produce a CAI program as specified without further work by the author
and without the need to "debug." Gagne's eight types of learning tasks would be
used to provide the taxonomy used in developing each of a set of eight generators,
one per type of learning. Each generator would allow the author options and, where
data permitted it, the options would be selected for inclusion on the basis of data
reported in the research literature. Other aids would provide "readibility" analyses of
text so materials would be graded for difficulty and guides to authors so they could
reduce the level of difficulty to fit the targeted students. Tests would be generated
from text.

FUNDING: NSF or USOE, 5175,000 to 5200,000 for 5 years.

TARGET POPULATION: Health sciences and teachers in the health sciesux
including paraprofessionals.

TIME PROJECTION: Five years. Each of the three efforts lesson genemtor,
analytical tools, and test generator would be developed concurrently but
not at the same rate. Each, in order indicated, would be completed in a cycle
for each of the eight types of learning before the next set was developed. Cost
benefit analysis would be performed upon the completion of a set of lessons
involving each of the eight types of learning. Two types of learning would be
completed in each of the first 3 years and the last two types of learning would
each be completed in the fourth and fifth years, respectively.

23. (29) Students and administrators have demonstrated considerable interest and
acceptance of CAI; teacher interest and follow-through is low. There Is need for
intensive teacher training,
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s) as part of preparation on an optional basis.

b) in-service training.

The NSF model of summer workshops would probably be most effective, but short
term school system sponsored courses could he just as effective and would demon-
strate (to the teacher) the system's interest in CAI work in classroom.

FUNDING: Summer programs probably state or national (NSF).

TARGET POPULATION: Classroom teachers minimum of two per partici-
pating school (hot system) building.

TIME PROJECTION: Could and should be started now and continue with a
series of programs moving into advanced. Could effect students within a year
as teachers and trainers.

24. (30, 88) Attempting to work with individual schools on an experimental basis
(with or without government subsidies) to reassure teachers, learn their true concerns
and meet them would be prontisine. Perhaps this has already been done. A few
striking positive demonstrations of meeting teacher and institutional resistance ought
to be most worthwhile.

25. (31) Establish a series of in :school demonstrations training centers throughout
the country. The centers would be two-purpose: I) practical demonstration of effec-
tive CAI with elementary and secondary school students, 2) training centers for
teachers from other schools who could see practical application of the techniques
they are expected to learn and take back to their own schools. I would favor training
a team (teachers and administrators from a school or school system).

FUNDING: Demonstration centers would require national funding but could
possibly charge tuition for team training.

TARGET POPULAtION: a) teachers and administrators for training. b)
general pubil In (..vrf.4!: of publicity for effective programs.

TIME PROJECTION: I year to establish (effect & upgrade) demonstration
centers. Programs cotad then be continuous.

26. (36) Fund a project which would place a small computer at the disposal of a
single elementary school. A program of individualized instruction would be instituted
throughout the entire school. The computer would be employed to assist in helping
the school implement the open, individualized setting. It would be concerned with
branch testing for diagnostic and assessment purposes, with management information
for the students and teachers, for making instructional decisions on the next steps to
take, and would also be used for instructional OtrpoSes alongside standard teaching.
This project would show the intensive use cl a computer in a total school effort to
redesign education.

FUNDING: $500,000 a Pria;

TARGET POPULATION: Eitirivitpm:

TIME PROJECTION: Si,. )kiss,

27. (36, 37, 38) The design, testbt and evaluation of an effective, practical and
economically viable educational system on a prototype basis should be undertaken
and rmanced by the Federal government with congressional approval and a long
term commitment to its successful completion. I would assume the cost of such a
program at approximately $100,000,000 and the time required as 5 years.

28. (36, 37, 38) CAI cannot be demonstrated in a traditional school setting because
no school is organized in ways which permit evaluation of the characteristics of CAL
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AU of the operational characteristics of CAI which are cost effective outside of the
educational setting turn out to be irrelevant in schools, The details to support this
position are found in two very important articles: Randall & Blaschke "Educational
Technology: Economics. Management and Public Policy," Educational Technology,
June 30. 1968; pp. 5-13, and Kopstein "Why CAI Must Fail!", Educational Tech-
nology, March, 1970; pp. 51-53.

If these descriptions of the situation arc accurate, then any further "demonstrations"
of CAI in schools are pointless. Instead, we should be experimenting with our ability
to organize and administer schools so that the characteristics of CAI can be mea-
sured. This would require designing a school from the ground up. It would entail
developing an enormous body of curriculum before the first class could enter. The
operation of such a new school would include the following features:

I) Each student would progress through the school as a function of the courses he
completes regardless of the time he requires to do so.

2) Every course taught in the school will include some CM elements, although the
ratio to other course activities will vary widely from course to course.

3) Each course grade will depend at least partially on student performance on the
CAI elements. There will be absolutely no pressures to grade on a curve for fear of
"... giving too many A's."

29. (39) I just don't have a "master plan" for launching CAI to the benefit of 55
million students. Indeed, 1 don't even have a feeling for how much money would be
needed to demonstrate that CAI could be a cost-effective means of educatingmany
of these people.

My fear is that CAI, like the moving picture, the radio, and television, will ascend like
a rocket, burn out, and descend to earth just another device that held such early
promise for better learning but could never work its way into the American school-
house and into the P.Pbits of the American teacher.

Let's face facts: Tell.: r.,:a possess the territory. Any device that suggests technological
rnitnneibymeni, miougy alters professional practice, will encounter well-meaning

Hostility. Reckltif:i will improve in proportion to the extent that the teacher's
capability 1,: ataged. 711 Sccomplish this the role of the teacher has to be changed
23.1 tt:5"tice ituflincis and industry, hasn't the resources and sometimes the
inclination to retrain It heople in any fundamental way.

Assuming that CAI :In extend the teacher and increase his productivity, it is unfor-
tunate that the costs of whatever is new become add-on costs, not trade-off costs.
This is the dilemma and it may take years to switch from add-on to trade-off. In the
long run, though; 1/.:,ti is the hope, CAI must await the reorganization of education
itself before a .substantial market can be secured. Asa target for early entry, I would
ress thai the American home will be a better market than the American school.

If I were pressed to designate what sector of education would be most responsive, I
would say "the new towns." Over 200 new towns are now in some stage of planning
or construction in this country. These new towns frequently have no history, no
constituency, and no established ways. They are free to strike out on their own to
teach their people not just children in more effective ways. A demonstration
mounted in a new town can have credibility among the 17,000 school districts that,
though autonomous, nevertheless desire to catch up with the state of the art once
somebody has demonstrated it.

Forget the big cities unless Federal funding is assured and sustained. Forget
suburbia they have enough money to buy the best teachers and run the smallest
classes. Forget the hustings, for they are so close to marginal survival that any
expenditure beyond textbooks and band uniforms is politically beyond their grasp.
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The new towns though are reaching for better ways. In this setting. CAI has a chance
to prove itself, especially if the learners are persons of all ages wherever they may he.
and not just children locked for a few years in something called a schoolhouse,

historically, education is a receiver, not an initiator of invention. With the coming of
CATV and other ways of floating information from people Who have it to people
who want it, the prospects of CAI improve. And as homes and businesses and people
generally come to profit from CAI, the chances increase thatCAI can get through the
schoolhouse door.

Nothing in the above should be construed as placing the blame solely on education
and educators. There is enough blame for everybody.

30. (41) Techniques for leasing or joint use by school groups might aid in reducing
costs and providing adequate tests as to "cost effectiveness."

31. (48) Set up four or so regional centers in universities in different parts of the
coun try. Each location should have I) a timesharing system or systems available for
large scale student use. 2) philosophy that encourages such use, 3) faculty members
with strong discipline oriented backgrounds who have already begun to use com-
puters in teaching and teaming situations. Faculty, local and visiting, should be
attached to the center for periods ranging from 6 months to 2 years, first developing
materials (with no restrictions as to the type and amount of computer usage) for
innovative approaches to their areas, and then using these in full classes and revising
them based on this usage. Emphasis should be on modules usable in or out of
ordinary classes, looking toward such concepts ac the open university. Programming
support, etc. would be provided, but the primary function would be to develop
discipline oriented teaching materials rather than software. Each schOot should have
an available general purpose computer, different in school to school. At least one of
the groups should be oriented toward graphic terminals. Five year life, about 6
faculty members per location. Several national meetings each year involving all
centers.

FUNDING: 5200,000 for personnel, each location, each year, plus 530,000
for computer time and $50,000 for travel, etc. $280,000 x 4 centers x 5 years

about S6 million. Federal fundingO.E. and NSF.

TARGET POPULATION: Colleges, universities.

TIME PROJECTION: Five years.

32. (49) Set up training laboratories, possibly run jointly by teacher training institu-
tions and textbook publishers (or the CAI equivalent), for authors and supporting
technical teams.

FUNDING: Public and private, with industry subsidy.

TARGET POPULATION:

TIME PROJECTION: Continuing.

33. (SO) Establish a number of discipline-oriented centers for production of course
materials that support the use of computing within the curriculum. Authors would
come to the centers to work full time on production of materials. Centers would give
editorial and programming assistance, salary,expenses. Centers would publish, adver-
tise, distribute completed monographs, books, programs, etc. Centers would organize
travelling circuses to take materials to schools and show them off. Centers would host
training institutes for interested faculty.

FUNDING: $300,000 per year per center. Sources mixture of Federal,
professional societies, commercial publishers.
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\ TARGET POPULATION: Teachers who decide course content and curricula
`at their institutions.

\TIME PROJECTION: 3 - 5 years duration, starting now.

34. (50 Subsidize discipline-based groupings to. develop curricular materials em-
ploying \the 1.,..tnputer extensively, but not exclusively. Begin with lower division
courses topics with large demands and high computer relevance; e.g., economics,
business, Otgineering, computing, modern languages. Require that materials be devel-
oped in away that enables wide-scale distribution. (Rely on activity described under
action plat II to provide means of distribution-422.) Arrange for royalty payments
and credit to individual authors.

FUNDING: NSF, OE. NIE (when authorized): SI million/year per subject.

TARGET POPULATION: Lower-division college students.

TIME PROJECTION: 3 - 5 years.

35. (51) I would proceed on two fronts. I) The development of discipline task
forces, or educational level task forces that would develop a CAI prototype in a
particular field of work and proceed to demonstrate to their colleagues around the
country the quality and feasibility of the endeavor. In short, build a better fimusetrap
and proselytize. This requires institutional cooperation and brownie-point tcwgni.
Lion and probably must be done on an inter-institutional basis. 21 Seek general
recognition of the priority status needed for the application of technology to educ-
tion, Make quality education a national goal like going to the moon.

FUNDING: Massive federal and foundation support perhaps coupled with LA
incentives or other forms of subsidy.

TARGET POPULATION: Academic peer group for each taskforce.

TIME PROJECTION: 4 - 8 years.

36. (51) Support multi-disciplinary applications of the computer (areas such as so-
cial studies, science, business, industrial arts, mathematics). A team consisting of
computer specialists, simulation specialists, and educators would work with master
teachers to identify areas where the computer can be effectively used within the
curriculum of. the present and foreseeable future. Simulations and other activities
would be developed that could easily be implemented to expand student horizons

FUNDING: NSF or OE S200,000 per year.

TARGET POPULATION: All secondary students.

TIME PROJECTION: Five years.

37, (53, 61, 62) Establish incentives (and supporting procedures and resources) for
more effective development, documentation and exchange of computer-related learn-
ing materials.

Establish standards for documentation (including validation).

Develop guidelines for development, testing, revision, exchange (e.g., using someone
else's materials, perhaps with modifications).

Establish procedures for obtaining credit for materials development (clearinghouse,
national index, reviewing procedures for professional journals, classification, etc.)
with special attention to encouraging improvements in materials (a step up a ladder
indicating quality and usefulness, reflecting academic records and opportunities for
economic recompense).
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Make it easy for one to find out about available materials (at different levels of tested
usefulness), to try them out, to adapt them for local use, and to report results back into
the clearinghouse data bank.

Rad the information and procedures of this national incentives system into the
training programs, both in-service institutes and regular academic programs (including
programs for teaching fellows in universities).

FUNDING: NSF and OE, 5500,000 over three years.

TARGET POPULATION; Authors and users of computer-related curriculum
materials.

TIME PROJECTION: Some small and favorable influence in fitit two years,
beginning to show results in third year. Clearinghouse should become self-
supporting, and standards and guidelines maintained by committees associated
with professional societies and accreditation institutions, but some follow-on
funding may be needed to carry forward effectively for a few years.

38. (54) To produce a thorough revision of the content of education is a major
intellectual undertaking. It will happen and indeed, in a small way is happening.
But its rate of progress will depend unpredictably on its ability to fire the imagina-
tion of creative, energetic people. Unfortunately this is not happening except in a
desultory fashion. "C.A.I." as an area of intellectual endeavor has a public image of
drabness and mediocrity. This is certainly a most important factor responsible for
inhibiting the widespread use of computers in education. I believe that the most
effective action that could be taken now is to create conditions for research that will
stand some chance (there can be no guarantee!) of competing with the more "glamor-
ous" areas of intellectual endeavor for people of the highest caliber.

An example of a practical step in this direction is creating a research institute (or
several!) with facilities for several experiments on the scale of providing groups of
children with unlimited access to computers over a period of several years, offreely
experimenting with new computer controlled devices, of being able to set up teams
of trained observers to track the progress of individual children, and so on. It is
important that such an institute be able to separate the pursuit of fundamental
knowledge from the economic and practical problems of applying the ou tcome of its
research on a large scale. It is important that it have the means to attract visiting
scholars, graduate students and, of course, its own faculty. To do this would cost
between seven and ten million dollars for the first five years, which I see as the
minimum viable period for guaranteed support.

I strongly suggest that the EDUCOM study should propose the creation of I or 2
such lostitutes, and should immediately concentrate on sponsoring the production of
several detailed proposals for discussion.

39. (54,55,66) Establish an Interdisciplinary Center for Educational Development
and Change in which CAI would be used in its own instructional programs (extensive-
ly but not exclusively) and with special emphasis given to the use of compu ter-based
systems as instruments for change in curriculum, the role of the staff (especially the
teachers) and in the assessment of individual development. The three training pro-
grams would be: (1) team training of interdisciplinary teams in the complete develop-
ment cycle (planning through summative evaluation) tot instructional program devel-
opment; (2) individual training of managers of development and delivery systems for
instructional applications; and (3) individual training of evaluators and researchers in
the evaluation process from planning to summative evaluation, including testing and
data processing, not only for personnel evaluation but also for cost-benefit analysis of
systems and approaches. All three programs would be run concurrently and would
continue throughout each year. While each would have its own primary staff, some
personnel would be shared to achieve economies. Administration of the center would
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be in the Division of Educational Research and Development, SUNY at Stony Brook.
which, among other administrative units, has an IRC (Instnictional Resources Center)
for materials development and with its dedicated CAI system, a Center for Continu-
ing Education which offers courses at the graduate level to the community, and a
Department of Education. Harvard case study approach would be used extensively.

FUNDING: USOE Personnel Development and US Public Health, Manpower.
S200,000 per year for 24 students (8 per program).

TIME PROJECTION: Seven years with 24 the first year and modest incre-
ments in the numbers in succeeding years resulting in training approximately
175 people at the masters level and approximately 20 in all three programs for
doctoral level which also would include a dissertation. Since only 3 to 5 would
recycle from each graduating class, there would be approximately 20 people
available for employment each year.

40. (56) There is abundant evidence that CAI in its various forms can effectively con-
tribute to college, post-graduate and professional education. In institutions of higher
education, failure to conduct more broadly significant and effective CAI innovations
has been in considerable part due to lack of faculty incentive. This lack of incentive
results from a variety of factors and is evidenced in many aspects of faculty endeavor.

I) Lack of reward. Most of the lack of progress in educational innovation and
improvement results from this cause. In contemporary academia, the faculty com-
prising the major universities receive very little professional, economic, cartel, or
personal status reward for teaching; particularly undergraduate teaching. Despite
virtuous and entirely sincere declarations on the part of both the factsity and
the administration to increase the valuation of teaching in appointment atht pro-
motion procedures, little revision actually occurs. Inertia and difficulty of objci-
tive evaluation are of small significance in explaining this failure compared to !lie
national ambience within the academic community which decrees that rescinds
and scholarly activity recognized on an international scale are the only significant
indices of professional success. Until this generally pervasive value system is mod-
ified, no single institution, however prestigious, can by decree greatly redirect the
activities of its faculty.

2) Lack of knowledge. Most of the faculty comprising the major universities are
professional scholars, but amateur teachers. They have had no education in the
field of education except the experience of their own education. Furthermore,
they generally and not without some justification disdain the organized
discipline of "Education" as represented by traditional Schools of Education.
Most faculty tend to perpetuate the historical techniques and intuitive convictions
characteristic of their own education because they are largely unaware of that
body of knowledge from which they could rationally design more effective and
efficient educational programs.

An example of one of the more defeating convictions among some faculty is the
belief in the essential mysticism of the educational process; that a mysterious
effluvium flows from the teacher to the student through which the student ac-
quires the most significant elements of his education. This effluvium can, appar-
ently, only be transmitted through air and across short distances. It is blocked by
any mechanical or electronic contrivance and also is destroyed by any attempt to
analyze the student's educational goals and needs in terms of his eventual role in
society. This concept inhibits more rational attempts to define educational goals
in operational terms, and prepare programs and tests to accomplish these goals
most effectively and efficiently.

3) Lack of leadership. Since very few rewards accrue to the full time dedicated
undergraduate teacher, creative, charismatic leadership does not arise. In addition,
it is a cherished conviction among most faculty that each is equally expert in the
educational process; or at least that each must be allowed to pursue his individu-
al convictions toward the instructional process.
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Nevertheless, the faculties of the nation's universities comprise a primary resource of
expertise necessary for the development of CAI, and the universities themselves are
fertile sites for testing various types of CAI programs. Universities often have primary
and secondary level "laboratory schools" associated with their depanments of Edu-
cation in addition to their college, graduate and professional academic programs.
Many universities already have sizeable comput:r facilities and large numbers of
personnel skilled in all aspects of computer use and design. The primary need is to
engage a sufficient number of appropriate faculty in CAI development as a first
priority task. With a few notable exceptions CAI experiments within universities have
been desultory and disappointing, due to general faculty apathy and lack of reward.

To modify this situation will be difficult, but I propose that Federal grants be made
available to universities not to individual faculty members for CAI research and
development and that their use be rigorously subject to the following requiremsitts:
I) First priority commitment of an interdisciplinary group of faculty to project.

Grant should provide salary support for these faculty and require full time com-
mitment (with full time salary support) from principals.

2) Guarantee from the University that the faculty involved in this project will have
their project related work evaluated for promotion as equivalent to scholarly
contributions in a conventional discipline.

FUNDING: Grant amounts would vary according to project, but to insure a
sufficient magnitude of commitment, $500,000 per year for a period of three
to five years should not be considered excessive.

TARGET POPULATION: Varies with project from primary and secondary
level to professional.

TIME PROJECTION: Varies with project up to five years.

41. (63,64) Experiment with and refine the technological capabilities of the three
computer system approaches that offer a chance of promoting inter-campus exchange
of instructional materials:
I) centralized time-sharing systems
2) decentralized minicomputers with cassette programs
3) networks with 2) as terminals communicating as access with I).
Emphasize the requirements for exchangeability of materials!

FUNDING: NSF, State HE Authorities, OE, National Institute of Education
(if authorized). SI-10 million for development. Some operating subsidies, but
most costs should be covered by schools.

TARGET POPULATION: Higher education.

TIME PROJECTION: 2 - 5 years.

42. (67) 1 do not think the evidence warrants any actions to further the growth of
CAI.

43. (67) WAIT. DO NOTHING. Institutions which see a need will proceed if they
can find a way. Let them compete for funds that are not earmarked for CAI. Where
problems are soluble they will merit investment and will get it. There are too many
uncontrollable forces at work too many proven educational projects and products
which deserve funding ahead of CAI.

44 (71) All too often research and development work in CAI has failed to distin-
guish between two basic issues: the first is adapting the computer to the needs of
education and, second, improving educational processes, now possible through the
use of computers. Unfortunately, the first issue has often been overlooked in favor of
the second. We have attempted to address the issue by saying, "now that we have the
computer, we can save education." This is definitely not a realistic approach. Early



uses of the computer in other industries altered the process of those industries at
most only slightly. Only after a great deal of experience with computers existed and
after many processes were implemented on a wide scale with computers, were basic
changes instituted. A good example is the banking industry. Even today after a
decade and a half of the use of computers on a wide scale, demand deposit account-
ing, still remains much the same, with the checkless and cashless society remaining a
futuristic idea. The analogy in education suggests that we are guilty of trying to
implement the cashless and checkless society rather than first simply trying to adapt
the computer to the needs of education as we now know it. Emphasis, therefore,
should be placed upon accepting the various aspects of education as they now are.
and using the computer to improve the present processes. Where the computer can be
used as an aid to the teacher or administrator, this should be explored. If drill and
practice Call be done by a computer in a way that directly aids the current process,
this should be explored. In short, I suggest that emphasis be placed upon accepting
pedagogy as it is today and upon using the computer to aid the present processes
rather than emphasizing the redesigning of education so that it will best fit the
computer,

45. (73) One of the basic problems with the acceptance of CAI on a wide scale in
education is that CAI systems to date have largely been designed for a relatively small
number of students or for research purposes or both. It is now necessary that a
"production outlook" be adopted. That is. research and development should concen-
trate on serving the needs of a large number of students with much more efficient
systems. This must be done even if some flexibility is sacrificed. Educational re-
searchers tend to concentrate on pedagogy and very careful evaluation of educational
approach. Much of this work has been done and documented as it relates to CAI. On
the other hand, very little work has been done with those in education that have the
"production" education problem. Emphasis, therefore, should be placed upon relat-
ing future development activity directly to the problems of the "production" educa-
tor. Superintendents of schools of large cities and administrators of community col-
leges are both good examples of individuals with "production" education problems.

FUNDING: Since what is being recommended here is a totter of emphasis
rather than specific projects, there is little or no funding requited. Ideally, this
emphasis should be placed upon the educational community by 'ha US Com-
missioner of Education. This emphasis can be supplemented by reports in
educational journals, and other publications.

TARGET POPULATION: Educators, educational publishers, and those in-
volved nith educational applications in the computing industry.

TIME PROJECTION: Immediately with period reinforcement in the fottittl.

46. (76) Any attempt to program for tutorial or dialogue CAI quickly runs into the
difficulties of processing students inputs responses or questions exOgssed in
natural language. Ideally, the CM course author should be able to pose a ipii!Mloo to
the student, specify a model answer, and instruct the processor to atcept correct
that answer, or any answer whose meaning is the same. What is needed is the develop-
ment of a program which will perform this semantic analysis and provide the CM
processor with the result.

While this is a formidable requirement, the implementation of any approximation to
it would constitute a significant breakthrough for CAI. It would allow us for the first
tune to lift the various artificial restrictions on student inputs which only degrade the
teaching effectiveness, and limit the scope, of CAI programs,

FUNDING: On this and the time projection, an expert in linguistic'analysis
should be consulted. Bernard Spolsky, Indiana University, was deep into this
problem in 1965, and could provide a far more accurate projection.

TARGET POPULATION: Not too crWcal; 8th grade or over.
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47. (76) A general program of grant support is needed for development of CAI
techniques, especially those devoted to providing more latitude for the student.
Proposals would be evaluated in typical fashion. The emphasis would be on
enhancing the capabilities of the computer (which has often been called artifical
intelligence, an awkward term).

FUNDING: NSF Office of Computer Activities Initially VI million per year.

TARGET POPULATION: Applicants would probably be from universities and
research laboratories.

TIME PROJECTION: Indefinite 10 years at least.

48. (77) A number of recent studies have begun to yield results in CMI. Here instead
of the computer directly interacting with the student, the computer is used as an aid
to the teacher, usually in the normal teaching process. Several computer guidance
counselling systems have been designed and are operating. More than 20 different
unrelated efforts are underway experimenting with the use of data banks. These data
banks contain test queftions or lesson planning material or, simply, resources. In the
use of test question data banks, for example, quite elaborate systems have been
designed to enable the fully automatic preparation of tests, the grading of these tests
and the maintenance of statistical results. Our primary interest in all of these
examples is the fact that the cost per student is much lower than is true in tutorial
and drill and practice CAI. In some cases, the cost difference is as much as two orders
of magnitude. A task force should be established, probably by the US Office of
Education, to develop a strategy for the thorough exploration and development of
CMI applications and to coordinate the implementation of thisstrategy.

FUNDING: Funding for these projects should continue to be the responsi-
bility of those undertaking them. This is true of both industrial and
educational institutions. Where joint studies are desired, each participant
should fund his own portion of the effort. The strategy task force and
coordination effort recommended above should probably be the responsiblity

TARGET POPULATION: Since, by definition, Computer Managed Instruc-
tion is designed to aid teachers, the target population is teachers and
instructors at all levels of education.

TIME PROJECTION: The strategy and coordination effort proposed above
should be begun immediately. By the end of its first year, it should have
succeeded in identifying existing projects and recommending new projects to
cover the wide range of computer applications possible. Since cost constraints
are so much less severe than in most of today's CAI applications, it is my
belief that the market exists new for CMI applications.

49. (78,79,81) Organize project to develop one or several educationally oriented
terminals:
1) As inexpensivea terminal as possibleusing existing technology and production

wherever possible, planning on the basis of large-slide use in the future.
2) General purpose terminals, for use of existing general purpose computers 8 bit

code, ASCII, etc.
3) Many options graphics, slides, audio, tablets.
4) Variable character set, controllable in program. Every area has its own symbolic

requirements. Authors should be able to use any characters needed for natural
presentation of material

5) Hardcopy options forgroups of grophic terminals.
6) Great attention given to physical design of terminal and associated environment

to make it as effective as possible in the teaching situation. Use very competent
industrial designers with long-range interest in design/education interaction, such
as Charles Eames. Should include design of rooms for groups of terminals and
associated devices, such as hard copy.
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Design team should involve industrial designers, innovative engineers, teachers,
students, use market analysis techniques to test preliminary designs with a wide range
of /laden ts.

FUNDING: Try to obtain sOhort front a group of vendors manufacturers,
distributors.

TARGET POPULATION: All educational users.

TIME PROJECTION: Five years.

50. (78) Many, if not most, computer assisted instruction programs actually utilize
only a tiny fraction of the capacity of the central computers by which they are
serviced, which involves wasted expense. If there were available access to an adequate
data bank and encoded programs in other forms, an 4:xtremely simple digital
computer could perform the necessary operations in receiving and interpreting the
student's responses and in selecting for display or other transmission the next
instructional unit or sequence. It might be possible to build such a limited computer
capacity into a self-contained terminal having both CRT and keyboard facilities, and
provide access to a data bank by continuous retransmission of the data banks content
by cable. The total content of an adequately large data bank could be circulated
dozens of times a minute by cable, so that the computer unit in the terminal could
select the needed elements almost instantly.

This is beyond my expertise, but I am told that such a terminal and system are
theoretically quite practicable. If they could be developed, it would permit CAI uses
in institutions without ACCeSS to expensive central computer installations and would
greatly increase the range and flexibility of the techniques.

The project would be a research contract by the Federal Office of Education with a
firm competent to design, create, and test the proposed hardware and system.

FUNDING: Federal. I am not in a position to make an informal judgment as
to amount, but I would guess for research development, and testing expenses
through the production of a working prototype it would be on the order of
$500,000.

TARGET POPULATION: General.

TIME PROJECTION: Three years.

51. (80) The combination of cable TV plus time-sharing computers plus specially
designed terminals has already been demonstrated to be cost-effective. The work is,
however, so far only in its beginning stages of development. Several R & D efforts
should be studied to design the best combination of equipment for both institutional
and home use. An appropriate team might consist of a computer specialist, a
communication technologist, a systems engineer, and an educational expert.

FUNDING: Office of Education, NSF $1,000,000 for up to four beginning
efforts.

TARGET POPULATION:

TIME PROJECTION: 1- 5 years.

52. (82,83) Several research and development projects should be established aimed
at the possible redesign of drill and practice and tutorial CAI. Projects should
include:
I) Thorough systems analysis of CAI as it might apply to large numbers of students

without completely altering today's education .systems. Emphasis should be
placed upon minimizing system cost if necessary at the expense of flexibility and
added function.
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2) The design of those special computer terminal features required by education and
more or less unique to education. These include random access audio capability
for use in teaching reading and languages and computer controlled video cassette
capability to lower the cost of storing and presenting large quantities of
educational material.

3) A task force made up of representatives of the computer industry, the publishing
industry, and education should be convened to address the materials of
instruction problem. This effort should be coordinated with the redesign of CAI
outlined above and should be charged with determining responsibilities of each of
the three institutions represented in successfully making available quality
materials of instruction.

FUNDING: Funding and staffing of the above projects should be the
responsibility of those who see them as justifiable on a business basis. Projects
which relate to the computer industry should be staffed and funded by
companies involved. Educational participation will probably only be justified
by larger school institutions, educational research centers and universities.
Leadership and coordination should be provided by the US Office of
Education. Where joint studies between companies and educational institu-
tions are warranted, they should be encouraged. But in such joint studies, each
participant should fund his own expenses. Special subsidies will only serve to
produce unrealistic results from a business viewpoint.

TARGET POPULATION: While the broad spectrum of all students is included
in the target population here, this can be narrowed to only elementary schools
if desired. It is my belief that if the CAI problem can be solved for elementary
schools (particularly from the standpoint of cost) the solution is easily
adaptable to the rest of education.

TIME PROJECTION: The projects outlined above will typically require one to
two years to reach conclusion. The modifications to CAI should be planned to
meet the cost constraints expected in education in the 1975.80 timeframe.

53. (83) Very necessary for work in elementary schools are inexpensive, versatile
consoles (student stations). An intensive effort should be undertaken to design a
commercially feasible random access to audio and visual displays. In elementary
schools, the storage capacity need not be very great; but inexpensive access to a
limited set of displays would be highly desirable.'

FUNDING: Industry S75,000 a year for three years.

TARGET POPULATION: Elementary schools.

TIME PROJECTION: Three years.



Appendix 5

Action Statements

Following are the 83 action statements compiled for the conference from the
questionnaire data, plus the additional statements which were suggested and included
for consideration during the conference.

1. Large-scale Demo

Mount a large-scale experiment to Jemonstrate the economic feasibility of CAI,

2. Mobile Demo

Institute a mobile demonstration that could travel from school to school, carrying
terminals, plotters, minicomputers, and data acquisition equipment, and provide
thorough and realistic demonstrations of how teachers use computers in their
courses.

3. Labs as Showcases

Use existing facilities and labs not only to implement CAI ideas butalso as showcases
for demonstrating successful CAI techniques.

4. Demo Non-educational Sector

Demonstrate the efficacy of a large-scale CAI system in the military, governmental,
or private sector to ease its acceptance into the educational community.

5. Cooperative Project

Implement a cooperative project involving a community college system and a major
commercial producer of educational materials to develop, test, and demonstrate a
remedial course in English.

6. Adjunct Systems

Concentrate on development of adjunct CAI systems in limited areas of concern, e.g.,
science laboratory work, rather than main-line general systems.

7. Reading Elementary School

Organize a national effort to create two or three alternative CAI programs aimed at
the correction of reading deficiencies in elementary school children.

8. Reading Young Adults

Implement a reading improvement program for young adults that could be run as a
remedial, open-enrollment city university program.
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9. Remedial Math

Develop a computer-managed system of instruction in remedial mathematics for
grades 7-12.

10. Disadvantaged

Focus a CAI program on reducing inequities in the education of disadvantaged
children.

11. Rapid and Slow Learners

Develop special CAI programs for both rapid and slow learners at all levels.

12. The Deaf

Develop courseware for teaching the deaf to read and write.

13. High School Opportunities

Provide opportunities for high school students to work with computers in their own
instruction through participation in the production of hardware and the development
of curriculum materials.

14. Job Corpsmen

Develop an experimental program to prepare talented job corpsmen in the
fundamentals of computer technology.

15. Para-professional

Organize a national effort to create a computer-assisted course in a selected
para-professional subject (e.g., X-ray techniques, police management, assistance
programs for the aged).

16. Unemployed

Subsidize industry to develop CAI packages for retraining unemployed workers.

17. Group Instruction

Experiment with the application of CAI to group instruction in addition to individual
instruction.

18. Classroom Games

Develop computer-based games to provide structured interaction between different
classrooms in the same, or different, schools.

13. Simulation and Gaming

Concentrate curriculum development efforts on utilization of the computer's unique
capabilities, e.g., in problem-solving exercises, simulation, and gaming.

20. Cooperative/Competitive

Develop programs in which the student questions the computer rather than the
rat rIA (cooperative rather than competitive use of the computer in a learning
.fiutzt nun).

21. Learning Styles

Develop the capability to identify and match student learning styles in different
content aran with appropriate pedagogical techniques.
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22. Learner Control

Develop systems that allow more learner control of the material and of the style of
teaching.

23. CAI Learning Models

Develop a model of the learning process that provides insight into the uses of CAI
(rather than a general-purpose model).

24. Learning Theories

Develop a foundation of theories of learning and experimental data which would
enable the computer to be maximally flexible and effective in teaching, as opposed to
being a page-turning and response-recording device.

25. CAI Modules

Develop methodologies and techniques to support organization of course material
into modules that can be utilized in CAI systems.

26. Special Ed. Problems

Develop courseware to train teachers to identify special education problems and to
prescribe appropriate remediation.

27. Support Teachers in CAI Development

Identify teachers who are good writers and who have classroom experience in
computer applications and support them in the writing, publishing, and distribution
of quality curricular materials.

28. Finance Teaching of CAI Techniques

Finance teacher training institutions to include practical training in the use of
hardware and software, and in the techniques of integrating CAI with the traditional
education process.

29. Summer Workshops

Institute summer workshops to provide teachers with hands-on experience with
available CAI systems.

M. Incentives for TeacherTraining

Offer financial incentives for teachers to take training courses in the use of CAI.

31. Training in Technology

Develop through NIE an agency to train teachers in instructional technology.
including capabilities and limitatiuns of processing systems and design, development,
installation, and evaluation of self-instructional materials.

32. Individually Prescribed Instruction

Provide courses in individually prescribed instruction and small-group tutoring in
schools of education, thereby providing teachers with a background more appropriate
to CAI.

33. Instructional and Management Support

Design a computer-based system which would provide support for all of the
instructional and management functions in a school system.
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34. Train Administrators

Implement a program of systematic dissemination and training in CAI applications
for school administrators.

35. Model for Administrators

Develop a computer-based, interactive model for school administrators that shows
how schools can incorporate CAI, at what cost, and at what savings.

36. Model Elementary School

Set up one or more CAI-based model elementary schools.

37. Model High School

Set up one or more CA1-04sed model high schools.

38. Moshl Cot lige

Set v) one di more CAIbased college campuses.

39. Model Town

Set sl,;, a largescale model demonstration of CAI-in-thehome in a new town (200
nvi towns are now in some stage of planning or construction in the U.S.1

40. .Th.mmer/Evening Instruction

Exploil clot opportunity for individualized instruction during summer and evening
hours.

41. Cott-Sharing

Develop cost-sharing programs for school districts and learning centers installing
computer-based instructional programs.

42. Budgeting Cycle

Revise year-to-year budgeting for operating expenses so that school systems can be
better prepared to finance substantial capital investments.

43. Lock-Step

Produce and test alternatives to lock-step procedures to accommodate differences in
learning speed and in curriculum selection.

44. Community Coordinators

Establish model community agencies for coordinating CAI applications in urban
school systems.

45. Private Investment

Permit private investment to provide the capital for schools interested in imple-
menting CAI systems.

46. Private Development

Implement a liberal policy of support for private equipment and software
development organizations.

47. Tax Incentives

Provide tax incentives for industrial investment in CAI ciet:clopmeeit.
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48. Regional Centers

Establish regional centers with local and visiting faculty to develop materials and to
use and revise them in classroom applications.

49. Joint Laboratories

Set up CAI laboratories for authors and supporting technical teams, to be run jointly
by teacher training institutions and textbook publishers.

50. Discipline-Oriented Centers

Establish a number of discipline-oriented centers for production of course materials
that support the use of computing within the curriculum.

51. Discipline Task Forces

Develop discipline or educational level task forces to develop a CAI prototype in a
particular field and to demonstrate the quality and feasibility of the endeavor.

52. Discipline-Based Standards

Fund committees and review panels within disciplines to encourage the establishment
and application of discipline-based standards.

53. National Clearinghouse

Establish a national clearinghouse for the collection and distribution of CAI
materials.

54. Research Institutes

Set up research institutes and quality training programs to attract people of high
intellectual calibre to CAI field.

55. Graduate Programs in Teaching

Establish graduate programs oriented toward teaching rather than research, as a first
step toward quality education, including CAI development.

56. Professional Incentives

Establish professional incentives for university faculty through a grant program that
requires from the recipient university assurance that work on CAI development
would be judged equivalent to research, in terms of promotion, salary, etc.

57. Exchange of Professionals

Introduce a system of exchanges of CAI professionals among industry, government,
schools and universities.

58. Professional Journal

Publish a first-rate professional journal solely for the instructional uses of computers.

59. Annual Award

Offer annual national awards for the best CAI programs.

60. Copyrights

Develop copyright procedures to protect CAI products.

61. Royalty Payments
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Arrange for royalty payments and credit to individual authors for CAI curriculum
development.

62. Publisher Fees

Create "market" for CAI materials by providing mechanisms and incentives (e.g.,
publisher fees) for program production, distribution, anduse.

63. Hardware Standards

Develop national standards for equipment to insure interchangeability of curriculum
packages.

64. Software Format

Establish a format for the production of software that will make it usable in a variety
of hardware systems.

65. CAI Languages

Improve the efficiency of writing CAI programs by the development of better CAI
languages.

66. Instructional Designers

Train instructional designers to supplement the work of CAI authors and production
personnel.

67. Continuing Evaluation

Develop a continuing program for evaluation of CAI programs, techniques, curricula,
administration, and organization.

68. Evaluation Systems

Set up a comprehensive research program to test a variety of CAI-based evaluation
systems at school and college levels, possibly including performance in simulation
exercises and educational games as a rating device.

69. Cost-Evaluation Studies

Conduct detailed evaluation studies that provide the data needed by school
administrators to justify the introduction of new capital intensive equipment and
techniques.

70. "Benchmarks"

Identity the full range of CAI system requirements and develop "benchmarks" to
measure progress and to assess effective management.

71. CAI Barriers

Institute a comprehensive research program to identify barriers to the introduction of
CAI and to determine the changes which might contribute to their removal.

72. CPU Cost

Reduce the cost of central processor time to the neighborhood of 20 cents per
student/contact hour.

73. Hardware Development Costs

Concentrate on reducing basic hardware and software development costs so that CAt,
as a consequence, can become cost-justified.
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74. Hardware Interface

Support research to identify the relative importance of keyboards, C.R.T. displays,
accessory audio-visual devices, etc.

75. Computer Design

Design computer logic and architecture appropriate to the primarily nonnumeric
processing demands of CAI.

76. Semantic Analysis

Develop software to perform semantic analysis for processing student inputs
expressed in natural language.

77. Integrate Media

Design a CAI system that integrates a number of instructional modes and media.

78. Educational Terminal

Organize a team of industrial designers, engineers, teachers, and students to develop
one or several educationally oriented computer terminals.

79. Communications Equipment

Utilize existing communications equipment, e.g., television, telephone, electric
typewriters, to produce cost breakthroughs in CAI.

80. Cable TV

Combine large time-sharing computers and cable TV with appropriate terminals to
produce lower costs.

81. Graphicstapability

Develop student terminals that offer a graphics capability.

82. Videotape Cassettes

Develop a computer terminal which can utilize videotape cassettes.

83. Audio Unit

Develop a computer-controlled random access audio unit for use in teaching reading
and languages.

Additional action statements resulting from the conference discussion:

84. The Blind

Develop courseware for the blind. Braille terminals exist and Braille also can be
produced by a terminal.

85. Investigator-Reporter

Fund a single, highly competent investigator-reporter to survey the whole field and
report on its present state and prospects in the clarifying, framesetting way done,
e.g., by Jean Chall in The reaching of Reading.

86. Health Sciences

Develop a national center for the health sciences.
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87. Programming Courses

Teach programming (Fortran?) as part of the core curriculum.

88. Feedback From Schools

Obtain feedback from school personnel on the factors which impede the implementa-
tion of CAI in the schools. (Include teachers, administrators, school board members.
and various "minorities".)

89. Non-Science Majors

Teach a course on computers for non-science majors.

90. "Sesame St."

Fund "Sesame St." type curriculum development projects for CATV distributed CAI.
Effective, efficient, and palatable instruction.
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